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Word from the Editor
In reviewing tlre past fifteen years of Greyfriars Reuiew, we noted

how few articles were devoted to the Secular Franciscan Order. Surprisingly
there have been relatively few scholarly articles written about such a vital
part of the Franciscan Family. We are hrppy to have the oppornrnity to
present this work of Prospero Rivi, O.F.M. C^p., of the Capuchin Province
of Parma, Rome, Italy. Originally presented as a doctoral dissertation at the
Pontifio Atheneo "Antonianum" in Rome, Rivi's work was subsequendy
published, widely distributed throughout Italy, and welcomed as a thorough
study of the attraction of large numbers of lay people to Francis of Assisi.

Within a short time of its publication, a number of people asked that we

translate the work. Fortunately F{eather Tolfree, who had known Rivi at the
Franciscan International Study Centre in Canterbury, England, volunteered
to translate and worked closely with him in the process. Later Ingrid
Peterson and I worked together editing the work for publication.

fu the work was about to go to the printers, we learned of the death

of William McVernon, S.F.O., who had eagerly encouraged not only this
publication of Rivi's work, but also supported all our Grelfriars Reaiew

endeavors.

A graduate of Fordham University with degrees in nuclear physics-

and optics, Bill epitomized the spirit of Rivi's study. His attraction to
Francis and his untiring desire to deepen his knowledge of the tradition of
Francis's family were exemplary. To be in his presence was to catch a

glimpse of some of those first lay followers of Francis. He burned with zeal

for Francis's Gospel way of life and was desirous to see the "Sleeping" Giant
of the Secular Franciscan Order make its presence felt.

fu we pray that Bill may rest in peace, we thank the Lord for the

gift that He gave us in this brother of ours. We hope, too, that this work
helps in some way to continue what was his mission: to promote knowledge

of and membership in the Secular Franciscan Order.

RegisJ. Armstrong, O.F.M. Cap.

Editor-in-Chief
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Preface

The starting point of this study was a life experience: that of finding

myself involved in 
-the 

activities of a group of young Christians in the

dilcese of Reggio Emilia, on their way towards the fraternity of the Secular

Franciscan Otd"t. From this experience I found myself wanting to
investigate more deeply the relationship between Francis and the life of the

Christi'an laity of hii-time. I have often thought of these young people

during th" *iitit g of these pages, which I now gladly dedicate to.them and

to PrJfessor Mariano Bigi, their teacher of Franciscan history and life'

It is not uncommon, even now, to hear Francis of Assisi spoken of
as a solitary hero who, having suddenly appeared like a genius, stood out

hugely on the horizon of the reality of Church and society that had sunk

irrti flatness and mediocrity. It can appear simpler and more effective to

present the great personalities of history as miraculous meteors who have no

Lxplrn"tion, bec"ose they are disengaged from the field of human reality in
which they appear. But ii is a little like detaching a splendid figu-re from the

unity of ih"-fr"t.o to which it belongs, with the intention of enhancing

beauty; it ends by compromising real comprehension of the masterpiece'

However, there are already numerous studies about Francis and the

vast movement brought about by him, which have sought to shed light on

the deep connectioi they had with the social, cultural and, especially,

religious background out of which they arose and proceeded' The point of
sucf, studies *-"t to take a series of elements which, even though they do not

explain the whole complex figure of the Saint of Assisi, certainly make him

-or" .o-prehensible: in fact, they have a corunon perception of how

solidly ,ooied he was in the history of his time, and at the same time an

,*rr"rr"r, of the degree of originality and the capacity of transcending it
which he himself poisess"d. Today the rather romantic image of a mystical

and ecstatic Franiis, who passed through the scenes of history without

noticing what was around him should be abandoned, to allow for a more

.o....ri-"ge of him as a very real man, lucidly aware of the many social and

religious fei-e.rt which weie ploughing their way throuq-h society and the

Chirch: a Christian who knew how to brilliantly and effectively interpret

such ferments.
* 
Th" w"lfth and thirteenth centuries was one of the most lively

periods in the long civil and religious history of Europe' They were two
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centuries which saw, respectively, the slow and often tortuous advancement
of the Gregorian Reform, which seemed at a certain point to have finally
dried up; and an unhoped-for and abundant harvesi of its fruit in thl
vineyard of that Christian laity, which in both centuries manifested an
inexhaustible vitaliry.

Numerous recent studies have shown that the relationship between
Francis of fusisi and the Christian laity of the high Middle Ages was much
more solid and fruitful_than had been previously considered. To shed light
on this relationship is the purpose of this study. Rather than presenting nlw
facts, an attempt will be made to offer an overall view of a subject ,ihi.h,
though investigated by many authoritative scholars, has never been made the
object of organic treatment.

The work has been divided into two parts, each with two chapters.
The first part examines the reawakening of the laity throughout the time
span of the so-called "Gregorian Reform.,, In the fiist chapier, an attempt
will be made to outline concisely the historical context; dweiling first on the
area of-civil society, an examination will be made of the gradual-overcoming
of the feudal system in favor of the new realities which were springing up ii
the cities through the work of the most dynamic and strong so.Iil Ilasr.s;
examining then the ecclesial environment, it will be seen how members of
these social classes thus succeeded in becoming an active part of the process
of Church reform, and how in this way attained a cleareiself-awareness. In
thc second chapter the troubled journey ofthe laity towards the acquisition
of a more precise and specific spiritual identity will be tracid: first
examining the attempt to get rid of those elements which would appear to
impede the rising of a lay spirituality, more autonomous than the fltod of
monastic spirituality; then revealing the Christian laity as it slowly made its
way towards the riverbed of penitential spirituality. The second part will
deal with Francis's own contribution towards the evolution of the laity as
active and responsible subjects within the ecclesial institution. The first
chapter will focus on the relationship that was established between Francis
and the laity in general. The second chapter will examine the role he
developed in the emergence of the new organism which, according to most
recent historiography, represented the peak or the high point of ih" l"ity,,
entry into the medieval Church: the Order of Brothers and Sisters of
Penitence.

Ey the end of this work, it should be possible ro make a close
connectidn between Francis's experience and the spiritual adventure of the

lhriggin laity in those two cenruries; in addition, a bener understanding
should be reached as to how and why this great spiritual experience arose,
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which today continues to be a living presence in the Church through the

Secular Franciscan Order.
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Part One

The Reawakening of the Laity During the Gregorian Reform

Ta very great spiritual adventure is an integral part of the history in

H which it arises. This is also true about the beginnings of the

IJF .rr.iscan movement, considered by many illustrious historians, eg.

Renan, Sabatier, Salvatorelli, Miccoli, as the most creative and authentic

Christian event that appeared in the Church from the second century

onwards.

An expression of the ferments which for some time had shaken

society and the Church in the heart of the Middle Ages, Franciscanism

exercised a profound influence on all the realities with which it came into
contact, and gathered together the best energies, orienting them towards an

experience of faith which created a new Spring not only for the Church but
for the whole of society.

Before examining the renewing and fruitful effects of such an

influence on the Christian laity of the time, it seems appropriate to examine

the historical context in which the great Franciscan adventure arose. An

aftempt will be made to assemble some elements of this profound

transformation which were already operating in the heart of both civil and

Church societies, before the appearance of Franciscanism and within which

the Christian laity progressively rediscovered a specific identity.

t

I
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I
The Historical Context:

A Century and One Half of Great Changes

tFranco Cardini, "Francesco d'Assisi e I'Europa del suo tempo. Ricerche
p-er^unarisposta 'globale' al tema delle origini di una vocazione,,, Studi irancescani 79
(1982): 16.

Jacques Le Goff, "Francisco d,Asii tra i rinnoaarnenti e le remore del mondo
feudale," loncilium- 9 (1981):13. On the sudden demographic ir,"r""r" which took
western Europe from 22 to 54 million inhabitants fiom SSO toll4g and on its
consequences, cf. also idem, La Cioihi..266

'Andr6 Vauchez, La Spiritaaliti dell,Occidmte m.edioaale. Secoli Wl_fll
(Milano: !'Ita e Pensierc, 1978), Sl. This stimulating profile of medi""A,pirit""tity,
which fini"shed, just before the appearance of Fraicis, is a fundam"rrt"i poirrt 6f
reterence tor this work, for two reasons: the undoubted competence of the author,
one of the most noted scholars of medieval spirituality; 

"rrd 
th" slanr which he

:,T1"..:l on hjs,sqdy, by pryr.g particularutt.r,tion to'popularcpirito"tity 
"r,d 

to
rne proDtems ot the larty.

Flistorians specializing in the Middle Ages today agree that the
period which ran from the end of the eleventh ceitury to thJbeginning of
the thirteenth was characterized in most European regions by 

" 

"gr"rt i""p
forward in all fields. "Not all parts of Christian Eor:op" lio" in'th" same
abundance, but they all participate in the same enthusiasm. In particular, its
freartr' comprising the great fluvial plains of the Rodano, of the Reno, olthe
Danube, the Po and the Arno, urban and rural life pulsate with intensity.,,'

. This great evolution in the first place consisted of a considerable
demographic increase: from around the beginning of the year 1000, varying
accordinglo the-r9gr9ns, but in a constant-and sJm"tim"s explosive *ry G;in.North-Central Italy) the population increased two-fold., In proportion to
this demographic leap, rapid progress in agriculture, craft rrrd "o*-"r". i,recorded, which created and spread new conditions of wealth and new life
prospects, with a strong drive towards change, in the spheres of both civil
and Chur-ch society. It was what has been defined as tlie *century of great
progress,"' located approximately between 1070 and 1220. A -brief

examination will be made of the most relevant changes, which are in some
way linked to this subject.
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l. A society in profound transformation
In the "century of great progress" civil society was marked by

profound change. It began with the slow but decisive overthrowing of the

ieudal system that had been rigidly strengthening throughout the Hig}r
Middle Ages, and which by this time began to be felt as an over-tight
garment. At this point, it would seem useful to outline some features of the

iocial and spiritual world of the feudal era, before moving on to the changes

that would assail it.

a) The feudal world

For many centuries the European world lived enstructured in a

solidly feudal tyti"*. An essentially rural people found their security and

sustenance in their subordination to a signore, or lord, for whom they

cultivated the land and to whom they were tied by oath both economically

and socially. In the feudal system, a person always belonged to another. And

the whole of society was presented as a solid and secure pyramid of human

relationships that rested fitt"ly on the possession of land. This feudal society

was organiied under the symbol of stabilitas, since its roots were found in the

soil. In reality, nobody could abandon the earth to which he was tied:

neither the serf had the right to leave, nor had the lord-who had in his turn
accepted him-the right to sell him.

Strongly structured in a hierarchical form which had at its peak the

Emperor ot thi King and at its base the great ranks of serf-farmers, the

feuial system offereJto each person and to every category a well-defined

and immutable position.o

A characteristic of such a feudal society, which holds a certain

importance for the purpose of our investigation, is its division into ordines,

or orders. Alongside the traditional division of society into two groups -
clerical and lay in the ecclesial field, the strong and the weak in the social,

the freemen and the serfs in the legal, a new scheme was declared towards

the end of the first millennium which immediately met with great success'

Christian society from that time on was intended to be like a harmonious

organism complsed of three distinct and complementary- categories: t-hose

*(o p.ry"d (iratores), those who engaged in combat (belktoru) and those

who worked (laboratores).'

nG.Duby, Feuilalisnto,inEnciclaped.iaEuropeaGarzaniYll(1977),106-108'

J. Le Coff, La Cfuihi.. 277 -282. Also usefirl on the subject- of rhe ordines, cf '
G.G. MeJrsseman, Orda fratemitatis. Conftaternite e pieta dei laici nel meilioeao, (Rane:

Erder, 1 977),2L7 -245.

t
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.. T:r-991S, r,. "Les Laics et l'iccleiohgie des "ordres" chez les thdohgims des XIe
et XIe iicles," I hici nelk '\ocietas cbristiana,, {9.

J. I.e con, La Ciailti,36
'A. Vauchez, La Eiritualiti,36
'A. Vauchez, La Eiritualiti, 63.

This new scheme represented, on a social level, the transposition of
religious divisions into the social world, those of clerics, *orL, and laity
(equal to doctores, contemplatfui, goniugatl which had been carefully drawn up
in-the natristic epoch, and which originally had meaning only in th" e..lesial
sphere.n

The new division of the whole of society into three oqders or
categories also soon received theological justification, which unifielth"-
into a single Christian body rendering them complementary: each one of
them related to the other two and, by each performing its particular serrice,
even being absolved from its religious dutyf in this w":y, the scheme became
in a certain sense sacrilegious, until it established ,,anobjective and eternal
reality, created and willed by God.,,'

b) Monastic spirinality

Another characteristic element that is relevant is the close link, the
deep consonance between feudalism and monastic spirituality.

Monasticism *I mg great protagonist in the ecclesial sphere.
Although deeply marked by the g"n"rrl crisis which assailed the Chuich in
the centuries which ran from the Carolingian era to the Gregorian Reform
(the secularization of the_ clergy and the spreading of the ,yj"- of private
churches), it was nevertheless more able to resi-st srr.h a crisis than the
secular clerry, and from its centers came the first signs of revival: Cluny in
Burgundy, Gorze and Brogne in Lorraine, Ethelwold in England, St. Callo
in Switzerland and Montecassino in Italy.,

But monasticism had many points of contact and many ties with the
feudal system. To cite but a few:

Most choir monks came from noble families, and ineviably, with
themselves, brought to the monastery a mentality which was well
embedded in the feudal system: it was impossible to avoid an attraction and
mutual solidarity between the two aristocratic orders (oratores and
bellatores), also because the praying monks were then usually considered as
fighting spiritually, in conflict with the dark forces of evil.,
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The hierarchic organization and the feudal distinctions between the clerics

and laity also entered into monastic life'

The notion of stabilitas laci (alwys remaining in the same monastery)

became extolled as of the highest value, even from a spiritual point of view'

"h. Vauchez, La spiritualiti, 40. On the close relationship berween

monasqicism and feudaiism, cf, also J. Le Goff, Marchands et hanquiert au Moyen Age'

(Paris: ?resses Universitaires, 1980), 92ff.

"A. Vauchez, La Spiritualiti, 191.

"J. Le Goff, La chtibi,71ff.

"A. Vauchez, La Spiritualiti,40.
'*A. Vauchez, La SPiritaahti,49ff.

Abbeys were founded solely by sovereigns and great-feudal lords who

became benefactors toward whom the rttooLt f"lt gratitude and sympathy''o

One can tlus understand how from such an affinity and closeness a

spirituality took shape in the monasteries which, as well as containing

typically monastic eliments - such as the elevation of the notion of fleeing

ai " *"tta, understood only in a physical-material sense," as the highest

Christian aspiration - also held a typically fetidal content: God of majesty,

Christ as Lord-King, a theological feudal terminology.'' This spirituality

exerted a predominant influence on religious life in all the spheres of the

Church until the beginning of the twelfth century, and its effects would be

felt until the end ofihe tvtiddle Ages." Because of this, it would seem to be

oppoftune to examine it more closely.

If becoming a monk meant' first and foremost, attempting to return

to a state of original perfection and at the same time anticipating a future

life, such " choice implied, in fact, the detachment from, and often the

tendenry towards cont;mpt for, earthly things. It is not by chance that the

most noiable authors of thi eleventh century showed in their tracts - besides

rejoicing in monastic life, that authentic form of Christian experience and

the ontf sure way to salvation - an increasing contempt for the world (faga

et contertptas rnund), these terms no longer holding the meaning thatJohn

attributed to them, but the whole of temporal reality as s-uch' They were

often convinced that there was an absolute incompatibility between religious

life and the occupations and worries of this world.'' This view of the world

rests on an absoLrt" theocentrism; as God represents everything good, it
would seem vain to pursue and appreciate earthly realities that are deluding

5
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and dangerous. It is better to renounce creation and live on this earth as
pilgrims and strangers: the Kingdom is gained through exile.,i

On the other hand the world, that is, the society of the eleventh
century, was objectively a poor world: there was violence and injustice
everywhere, few marriages were made for love, t-here was no i"y .oltor",
almost no technical or scientific progress. From this poirrt oi'ri"w the
cgnte?nptut rnundilcoatempt for the world] basically meant the refusal to
descend to compromising with a politicai society probably less Christian
than the most secular of our present nations.,o M*"or"r, i, ;;L; observed
that in monastic_ spirituality the undoubted contempt for earthly realities was
often mitigated by a profound sense of things and oimen.,,

Notwithstanding these mitigating circumstances, the fact remains
that it was the monastic vision ratf,e, tf,", its every day practice which
exercised an enorrnous fascination_upon the whole of"Christian spirituality,
both that of the clerics 

"19 
6: laity, at least until the beginni';g of the*..1q century. It was this which lnfluenced the convicdon that there

existed a real and unshakeable incompatibility between the life of the world
and. the religious state which became wiiespread among 

"li 
-W.ra.rn

Christians."

...from rhe Christian point of view, life in the world is a compromise. A
Christian who is complete\ consisrent with the gospel principies that he
professes ought normally to leave the world that h"e my l""d the .,apostolic
life" .. (a life according to the gospel ideal and in ac.orjwith the laws of the
kingdom of God)... But one ca;not but feel a certain unsatisfactoriness
abour a way of. considering Christian life so exclusively dominated by the
ideas of renunciation and the wickedness of the world.r,

_ 
Congenial to $e feudal system, this theology and monastic

spirituality show themselves to be inajequate as regards ,It"i.ty that, as we
shall see, was in a process of powerful change.

"A. Vauchez, La Spiritualiti, i0.
'nA. Vauchez, La Spiitualiti, 52.
t'Consider the ,,constructive,' role of so many_abbeys,_to this .,sympathy

LlS:9 :1J,"-dulgence" which the monks manifested *ith ,"glri .o *. l"ii1r 1'f","',the Veneraple, fg1 ex1mpl1, held. and protected Abelard ,ttl,-y, whilst he was
Delng p:rse:Yteg b-y St. Bernard, and wrore to Heloise a mojt delicate lefter
ilrnouncrng his death to her): Ibid, j4.

"Ibid, i6.
'Y.ves Congar,,Lay peoph in tbe Churcb, tans. D. Attwater, (London:

Geoffrey Chapman, llSl1. "
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c) C ornrnercia I re aw a k enin g

From the end of the tenth centur/, a slow but progressive

commercial reawakening was witnessed throughout Europe. The return to
peace, the improvement of the roads, and progress in agricultural and

artisan production methods favored this commercial rebirth.

The renewal of trade saw the merchant as a protagonist, a figure
who would give life to a new and strong social class. With the growth of
corunerce, there was an increase in the number of merchants and in their
organization. They joined forces, traveled together to defend themselves

better from the many dangers that tfueatened them and to extract
advantageous tolls from the feudal lords of the territories which they
crossed.

Directly connected with the ascent of this middle class protagonist
of the commercial reawakening of the eleventh and twelfth centuries was the
birth, or the rebirth of the cities. Ancient cities took on a new animation and

life; others were founded. They all also became, in a short time, religious
centers - as they have always been, especially in Italy, as well as economic
centers in which tradesmen and craftsmen worked, and in addition political
and cultural centers.'o

The appearance and the rapid development of the urban centers, in
which the new middle classes organized active groups, constituted a real

revolution within the old feudal and rural society, which was founded on

servitude and on rigid pyramidical relationships and which had an essential

element in the stabilitas loci (constantly remaining in the same place). A new

world was evolving which grafted itself onto the old, provoking a profound
change in every field. A new kind of society was under way. Feudal society,

with its social and political structure in harmony with a rural economy,

whose concern was the maintaining of stability, was now felt to be a

powerful obstacle to an economy based on markets, on free circulation and

on urbanization: it no longer responded to the new demands.

The middle classes, increasingly aware of tleir own strength and

rapidly organizing themselves into associative forms, showed a growing
impatience; first of all with the fiscal laws and then with the legal and-

poiitical encumbrances of the feudal powers." They demanded new areas of

I '\Mhil" the cities of the North rose uP against the feudal world and had in
the merchants the backbone of the middle clais, those in Italy, however, stayed in
touch with the country and had at the beginning proprietors or usufructors of land

tied to the town church and its Bishop. Cf - P. Brezzi, La ciailti del Med.ioeao earopeo

III (Rome: Eurodes, 1981), 528.

"Cf. H. Pirenne, La citti nel Medioeao, (Bari: Laterza, 1981)' 130-142-

7
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"P. Brezzi, La Ciailti, 529.

"Cf. G. Gracco, Cmso di Storia. Il Med.ioeuo,(Torino: DEI, 1975), 263-270.

freedom to manage their own city, which was in some way their own
creation, 

_and 
they aspired towards political autonomy. They were moving

towards the free corunune (the political organization of a free town) whicf,
would rapidly spread to most of Western Europe from the end of the
eleventh century and during the whole of the twelfth, creating a profound
change in society and mentality. Italian cities of the centrafNorth were
among the first to obtain municipal liberty.

If the commune movement aspired above all to liberty, it also
showed sensitivity towards the creation of t "* relationships among people,
characterized by greater equality. The vertical relationships of defiendence
belonging to feudal society, were substituted in the frie commune by
horizontal relationships of solidarity. A society founded on subordination
was contrasted with a society based on association. It should not be
forgotten that at the beginning, the commune was essentially an association
of some or all the inhabitants of a city, in order to better resist the power of
the lord of the area and to free themselves from his feudal tutelage-. A clear
indication of this new obligation was the con-juraao (etymolo[ically, an
"oath in common', that is, a collective obligation), the company or societas
(which are terms used in contemporary sources),r, which rlpresented the
solemn and freely held pact among a group of people throrrgh the swearing
of an oath to be faithful to the new polirical association, with the obligatioi
of reciprocal help, for a variable and renewable period of time.

This oath is very significant. In its substance, it had the same usage
as that in feudal society: as a vassal swore an oath of fealty to his lord, tf,e
citizens swore an oath of fealty to each other. In both cases, great value was
assigned to the given word. But unlike the feudal oath, a fuerarchical tie
between individuals, the oath of the corunune tied the person to a group
and involved his commitrnent to the whole group. In particular, it onited
equal people. This was the revolutionary element that stood at the
beginning of th" .o*-one movement of the free cities.,,

Simultaneously and sometimes preceding the political evolution of
the commune, as has been briefly described, , ri-il". asiociative process was
present in the cities as well as in other fields, in particular regarding the
egorlomy. It was the merchants and the crafismen who shaped the economy
of the towns. Concentrating in the cities and freeing themselves from thl
custody of the lord, they learned to stand together, to associate. In this way,
guilds ol craftsmen sprang tp (arti in Italian), as well as associations of
merchants (called societh, compagnie or ordini in the Italian perirns:ulei; Hanse
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or Gilde in the Northern countries), with their own statutes. Created to
defend the economic interests of a particular profession, each corporation
established very strong ties among its members. Frequendy, they were
united in a kind of religious confraternity, with their patron Saint, and with
an obligation of providing at their own expense for members in need, in the
case of illness or death.

Communes in the cities, professional corporations and commercial
associations, religious fraternities and also scholastic communities, or
uniaercitate-Lll manifested a strong community awareness and solidarity
which was expressed at every level, and which were usually based on the
Christian value of caritas, or charity.'* It is one of the most exquisitely
Cfuistian signs of these centuries, that they showed marked solidarity, in
contrast to the centuries of the modern age."

Gradually, the overcoming of the rigid divisions of Christian
society, of the three classic Ordines was effected. Increasingly often, they
began to use other criteria and a new terminology to represent a socio-
ecclesial fabric which was becoming ever more complex and varied: the
appearance of the terms "state" and "condition" beside that of "Order"
indicates the weight which the new professions had assumed.'u This
ascending lay world which was bound to experience economic success,

learning and greater participation in the creation of political power,
nevertheless found itself faced with previously unheard of human problems
and morals of enormous gravity, zuch as the incipient mentality of profit, the
use and abuse of money and new forms of poverty and of violence. It could
hardly not view as anachronistic a theological vision of feudal connotations
and a spirituality of monastic extraction which elevated the flight from the
world and looked with evident diffidence and pessimism to the cities and the
other innovations which accompanied them. Many set-backs and frictions
would be needed before theology and spirituality could adapt to the
changing conditions of social life and work out a map of values more in
accordance with the new needs of the people."

d*In this subject, see t}re illuminating pages of Theophile Desbonnets, De
l'intuitiori it l'institution, 69-90.

"P. Zerbi, Mentaliti, ideali e miti del Medioevo I, (Milan, Vita e Pensiero,
1975), t82ff.

'.Cf..1. Le Goff , La Ciailtit,283-286.
"A. Vauchez, La Eiritualiti, 35 .

9
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2. The Laity in a Church long undergoing reform
The long period that lasted from the end of the eleventh century to

the beginnings of the thirteenth saw great ferment and transformations in
religious life and spirituality as well as in the political order and the
economic and cultural spheres. One can understand, moreover, how while
the whole of society was changing, the Church could not be seen as

remaining immobile. In a certain sense, one could even say that it was the
first to lead the transformation." What became known, inappropriately, as

the Gregorian Reform in reality gready surpassed, both in time and in
content, the period of the papacy of Gregory VII; it could be more precisely
defined as the "Reform of the Church in the eleventh and twelfth centuries"
or even the "Great Reform"."

The reform movement, which marked such a profound turning
point in the history of the Church, had started from several monastic
centers, Cluny being the most imporrant. But from Leo IX (1048-1054)
onwards, and especially with Gregory VII (1073-1085) and Urban II (1088-
1099), the papacy would assume an energetic leading role in carrying
forward and directing this reform in its various aspects and objectives:
freedom of the Church, reform of the clergy, renewal of monastic and
religious life and the animation and direction of experiences in the lay
world. In addition, the papacy gradually, but not without opposirion,
managed to remove the Emperor's powers in this field of Church reform;
the heavy involvement and the many initiatives taken by Charles the Great
(t814), by Otto III (t1002) and finally by Henry III (the Black) (t1056) for
the Reform and the good functioning of the Church (a customary procedure
in the East as well), gradually came to be opposed because they were felt to
be undeserved secular interference in ecclesial matters: the world was now
moving towards the separation of the powers of Church and State.

The principal objective of the Reform, in effect, would be precisely
that of recovering the freedom of the Church with the papacy intent first on
the great effort of making itself autonomous from Imperial powers, but then
resolved on recovering a greater autonomy of all the ecclesiastical
institutions from the powers of the feudal lords. It was decided thus to
release the Church, from the most humble cleric to the Pope himself, from
subjection to the power of the lay feudal lords, who could sometimes be
benevolent-as in the case of Henry III, who promoted and guided the

t

'J. Le Goff, Francesco il',rlssisi tra i rinnoaamenti e le remnre del manda feudale,
in Concilium 9 (1981), 16.

, -."As suggested by M. Maccarrone in the discussion following the account by
Delaruelle, in La aita colrru.ne del Clerol74.
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reform with positive results, but usually resulted in the ecclesiastics being
subjected to the alien and untimely wishes of the lay lords."'

From Stephen IX (f1058) onwards the papacy and the core of the
reformers (Pier Damiani, Ildebrando of Soana who would then become
Gregory VII, and the very intransigent tfmberto of Silvacandida), would
now defer to him, the Pope, and no longer to the Emperor, marking a

turning point in the very concept of the Reform. For the reformers, it was

not enough to moralise the Church and the vices of the clergy. The problem
had to be resolved from the roots. The first cause of corruption of the clergy
resided in the worldly standards by which they became elected, that is, the
interests of the Emperor and the feudal lords. The blame then rested on the
Emperor, who for centuries had tried to make the Church his own property.
He had to be excluded from electing the Pope, who alone then chose the
Bishops. This was, briefly, the plan of the most prominent reformers, who
thus transformed the figure of the Emperor from being the protagonist of
the Reform to being the person who was the principle obstacle of it. It was
the beginning of a huge political turning point, which would involve the
entire Western world and become the foundation of modern Europe."

Meanwhile the Church pursued the objective of gaining autonomy
in the nomination of Bishops and abbots through the so-called "struggle for
investiture" which would be concluded with a temporary compromise
between Callisto II and Henry V at Worms in 1122.

An important result of this struggle for the freedom of the Church
would also be found in the internal organization of the Church and would
create a strong impulsion towards the centralizing of power around the
monarchic figure of the pontiff as the universal Bishop and sole head." The
salient points of the Reform will be briefly examined in order to understand
the laity's role in it.

"'Raoul Manselli, L'Europa e il mnndo. Corso di storia per le scuole superiori,
(Palermo: Palumbo, L982), 144.

"G. Grac.o, Corso,229.

"For Gracco, with the First Lateran Council of ll23 the restructuring of
the Chtrch was by now delineated in is clerical and hierarchical forms: the monks,
to whom the cure of souls was forbidden, and the laity were held at the margins; in
the following lines the new organization is oudined: "The Church belongs to the
priests, the priests belong to the Bishops, the Bishops belong to the Pope, in a

formulation which has remained substantially the same to this day'' Gracco, Corso,
217.
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a) The papary's enlistrnerut of tbe kity in the stragglc against the cornr.ption of tbe
clerg

. . . .It has already been pointed out that among the primary objectives
which the papacy set itself was that of the moralizalon oi the trabits of the
clerry, convinced as it was that the whole Reform depended on the
reformation of the clergy. In this reform, which the papacy carried out with
the added intention of strengthening its autonomy against Imperial
interference, there was no hesitation in making ample-aflolwance-af least
for a certain period-for a laity which was found to L" ,"ry sensitive to this
subject and very ready to confront religious problems.,, 'ihe reformers of
the time, with the same popes at the head, were struck by this religious
fervor which pervaded the laity.

By this time Mcholas II (f 106l) had no hesitation in including the
lay classes of Milan, the Patarini,'* in the work of the reform of th.
Ambrosian Church. In this work the laity, guided by the Deacon Arialdo,
eventually played a determining role against the generally pro_Imperiai
clergy and particularly that of simony andioncubinagi.,'

Later on Gregory VII, with the ever-present intention of solidly
linking the Reform movements to the papacy 

"rrd 
of keeping the reform of

the lay classes within the ambit of the Roman directives, evei allowed that a
certain anti-hierarchic practice be developed, which from the beginning had
permeated through this Reform movement. He went so far as tJ encourage
these forces of Reform in the laity to maintain that the aims of Christiin
perfection were not found in the pre-established superiority of some Orders
over odrers-something decidedly new for that tirne-but that everyone
started at the same point: in defining the fact that one spiritual experience is
more or less rich than another, the only thing that counted was the practical
obligation of each person to put into effect the will of God there where he
or she lives.'u

"C. D. Fonse ca, Discorso di apenura, in I laici nella ,,societas cbristiana,,, 3ff.
'*Ihis comes from the term ,,pataria,' derived from the Milanese dialect

"patee" , that is to say "rags"; which in tlis case would mean ,,ragged crowds,', with
an. wident disparaging_tone on tI9 part of the Milanese clergf,"who would have
coined the expression. Cf. R. Manselli, L,Earopa, 146.

"For Meersseman, the Pataria was one of the greatest indications of the
reawakenitrg of the-religious conscience of the laity duririg the eleventh century: it
showed the search for new areas of participation and .eveil.d at the same time the
new social and political awareness of the urban middle class, already for some time a
protagonist;.the two- phenomena would be interdependent. Cf. d.G. M".rrr"*"rr,
O rda fr a t ernit at is, 2 19 .

'uC. D. Fonesca, Discmso di aperture, g. For Miccoli, the most violent, angq,
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This involvement of the laity in the cause of reform was also looked
upon with favor by Pier Damiani, who elevated the royal priesthood of all
the faithful, although he often showed fear of them going too far in their
decision making and striving towards autonomy, and lJrban II, who
regarded the laity with affection and encouraged new experiences of
common life among them."

It is owing to the laity's entry in the Reform movement alongside
the papacy, that a new awareness arose within them, with a growing
aspiration for new areas of participation in ecclesial life in addition to what
had already happened in the political, economic, and more slowly, the
cultural areas.

b) The debate rurrounding "apostolic life"

In order to focus mainly on the course that the laity had taken to
achieve greater clarity regarding its own identity within the Church during
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, it would seem appropriate to follow
carefully the stages of a debate that stood at the center of the great plan of
Reform of the Church in this same period.

It has already been indicated what the basic problem was from the
beginning, that of the Church herself recovering a more authentic identity,
and how in this sense it would be fundamental for everybody to become
more faithful to the image of the early Church, and especially by those in
charge of the Church. This desire to live their own faith more
authentically-the causes of which have not yet been explained by
historians, but which may have also been effected by Byzantine influences,
through more frequent exchanges between the Eastern and Western
Churches-was translated, first of all, into the urge to return to origins, a

phenomenon which is also found in other cultural fields, in literature and
particularly in the law.

For the Church, returning to the past could only refer to the era of
the apostles and the martyrs. From the papacy, to the monks, to the clerics,
to the hermits, and finally to the people, the ideal of the early Church would

and constant accusation, moved from the great anti reform and pro-imperial party
(composed above all of Bishops and Cardinals from Lombardy and Germany) to
Gregory VII it was that which had provoked the "plebeius fruor" against the clerics,
of havin! opened to "plebeius error" the hidden spheres of faith and morale. This
appeared a subject almost fixed in the polemic writings of the anti Gregorian party
from 1070 onwards. Cf. Giovanni Miccoli, "La storia religiosa,"Storia d'halia II/I: dalla
cadata dell-impero ramano al secolo XVIil (lorino: Eindaui, 197+), 508.

"Marie-Dominique Chenu, "Moines, clercs, laics au Carrefour de la vie
6vangelique (XII'siEcle)," Reaue d'Histoire Eccleiatique 49 (1954): 74.
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become an essential reference point for the new spirituality.,, This desire to
rggain the perfection of the primitive Church *", 

"*p..rr"d 
concretely in

the ideal of the "apostolic life," which was seen as the model of the Church
described in Acts 2:42-47 and 4: i2-i5.

Looking back to the first Church ofJerusalem as an archetype from
which to draw inspiration for living a perfect Christian life, wouii find a
profound echo in all ecclesial circles. This was the origin of the polemic
debate lTorg its various sectors-monastic-clerical-hermit and finally,
lay-and between the Orders, especially those of monks and clerics, each
one of which claimed to be the true embodiment of this ideal.

We will examine the principle phases of this debate and how they
developed,first among the monks, then among the regular clergy or Canons
Regular, who were priests who led a .ommon life under a Rule, in general
that attributed to St. Augustine, then among hermits and itinerant
preachers, until the time when the laity themselves would become involved
in this debate in a active and profitable way.

Monasticisru and "apostolic ffi"
Monasticism was the great protagonist and promoter of the internal

dynamism of the Church of the High Middle Ages, and was actively presenr
in the great Reform from its beginning, with its great personalities, e.g. pier
Damiani, Umberto di Silvacandida, Gregory VII and various orher Fopo,
and was itself under constant reform, e.g. Cluny, Vallombrosa, Citeau*,
Camaldoli, the Certosians, Grandmont, etc. Monaiticism found itself in this
period having to defend its own way of life as dre ideal, for the first time. It
was driven to this defensive position by the evolution of society and of the
Church and from the internal debate around this ,,apostolic life,i with which
it had always been peacefully identified. The point of view of numerous
apologists of monastic life is well interpreted in the trarct Of Tr.ue Apostolic
Ltfe especia,lly that attributed to Rupert of Deutz, a monk from Liege and
later Abbot of Deutz, who died in llj0. In the title to his work, Ripert,s
adjective, "true," aims to highlight the idea that only tlris monastic life-and
no other innovations, such as that of the Canons Regular or of other
movements-can righdy be described as being apostolic.

It is no wonder that the people, no longer tied to the rural world of
feudalisma but actively immersed in a rapidly evolving society, would very
soon see the monk as a distant and aristocratic figure, outside their lives and

"Cf. A.Vauchez, La Spirituahfi, gg-g}. For the hypothesis that a Byzantine
t1{lqencg 91^.h" 1e-li4ous reawakening'of which we are ,p"rking, cf. A. Vauchez,
Spiritualitd, 90 and 101.
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their problems. Tensions and difficulties were also created because it was

still the Ord.o rnonacorurn which was offered as tjre basic value and ideal for
the whole of Christian spirituality, to whom they had to conform, whether
lay priests, who during the Reform would actually be strongly influenced by
the style of monastic life, or the laity, who would also have no other model
of holiness than that provided by monasticism.

It is a far from simple matter, and one which will be returned to.

Canons Regular and "apostolic life"

If, for Rupert of Deutz and the monks in general, the main focus of
apostolic life was communal life, for which biblical references were found in
the Lukan description of the first community inJerusalem, the supporters of
canonical life and of the new forms of evangelical life maintained different
principles, arising in part from the same texts. To the classic passages in
Acts, however, they added that of the apostolic mission (Lk 10:1-12), and it
is this latter which assumed in their eyes an increasing importance, and
which introduced a new element to the debate. Translating what was a

general aspiration into action, they placed the emphasis on pastoral activity
that was so important to the aposdes.

It is the apostolate that makes the aposde! The apostles were the
first priests of the Church. They, the priests, were therefore the tme heirs of
the Apostles. It was the canons who came first, not the monks. fu the priest
is superior to the layman, so canonical life is superior to monastic life and is
the more faithful interpreter of the values of apostolic life. As well as

communal life and pastoral activity, it then began to be thought that a truly
apostolic lifestyle must include poverty: the true aposde is poor as were the
Apostles and as Christ invited them to be."

The polemic between traditional monasticism on the one hand, and
the Canons Regular, with the new forms of evangelical life on the other,
would flare up in the second half of the eleventh century. But monastic
resistance* could not halt the process which was by this time under way, and

which had found the unconditional support of the papacy. At the end of the
centurlz, Urban II accepted and acknowledged in a Bull this institutional
dualism, declaring that monastic life and canonical life were two forms of

{" 
"K. S. Frank, Perfection, 1122.
*See the scornfrrl reaction of Ruperto in seeing placed on the same level as

monasticism and the new ecclesiastic institutions: "a false and unjust comparison
between the monarchy and the Kingdom of God, and those monstrous realms
condemned to fire", in M.D. Chenu, Moines, T l.
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apostolic life, both fruits of the Holy Spirit, which brought about the new
form and enabled the ancient one to continue.*'

Herntits, itinerant preacbers and "apostolic ffi"'
In the debate on apostolic life between the monks and the regular

clerics other newly formed evangelical groups were included. They were
inspired by hermits and itinerant preachers of canonical and neo-monastic
extraction. They strongly emphasized the value of poverty and the following
of the poor and humble Christ that they rediscovered in the Gospel.*'

Thus in the course of a few decades there was a fruitful evolution in
the meaning of the evocative expression "apostolic life': for the monks it was
structured around communal life; for the regular clerics it was identified as
communal life and pastoral activity; for the new reform movements, with
much greater contact with the people, it was built around poverty, assiduous
prayer and manual work, and was sustained by a serious commitment to
living in humility and simplicity by conforming to the poor and crucified
Christ (nadus nadurn Cbristurn sequ), to nakedly follow the naked Christ.
This was the motto which inspired their spirituality). The most noted
exponents of this trend, very active in North Europe, were:

Roben d'Abrissel (1lll7), a Canon Regular, then a hermit, aurhorized to
preach to the people by Urban II in 1096; his disciples would be called the
Poor of Christ and would give life to monasteries in which men and women
would live, rigidly separated: rhey would constitute the Order of
Fontewault;

n'M.D. Chenu, Moines, 7 1..
*'Raffaele Pazzelli, St. Francis and tbe Third Order: tbe Franciscan and Pre-

Franciscan Pentitenial Moaement, (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1989), 99-104.
The author refers above all to the fundamental work of Duane Lapsanski: "Both men
and women eagerly listened to the preachers" rriessage and admired their ascetical
lives to such an extent that many actually became members of these new
communities. This certainly indicates a hunger on the part of the populace for new
models of Christian living... Traditional monasticism, often bound to landed estates
and the power structure, could not quench this hunger... At a time when the rapid
growth of riches blinded many a Christian heart, the itinerants" example of voluntary
povert$ and even physical deprivation embodied an appropriate and needed form of
Christian asceticism. Nl these factors, together with a fresh reading of the Gospel,
gave birth in many Christian hearts to a burning desire to imitate the life of Christ
and his aposdes in a very literal way." Duane V. Lapsanski, Eaangelical Perfeaion. An
Historical Examination of tbe Concept in tbe Early Franciscan Soarces, (St. Bonaventure,
N.Y: Franciscan Institute, 197 7), 29.
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Bemard de Tltiran (tlll7), first companion of Robeft, authorized to preach
by Pascal II in l10l; lived in more rigorous poverty and his followers would
form the so called Order of Thiron;

Vital d.e Saoigny (tll22), another companion of Robert, in touch with the
people and concerned with defending the righs of the poor, those who
followed him would give life to the Order of Savigry4

Giraud de Sales (11120), he too was a Canon Regular, then a hermit and
itinerant preacher; his disciples constituted the Order of Cadonin;

Etienne de Muret (tllz+), for whom the various monastic rules were merely
derivations of the unique Rule fundamentally represented in the Gospel;
with his disciples, also called the Poor of Christ, he gave life to the
flourishing Order of Grandmont;

Norbert de Xanten (tlll4), a Canon Regular based in Colonia, the most
noted and one of the last itinerant preachers, whose preaching was
approved by Gelasio II; then chose for himself and for his disciples the Rule
of St. Augustine and founded the thriving Order of Premonstratensians.

This multiplicity of new forms of religious life, in which it was not
uncorunon to find clerics and laity living together, was regarded with
suspicion and sometimes scorn by traditional monasticism They were,
however, effectively defended and encouraged by their supporters and
adherents, one of whom, for example, arrived at the assumption that one
criterion for distinguishing their different forms was by their greater or
lesser contact with the people who lived in the cities and towns.ar

) Tbe ky inaolaement in the d.ebate on "apostolic lifi"
It was obviously the laity who most felt the effects of the social

transformations that have already been mentioned in the first part of this
chapter; th.y were also the protagonists of them. These social
transformations changed the mentality and religious sensibility of the laity.
An increased self-awareness, a more alive critical spirit, a greater
understanding of the Gospels and Christian ideals all were made possible by
the intepse activity of the itinerant preachers, who with great facility would

*'Cf. the "Liber de dioeris ordinibas" cited by M.D. Chenu, Moines, Tl, which
then observes, "It was definitely there-the center of the crisis which we perceive in
this time of new encounters between the Gospel and the world."
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find passionate listeners in the city crowds: all this increased the religious
sensibility of the laity, who revealed themselves as yearning for a much
stronger involvement in the life of the Church and their need for a new kind
of spirituality.

The ideal of apostolic life which had been developing in this debate,
had also fired the imagination of the liveliest groups "f hity, as has been
summarized in this chapter. It was not uncommon for poor and
hardworking lay communities to grow up around the presbyteries and newly
founded monasteries, with their intention being to imitate the poor and
humble Christ.

It was_ among these groups, inspired by the ideas spread by the
itirrerant preachers, that the conviction first arose that the ideal of apoitolic
life was not just the monopoly of monks and clerics, but could also be the
conc€rn of the laity. They too, as well as remaining in the world could
involve themselves in being not of the world, and aspire to holiness whilst
living in their lay state the internal values of the apostoiic life.

For some of these lay movements of apostolic life inspired by the
itinerant preachers, the Gospel became the only Rule of life, capabie of
making the believers, the "multitude of believers,, in Acts, become the
"regulars" that is, those under the Rule.*

. It began to be thought that the perfection ofapostolic life could be
reached by all Christians, and that each one must follow it interiorly right
there where he or she lives. People from all walks of life, e.g. knights, j"dg"s,
public administrators and also merchants and p""r"rt , .oold b..J-.
objects of grace and be part of the story of salvation. As can be seen, a
completely new approach slowly began to develop within these most active
groups, in the search for apostolic life. The origin, however, lay in the
vigorous rediscovery of the primary value of having a Christian identity
which preceded any kind of other classification of lifi and behavior. It wa;,
then, this evocative and highest ideal of apostolic life, and the search for
more suitable means of fulfilling ir, which led and sustained the whole

{

. . . _ 
*M.D. Chenu, Moines, 75 "If you are asked of which profession or from

yhich \ulp or from which Order you come, you should reply that you are from the
first and main rule of the Christian religion, which is to say,'the Gtspel, the source
and foundation of all the Rrrl.es" says_Etiinne de Muret. Foi more o, t[ri, interesting
p.r!gn, cf. also Ilarino da Milano, Iln prefrancescaneirno nell,eoangelivno di S. Stefario
di Muret istitutore di Grandrnont? in Miscellanea Mehbior de pibhdara, I, (Roma,
Institutum Historicum OFMCap., 196+), 7 5 -97 .
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evangelical awakening of the rwelfth century, so rich and fruitful in its
content and expressions.tt

This extraordinary spiritual awakening, in which the many lay
movements played a role from the beginning,* and which grew with it, hand

in hand, characterized the whole of the nrelfth century, making it one of the
most brilliant and creative centuries in the history of the Church. It reached

its zenith in the voices of those itinerant preachers who realized the absolute

centrality of the Gospel for every form of Christian life.*'

This intuition was completely new for the time and extremely
productive, and would be taken up again, completely autonomously, by
Francis of Assisi; with him alone would it be able to produce all its fruits.
However, as we shall see, those many lay movements, still very active

throughout the rest of the twelfth centurlr, would continue to refer back to
this intuition, although with increasing difficulty in their relationship with
an ecclesiastic world incapable of understanding their requests and ever

more entrenched in defensive positions.

tt"-fhis evangelical awakening, rich in its events and proprieties, worked on
minds and wills throu[hout this cenftry to effect a return to the simple way of life of
the early church-to the "life of the aposdes'. This awakening was the inner glow
which give birth to a new awareness of the state of grace in basic nature-a new state
of being." Cf. M.D. Chenu, Moines,60.

*"Throughout the whole century, even before Pietro Valdo's "adventure"
and the success ofSt. Francis, lay people were very active in "apostolic" life. Given
like conditions, the Church has aiwiys used lay people who know and live by the soil,
ratler tlr;n the clergy who have abandoned it." M.D. Chenu, Moinu,74.

t"'It is this evangelical sensitivity which we see at work in the Church
during the twelfth century, each time t-here is an encounter between the Church and
the outside world. . . the Gospel is the yeast in the dough; the risen dough when
kneaded seems to melt into the old dough which rises with renewed vigour." M.D.
Chenu, Moines,85.
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The Laity in Search of Their Own Spirituality

It has been shown that the way of living a perfect "apostolic life,,
proposed by some hermits and itinerant preachers, that is, placing
themselves directly under the authority of the Gospel as the supreme
standard of life, no longer seemed the exclusive ideal of monks and clerics,
as had been traditionally thought, but had become a possible and practical
choice for every Christian. Those who seriously intended to engage in a life
project which was coherent with the choices made at baptism, needed to
aspire to a similar high ideal. It has also been shown how this would be
expressed in Gerhoh of Reichersberg's Liber de aedificio Dei that clearly
interprets this new vision.

The appeal by hermits and itinerant preachers for an imitation of
the poor and humble Christ would find a generous response, particularly
among the laity in the various social groups.* It is in this context that ,,a new
vision slowly began to develop. At its head was the vigorous rediscovery of
the primary value of the Christian profession, beyond any further
specification of lifestyles or choices and particular observances.... we are
dealing with an important statement of principle, which was found in the
wake of that anti-monastic evangelism which had inspired the itinerant
preachers between the end ofthe eleventh century and the beginning ofthe
twelfth."*'

Aware of this development, the laity made their voices heard and
became in their own way part of the lively debate which began with the old
Monastic Orders opposing the new forms of life of the Canons regular.
Having a better understanding of the value of their own Christian identity,
they demanded the chance to pursue evangelical perfection simply because
they were Christians, without feeling dremselves obliged to abandon their
lay status. In their eyes, "Christian perfection was no longer reserved for
privileged religious castes."'o It was the first time, after so many centuries of
being substantially marginalized within the ecclesial sphere," that the "laity

Riai
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*R. Manselli, La religion popalaire, 134.
*G. Miccoli, Storia religiosa, 563.

.'nFrangois Van{gnb1oqcke, "Lay Spirituality in t}re Twelfth Century,', in
Jean Leclercq,Irangois V-andenbroucke, Louis Bouyir, Ttte Spirituality of tbe Mi&th
lges (New York: Declee Company, 196l),215 .

""The canons of the various Councils speak almost exclusively of priests
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affirmed themselves as Christians and as spiritual people, outside the
traditional monastic or clerical circles.""

The rediscovery, by these more spiritually inclined groups, of the
value of their own lay Christian identity seemed to be at the same time a

manifestation of one of their strongest aspirations to new experiences of
faith which would contain greater freedom and depth, and of a need, which
they now realized could no longer be deferred, to turn away from the
Church towards a proposal for Christian life more suited to the new social
context and to their new sensibility. What they basically aspired to was to be

able to live fully their Christian vocation within the new urban society that
was so fervendy being constructed, without this forcing them to renounce or
devalue the fundamental conditions of their state-in particular, marriage
and professional activity-which the still prevalent monastic type of spiritual
vision seemed to suggest. It v/as not an easy matter for the laity to find
channels within the ecclesial field for these aspirations, neither to receive
satisfactory answers to their expectations.

In fact, notwithstanding the efforts and the good intentions of the
Reform, throughout the whole of the twelfth century the serious problem of
an effective ntra animarum,by which was meant a pastoral activity towards
the popular classes, would remain substantially unresolved. Canonically
regulated life was not so widespread as to effectively guarantee a better
quality of service. In spite of all the measures taken, the cultural and spiritual
level of the clergy for the cure of souls would remain dreadfully low." The
substance of the religious and spiritual propositions which were directed
towards the laity even in these decades of the second half of the twelfth
century did not seem to be much different from those of the pre-Gregorian

and monks, or of matters connected to good social order or to civil life. The laity as

an active topic of religious life did not exist, and when they were remembered it was

to forbid new interference or to demolish dangerous autonomies," cf. G. Miccoli,
Storia religiosa, 569.

t'Y. Congar, Laic et Laicat,90; but see also the interesting study of Congar
on medieval laity, 83-93.

t'The priesthood was generally sought as a social elevation and to find
secure employment. St. Bernard-many times denounced this rush to the,priesthood
of candidates'without any aptitude or inclination, of whom he said would be much
better if they were in the same humble condition of the of. faithfirl people. He
complaieed even of the Bishops, much more concerned with the care of their own
..ont-iE interests than the "iura aninuru.m.'" "Every day the Bishop discussed with
his ministers the price of foodstuffs, and t}re quantity of loaves, but.only rarely
discusses with his priests the sins of the people. A donkey falls down and there is no
shortage ofpeople to help it back on its feet. A soul dies, and there is nobody to take
care of it": from G. Miccoli, Storia religiosa,549.
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period. Religious proposals and forms of piety generally tended to beat the
same old paths: ministers found it very difficult to understand the profound
reasons for the arxiety which permeated the Christian people, and the
development of a more Gospel oriented set of values, which alone could
respond to the laity's new petitions, was not achieved. "There was a kind of
persistent difficulty, if not impossibility, of conceiving a life of a perfect
Christian, of a saint, other than in monastic terms... The conternptus mundi
remained a constant theme of ascetic meditation, and the pastoral purpose of
the hierarchy".'*

The main tensions which had marked spiritual life in the Christian
west in the twelfth century found their roots here: in the incongruence
found when comparing a theoretic teaching and a pastoral purpose which
was increasingly insufficient and inadequate for the reality of the new times
and situations, and the concrete experiences which the laity found
themselves living in the daily context of a complex and articulated urban
reality."

1. The gradual overcoming of what appeared to be obstacles to
Christian perfection for the laity

Some examples may be useful to illustrate more clearly the
uncomfortable situation which has been described, and to have a better
understanding of how, slowly and not without tensions, there would be a
move towards a more positive consideration of some fundamental aspects of
the human experience of the laity, allowing a spirituality to emerge which
was more appropriate for them.to

t*Miccoli, Storia religiosa, 559ff. Vauchez observes, "spirituality separare
from the flight from and siorn for the world and of the heavy underlining
eschatol-ogy, that monastic spirituality exercised even on the most committed laity a
strong fascination and the desire to imitate the kind of life of the monks, with
heightened ascetic characteristics. The amalgam that was created between the
monastic ideal and Christian perfection would characterize in a lasting way the image

9f ry1gtity for a long time still. At least, until the end of the thirteenth cennrry, the
faithfirl would consider spontaneously holy any man or woman who had renounced
the life of the world to lead an austere existence and to bend their own body towards
voluntary suffering." A. Vauchez, La Eiritualiti, Slff.

ttThis fracture between the aspirations of the laity and the ordinary pastoral
practice, this detachment which seemed to be ever greater between the hierarihy and
the people, explains rhe springing up of so many heterodox movements and the
resounding success which the Mendicant orders would know, immediately supported
with a decision from the papacy. Cf. G. Miccoli, Storia religiosa, 558.

tnFor the following pages, we have chiefly kept in mind A. Yatchez, La
spiritualhi, ll7 -154.
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Work and tbe use of weabb

One of the major problems which theological reflection and

pastoral purpose faced in the twelfth century was the evolution of a new way

of considering human work. Within a context of rapid social and economic

development, which also saw the large scale breaking up of land and a new

feryor among artisans and in corunerce, work came to assume an ever

greater importance in the life of the people. New professions came to the

fore. The first forms of association arose between workers of the same trade.

It was a vast sector of human experience which proved to be very intense in
its complexity and which also needed to be adequately appreciated in the

religious spheres.

In practice, the first interesting attempt towards a more positive

consideration of work from the religious point of view would be that
brought about by the Humiliati, a group of textile workers in Lombardy,
who in 1175 united their Christian experience in a new balance between an

intense life of prayer and a great commitment to work, which they first of all
considered as a necessary means of sustenance, but also as a means of being
able to help the poor. Analogous aspirations and experiences would be found
towards the end of the century among the Beguines and tlre Begards in
Flanders and in Brabante. In 1199 the Church would ofEcially consecrate

these aspirations of an eminent section of the Christian laity, for the first
time canonizing one of its typical exponents: the textile merchant
Sant'Omobono of Cremona.t'

Linked to the problem of work was also that of the Christian
evaluation of wealth and its use, and the recognition of the professions that
were closely associated with it, e.g. merchants and bankers. Paradoxically, it
was actually when the ecclesiastic hierarchy emerged reinforced in its power

and considerably enriched by the Gregorian Reform, that it would increase

its cry against the dangers of avarice that went with it, and its condemnation

of loans with interest."

In short, the Church of the twelfth century did not manage to
develop a coherent way of behaving towards money." The spiritual life of
the laity would suffer the repercussions of this: scandalized by the wealth of
many ciericsun and restrained in their activity by canonical prohibitions and

"A. Vauchez, La spiritualiti, 138-141. Cf-J. Le Goff,La Ciaihit,275ff'
* t"Ih" Council of Tours in 1 163 , and before it rhe Decrem.rn Gratiani, wod.d

affirm: "A person who is devoted to commerce can only be welcomed by God with
difficulty, and very rarely. Cf. A. Vauchez, La Spiritualiti, 127.

t'M.D. Chenu, Moines, 78.
on"They did not have to be great philosophers to note the conflicting
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the condemnation of the most advanced forms of co[lmerce, many of them
would remain troubled by their consciences and tormented by fears of
damnation. It was a disquiet which would first and foremost be seen in
places other than the cities of Italy, where the early development of
monetary economy gave rise to many tensions.o' Here, too, it would be the
new political and social situations, with their ever growing prestige, which
would facilitate the dissolving of distrust and the working out of differences
of opinion; but the ministers on their part, would stronlgly urge the newly
rich of their obligation to give alms, support pious 

-worls 
and founi

convents and churches.o'

In spite of this evolution, which will be returned to later, in pastoral
practice the poor would continue to be presented as a kind of heavenly
caretaker for the rich: thaf is, considered as having been created and placed
in the world in order to allow the rich man to be saved.o,

Marriage

Another crucial point, which created problems and constituted no
small_obstacle to the emergence of a spirituality more attentive to lay values,
was the oversimplified concept of marriage. Under the persistent influence
of the ancient dualistic gnosis, to which monasticism in particular was more
or less consciously aware, the conjugal state continued to be considered in
some way as an obstacle to the achievement of Christian perfection. The
same triple distinction among the three states of life, coniugati, cuntinentes,
praedicatores, had been established according to a hierarchy which always
placed the laity in the lowest position, basically in the widespread convicrion
"that the carnal condition is inferior: the further from the flesh, identified
with sexuality, the more perfect one can be. In this view, marriage, despite
being a sacrament, has no positive value: it represents a remedl to
concupiscience and a concession to human weakness".t

With the relevant exception of Abelard and his school, the sexual
instinct was considered in itself to be at least a venial sin by the moralists.

evidence.between the poor and crucified Christ of the Gospel and the Bishops and
canons, rich-from prebends and often eager to increase them,' R. Manselli, La ieligion
populaire, 132.

ntG. Miccoli, La storia religiosa, 562.

1 .^ .'!lia, SeA. But also see Jacques Le Goff, Marchanils et banquiers au Moyen
lge (ParislPresses Llnivertaires, I 980), 70-82.

o'Cf. M. Mollat, Pauoret| chr1tienne,652.

- 
onContinence, 

and even more, virginity, in the particular eschatological view
of monasticism, represented the foundation of religious life. cf. A. yaichez, l,a
spiritaaliti, 59.
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Because of this, married people could only rarely receive communion, andin
any case, had to abstain from all sexual relations for several days before
communicating. If they truly wanted to aspire to perfection, they had to live
in continence. The best thing would be to separate and each one to enter
into their own monastery.o'It should be added, however, that neither in the
past and nor in the twelfth century, had there been a shortage of authors
who, following the not completely objective but certainly more balanced
example of St. Augustine, demonstrated a more positive view about
Christian marriage.oo

In moving the axis of religious perfection from celibacy to
obedience and the spirit of penitence, Pope Alexander III effectively
demolished the main obstacle that prevented the married faithful from
embracing a life of piety. This was the breach through which, soon after, the
Humiliati, then other groups of Penitents would eriter, to demand the right
to lead an authentic and full Christian life, open to religious perfection, as

well as remaining within their own marital condition.o'

otlt would seem that tlis exaggerated insistence of the Church on the value
of continence would not be unrelated to the intention of protecting women, who in
marriages that were usually theoretically arranged by relatives were often victims of
brualiry by husbands. This is what N. Huyghebhert believes, ir Les femmes laiques

dans la aie religieuse, in I kici nella "societas christiana", 354. But to confirm the
pessimism with which the church regarded this dimension of human life, cf. the
itrong intervention of R. Bultot in the discussions following the account of
Huyghebhert, Ibid, 3 90-193.

nJean Leclerc correcdy notes that certain spiritual authors of the twelfth
century "made use of the marital love life to speak of the highest mysteries of faith,
which leads one to believe that they must have known and appreciated the reality on
which this metaphor was based.."; for him, "married people... like virgins and
voluntary celibates, will enter the glory of the Heavenly Kingdom." Cf. Jean Leclerc,
"Women's Monasticism in the l2'n and l3'n Cenruries," Grffiars Reoirw 7 (1993):
167-192. Flowever the fact remains that "the twelfth century was still rather behind
in the development of a conjugal spirituality", as cf. N. Huyghebhert, Les femmes
laiques,354.

o'Meersseman maintains, among other tlings, that from the beginning of
the twelfth century theologians had sought for a precise term to indicate those who
yearned for Christian perfection. For Honorius of Autun (active about 1125) it was

io consider those who, other than the precepts concerned themselves with living the
evangelical councils like the martyrs, virgins and monls. He considered the married
laity as righteous, but imperfect, because they had not chosen celibary, advised but
not corymanded by Christ. Only in the middle of the following century' Alexander
III would also admit married people to religious prrfection, with the result that the
center of gravity of religious profession would be moved from celibary to the vow of
obedience. From this moment the great attempt would begin to open the doors of
the religious state also to the married in rhe "Ordn Laicorum." Cf, Meersseman, Ordo

fraternitatis, 245.
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Access to the word and to preacbing

Another point which it would seem opportune to mention, is the
question of the laity being able to gain direct access to the Word of God and
then to somehow make themselves proclaimers. In this, too, there was an
element of strong disagreement between the laity and the ecclesiastic
hibrarchy.u'The latter were undoubtedly concerned about avoiding doctrinal
aberrations, of which the many heterodox groups often gave examples. But
not unrelated to this question of access to the divine Word was the desire of
the clergy to maintain its role as essential intermediary between God and
the faithful. Becoming aware of tlre importance which knowledge of sacred
texts, and primarily the Gospels, held for their spiritual growth, the laity
appeared to tolerate with ever greater difficulty the fact that the
transmission of such direct texts was monopolized by the clerics, who
seemed to them, moreover, to be either very superficial and vague
connoisseurs (as we have seen above), or jealous custodians.

Thus, notwitlstanding the diffidence of the clergy, in the second
half of the twelfth century vernacular translations of the psalms and other
biblical books, and especially the Gospels were circulated in many places, as
well as patristic texts.o' Direct contact with these texts ..gave the joy and
enthusiasm of a discovery that they felt they needed to share with others.,,rn
Thus they came to demand the right to be able to preach this evangelical Iife
which they felt duty bound to put into practice. This would prove to be a
further difference of opinion with the clergy, who did not accept criticism
from the laity and resolutely defended as their own-with canons in hand-
the exclusive right both to spread the Word of God and to preach in
general: exercising the ministry of the Word without episcopal mandate
constituted a sacrilegious encroachment.T' In this delicate field as well, the

68F""For Congar, the popular religiorrs movements of which we are speaking
"by their inspiration and by their profound logic, were the negation 

-of 
A"i

organization into "Orders" which,was by this time an outmoded itructore; they
tended towards a Church of brothers which would be autonomous from secular
structures; and in this sense theynot onlyventured towards denouncing monastic or
clerical privilege with regard to perfection and "apostolic life" but 

"r"r, 
iu"nt so far as

to reject the priesdy hierarchy. In each case, they represented multiple instances of
the overcoming of barriers raised by the "Ordines] many men and women who
belonged to- the "vulgus" set themselves up as theologians, demanding to read the
Scripgurep themselves, arguing with prelates who queitioned them, thiy wanted to
preach, thly held out against men of arrns or bearing arms themselves.'i Y. Congar,
Les Laics et l'eccl|siologie d.es "ordres', in I Laici nella "societas christiana", lliff.

o'Cf. Y. Congar, Laics et Laicat,90-92.
"'R. Manselli, Lt religion populaire, 132.

"The right to preach was founded on the pauline principal: ,,How will
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pressure exerted by the groups of more religiously active faithful, succeeded

at the end of the twelfth century in gaining the recognition of a new position
and a new prerogative, which would produce rich fruit in the following
century.

At the end of the twelfth centurf, tlerefore, it seemed that the
principle obstacles that prevented the realization of a Christian vocation in
the world, would be substantially removed, or at least would be in the
process of being overcome. For the majority of the laity, the road to holiness

was neither in the enhancement of work as a place of salvation, nor in family
life as an experience sanctified in itself, by virtue of its sacramentality.

Already by the second half of the twelfth centurlrr and even more in
the following centurfr the pivotal point of what can be identified-even if a

little inappropriately-as a new lay spirituality would instead become

"hardworking charity': this would be the exercising of works of compassion

towards the old and new sufferers, e.g. widows, orphans, the sick and in
particular the lepers, the poor and the marginalized in general, as a way of
offering a spiritual life-plan and a means of sanctification of the Christian
laity.

From the end of the twelfth century and during the whole of the

thirteenth, the laity's passionate commitment in this field would be seen,

stimulated both by the need to confront the raging increase in the number
of the destitute and marginalized which a rapidly changing society had

caused, and by the recovery of the ideal of an autlentically evangelical life-
plan.

If the giving of alms had previously occupied an important place in
the life of Christians, it was from the beginning of this period-that is,

about halfivay through the twelfth century-that a true and proper

revolution of charity would be seen, as well as the appearance of what we

can define as a spirituality of charity. This would be based on new aspects of
the devotion to the humanity of the poor Christ, just as the Gospels

informed them.

there be preachers ifnot sent?" (Rom l0:15). One can see regarding this subjecthow
St. Bernaid says in a letter to the people of Toulouse: "Do not receive any-outside or
unknown preacher, unless he thould b. sent by the S-upreme Pontiff or have

permission to preach from your Bishop... These are they who take to themselves the
lpp""r"ir."r of godliness but deny the po*er thereof, itta- -i* profane novelties of
sp.e.h and mea;ing with heavenly wordi, like poison with h-oqey." Also, Bernoldo di
iort rrr", speaking;-in 1084 of thl preaching monks, was of the-opinion that "Only
the ordained can preach, and they obey the Catholic prelates, unless they are exempt

by the Apostolic Seat," cf. G.G. Meersseman, Orda fratemitatis,253-257 .
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.. 
I:.y": through the influence of the values embracing the ideal of

apostolic life in the manner presented in particular by hermits"and itinerant
preachers that the laity also became rnor. "*rr. oi the privations of the
wretched, and the sins against brotherly solidarity. The same spirit that was
now given to charity became elevated. Thanks to the d"epening of the
reflection 

_ 
of jurists and theologians, charity began to b" "r.. -or.considered as a strict duty for the rich and as a rifht for the poor, which

authorized the latter to complain about how mrch tf,ey *"r" .rrai,l.d to, and
in case of necessity even to steal it, should they be refused.

At the end of the twelfth century many texts showed a broadening
of the meaning of the expression ,,poor of Cirist,,: such people were no
longer just the voluntary poor, that is, the monks as had traditionally been
meant, but also, and with greater insistence, thg, socially poor, that is io say,
the destitute and the marginalized in general." It seemld that among the
laity, who were unable to approach the ieflection of the divine mysteriei and
who..were kept away from Eucharistic communion by fear of .o*-ittirg ,
sacrilege, the constant and generous practice of charity became considered
in a certain sense as the only opporrunity that they had to meet Christ. The
importance of charity in the spiritual life of the Christians of this time is
confirmed by the numerous saintly lay-people venerated by their fellow
citizens, 

"-""1 
if they were rr"rr". .rrrorriied, for whom charity had

represented the- principle 
-virtue. 

During the course of the thirteenth century
the practice of works of mercy *orrld also continue to offer a spiritual
program and a privileged instrument of sanctification for the lay Chriitian in
general, and in particular for those who would enter into the ranks of the
"Orders of Penitents".'3

2. The slow revival of the penitential movement
So far, an examination has been made of the problematic, but ever

more active inclusion of the laity in the life of the Church and the laity,s
gradual awareness of their being able to claim forms of life which they could
assent to, in order to reconcile their need for a life of consecration to the
service of God with the needs of their positions as Christians living in the
world. To have a better_ understanding of how those more peiceptive
Christian lay people would find their way towards the riverbed of the

']t reached the point of the assertion of pierre de Blois, archdeacon of
Bath, England,_in 1194, f* *^f,L^ :,,fr"";;;;^;r" i, th" ,ri.ur-#Ctri-rt,' .f. U.
Mollat, Pnuoretd chrdtienne, 651ff.

"For the observations made above
"hardworking_charity" in t}re lay spirituality
spiritualiti, 147 -l 5 +.

regarding tfie importance of the
of tlris time, cf. A. Yarchez, La
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penitential movement, it would appear useful to make some preliminary

observations.

It has been correctly noted that what was missing in order to
transform this remarkable mobilization of the laity, who were an expression

"of a vivacity and an intensity of religious life such as had never been heard

of before,"'i into a great popular experience in the bosom of the Catholic

Church, was the esiablishing of an organism capable of promoting a far-

reaching pastoral movement towards the laity, especially in the cities'"

The chief charismatic organizers of the principle orthodox lay

movements would find themselves confronted by the no small problem of
how to include themselves, and the groups of laity who had followed them,

within the traditional structures of the Church. These structures had not
considered groups of people aspiring to a perfect evangelical life, who were

not under any approved rule or tied to a masculine or feminine monastery or
to any particular church. And, in effect, almost all the orthodox itinerant
p."".ir"it, especially active in the first half of the twelfth century, would end

up directing their disciples either into already existing monastic orders or to

new institutions founded by them, but of an essentially monastic or eremitic

nature, thus closing them to the possibility of continuing their life among

the popular classes.'o

The kity rnoaing towards a religious life: traditional access

However, the desire for an evangelical life would continue

throughout the twelfth century and would be more intense than ever, both

outsid; the monasteries and within canonical circles. It can then be asked,

what access would these groups of lay Christians, who kept alive this

aspiration for evangelical perfection, be able to effectively find within the

Cirurch? A brief investigation in this direction will clarift the reasons for the

revival of the penitential movement already begun towards tt-re end of the

century and its great achievement by St. Francis onwards. ': '' ' "

It seems that the laity who wanted to live the apostolic life in
imitation of the poor Christ in a group, in other words in the form of a

"R. Manselli, San Francesco,2l.

"Idem, La religion populaire, 162; Alfonso Pompei, Il^mouim'ento penitenziale

nei secoli XI )ili, in L'drdite d'ella Pinitrn"a di San Francuco, 3Q on; R' Pazzelli, San

iiiriiiit, tos and 126. This would also explain, among other.things, a larg-e.part of
,h; .;pi.i success of the Mendicant Orders among t}re urban classes in the following
century.

'ucf. A. Pompei, Il m.ottimento penitenziale,25; and R' Pazzelli, San Francesco,

l04ff. For the rise ,"d f"tt that more or less characterized the experiences of the

itinerant preachers in this period, cf. Ordo fraternitatis, 249 '
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community, were really reduced to facing rwo possible routes." The first was
the one already indicated, in describing the outcome of the groups gathered
around itinerant preachers: for the laity in these instances it was often about
setting up parallel experiences, very close to those of the monks or clerics.
The most original forms were just these, within and around some new
religious foundations-that of Etienne de Muret at Grantrnont, in the
diocese of Limoges, and that of the Premonstratense of Norbert of
Xanten-in a form of life which for a certain period saw the laity who
offered their work and the monks who gave the whole community the
benefit oftheir prayers, associating on an equal level.

A similar phenomenon had already appeared in Germany by the
end of the eleventh century, and had also been looked on with favor by
IJrban II; it would appear that the chief center of activity would be the neo-
Clunyite abbey of Hirsau, in the Black Forest." The presence of single lay
people alongside reformed monastic communities, e.B. Cistercians,
Vallombrosians, Certosans, Camaldolese, etc., or canononical communities,
would, however, continue much more fully in the form of conaersi or
oblates-an experience which would see a great flowering in the second half
of the twelfth century, manifesting a remarkable vitality." But this was not a

practical road for those lay people who, being married or having the
responsibility of a family, would have no intention of renouncing their state
to enter a monastic or canonical community as affiliates. Also the conversi

could only be celibate. In the end, the conaersi came to be seen as a second-
class monk, whose state was generally sought by those who came from the
lower social classes.

The other possibility of reconciling lay identity with the search for
perfection within the institution of the Church was offered to laity of
aristocratic-chivalrous extraction: that of entering as knights .in one of the
many Military Orders which arose because of and in support of the
Crusades. It often happened that a group of knights would commute the
temporary vow of the erusade in a perpetual dutylf service to the Church,
for the defense of pilgrims or in the struggle against the Infidel. The
members of the Military Orders were usually divided into three categories,
substantially corresponding to the three classic Orders with which we are
already familiar: they were the bellatores [rnilitary], the oratores [prayers], and

icf. A. Vauch ez, La spiritualiti, 154-163.

"M.D. Chenu, Moines, 7 4.

"Cf.3l. Dubois, "L'institution monastique des Convers," I laici nella "societas
Cbristiana", 183-261 and C. D. Fonseca, "I Conversi nelle comuniti canonicali," in
ibid.,262-305.
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the laboratores [workers]. Among these the most important role was held by
thefratres militares. The influence of the monastic ideal soon also made itself
felt in these institutions because of the strong contribution they would
receive from the monks on an inspirational and organizational level.'o And in
reality, the fratres rniliures made the three vows and were considered as

religious in every way. Theirs was a strange configuration from the
canonical and ecclesial point of view, because it united in a difficult bond the
features of the soldier and the monk, in themselves irreconcilable: by their
actions they were lay bellatores, by their behavior and their ideal, they were
monks.tt

These, then, were the two ways that the lay-person desiring to
undertake a road to perfection could embark upon within the ecclesial
structures about half way through the twelfth century. But one can easily see

how both forms of life could not be other than an aftempt to work a daring
synthesis among some aspects specific to the lay state (worlg war, charitable
assistance) with the values or ideals which, up until then, were lived only in
the monastic or regular clerical environment (communal life, obedience,
often celibacy, ascesis and flight from the world). The greater spiritual
prestige which had always been enjoyed by the life conditions of the monls
and clerics compared to that of the laity, the predominant role which was

also reserved for clerics and mon}s in these new experiences, on the level of
inspiration or spiritual plan and organization, and the rigidity ofthe canons

which did not allow for experimentations in the search for new forms of life:
all these thus generally resulted in the lay character of tlese experiences

rapidly losing ground, to the complete advantage of the monastic or clerical.

We can therefore easily understand why the faithful who aspired
towards greater Christian perfection did not continue to take tftis path, but
preferred to turn towards a spiritual movement which appeared more
suitable and compatible with lay life; and which in the second half of the
twelfth century would be manifesting signs of revival by its ability to develop
into new forms: the penitential movement.

The new interest in tbe penitential state

At the crossroads between the asceticism of monastic derivation-
which nevertheless continued to exercise a great influence on all forms of

'"In his De Laude noaae militiae St. Bernard, for example, extols the Templar
Orders and presents them with a spiritual ideal that was essentially monastic. Cf. A.
Vauchez, La Eitualiti, 158 on.

t'Cf, P, Rousset, "Les laics dans la Croisade," I laici nelk "societas
Christiana," 428443.
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Christian life in the Middle Ages*'-and the communitarian and evangelic
project which inspired apostolic life, the penitential state in a certain sense
appeared as a translation of the ideal of fuga ntundi into new terms, as an
essential element of conversion decreed in the Gospel.

It is interesting to note how in the High Middle Ages a Christian
who intended to convert felt he was under obligation to flee the world,
closing himself in a monastery or leaving as a hermit for the deserr, which in
Europe was always the forest.t' Conversion, then, as a breaking with a sinful
existence, was inevitably put into practice by the rejection-material and
physical-of human society as such, and of temporal activity.

The decisive factors in the overcoming of this physical vision of
conversion to which they had been brought, proved to be the debate about
apostolic life, the deepening of reflection on Christian identity itself, and the
gradual reshaping of the principle stumbling blocks, primarily matrimony,
which seemed to impede the laity in feeling that they, too, were called to
evangelical perfection. In the period under examination one can see, in fact,
a progressive interiorization of the concept of fuga mundilflight from the
world] and of conversion. It was no longer simply identified with an exterior
denial of social life in itself, but began more often to be meant as the
struggle against sin in its various aspects. This was an undertaking in which
no category of Christians would find themselves a prinri disadvantaged by
the sole fact of belonging to one state of life rather than to another.

And for the Penitents, at the end of the twelfth centurfr conversion
consisted essentially of the practice of a proposituru. aitae which certainly
constituted a denial of the purely earthly aspects of profane existence, but
which could only be lived among the people, without changing either
profession or state of life.'n

At the end of the long process of transformation which was
accomplished from the fourth to the twelfth centuries, one can see this
remarkable result: penitence was no longer a penalty, but had become a life
choice that allowed the more ardent laity to follow Christian perfection
without being forced to leave their work, their families, or society."

"A. Vauchez, La Eirirualiti, 160.

"Cf. ;. L" Goff , La ciailti, 147 -149.

'1{. Vauchez, La spiritualiti, l9l on; and ID,, Pinitenx, 1033.

"For this era the texts relevant to our subject note: "a tendenry to designate
the ideal of Christian perfection by the term "poenitentia', not, however, attributing
to it the same narrow and pejorative meaning which it had had in tle preceding
centuries. " M.D., Chenu, Orda fr at emitatis, 240.
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Why was it, therefore, that in this particular period under
examination, the progressive recovery of the penitential state would acquire
such a positive value th4t it became sought after by the more sensitive
Christians as their own \ /ay of life?-this, bearing in mind that at the
beginning of the twelfth century this penitential state-whilst still
maintaining its essential qualities which the old Church had established-
nevertheless became a weak organism, disliked by the Church hierarchy,*u

and concerning only a limited number of women who would not, or could
not enter a nunnery."

It was really in the last decade of this century in fact, that this weak
penitential state would regain vigour, thanks to that religious fervor which
drove a growing number of lay people of both sexes to search for ways of life
which would allo* them to reconcile their need to serve God with their
situations as Christians who were, and intended to continue living, in the
world. It appears that the revival of the penitential movement, such as had
taken shape from the middle of the twelfth century onwards, would be set

within the context of the three factors which were encountered when
examining the Reform of the Church and the debate concerning apostolic
life.*

Firstly, there was the link between the continuing prestige which
n unastic spirituulity still enjoyed, in spite of strongly controversial moments,
and the friction that we noted here and there in the monastic-lay
relationship and vice-versa. The monasteries remained in the era of the so-

called Gregorian Reform as the great centers of spiritual penitence: conaersio

'"Ihe second Lateran Council in 1139, which was the institutional oudet
for the Gregorian Reform, disapproved the "the detestable custom of cerain women
who deman-d to be nuns, but who do not place themselves under any of the three
Rules" i.e., those of St. Augustine, St. Benedict and St. Basil; "They reject the
regime of communal refectory and dormitory and continue to prefer prop_t1!

reieptacula et prioata donzicilia [their own place of refuge and personal habitation],"'
thui recalling the analogous convictions of the Carolingian era. M. D', Chenw, Ordo

fraternitatis, 282.

"'Urrtil the Merovingian age, the canonical state of volunlary Penitence
was professed by a tiny numbel of pious laity, who led a secluded life in their own
homis, either in the city or in the country. The exceptions were a few rare examples
of associations of ruril Penitents in the twelfth century, who did not group
themseliles together in a religious community, and neither did they form themselves
into a confratirnity; moreorrtr, in no city were they so numerous as to be able to
constitute tlreir own real association." G. G. Meersseman, Disciplinati e Penitenti nel
Daecento in Il moaimento dei Disciplinati, 44ff .

ttsee the wide-ranging review made in Ordo fratemitatis, by A'. Vauchez, in
Rioista di Storia della Chiesa in halia,32 (1978): 186-19+.
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ntlnartica was also still considered as conversion par excellence.r, Those who,
whether clerics or lay people, felt drawn to the ever fascinating ideal of fuga
rnandi, looked to the monasteries and inevitably became inspired by A;
when formulating their own lives. One is reminded of the influence of the
monastic ideal-which has already been highlighted-on the organization of
canonical life; the enemies of the reform accused the popes ,o? wanting to
arbitrarily impose the life of monks on the clerics. It hai also been shown
how the of the gathering of laity around the reformed monasteries to seek
protecfion and spiritual guidance became an increasing phenomenon: it is
clear that the example and constant contact with the .r,orrk exercised on this
entourage a strong spiritual influence, at least in the choice of a life of
penitence being held in high esteem.

Secondly, there was the inJluence of the berruix and.itinerant preacbers,
who reinvigorated the old penitential asceticism of the fourth cenrury,
.!""q! frequently linking it to the preaching of penitence to the city masses,
which had the effect of creating a vast diffirsion of th" thirst for renunciation
and heroic faith. With it, the ideal of poverty seemed to become the
synthesis of the entire gospel message. Penitence through poverty was, at a
certain point the new great value which exercised a strong fascination on
many Gospel living groups. In the wake of this eremitical influence, the
ideal of the penitential life was liberated from the heavy structures and
conditioning of the monastic model, it became simplified and found its own
more autonomous direction.

_ Finally, there was the enornous success of the ideal of tbe comruunity
of apostolic ffi duing the entire Reform. It has been seen how , .o--rrril
lifestyle would represent the original Christian ideal for all the reformers,
and how all-monks, clerics and itinerant preachers-extolled the beauty of
it, even in the eyes of the laity, with the aim of receiving from them material
and moral support for those communities wanting to conform to this ideal,
intimately connected to the favorable outcome of the Reform.r,

New forrns of penitential life

The outcome of the more or less deliberate influence exerted on the
laity by these three major components of the great Reform in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries was therefore a strong boost to the renewal-but in

!t"The 
Orda monachorum. had alwap been seen to be in close relation to the

peniten-tial state; for St. Bernard it was poenitentium. et continentium. Orda, becawse by
his_profession, each monk and also 

" 
p.nit.rrt, was a convert to the state of asceticism

and continence. Ordo frateruitatis, 239.
o" 

Ordo fraternitatis, 3 0 5.
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new forms-of the old penitential movement, as a status in which the ardent
faithful set forth, who, however, now tended to enter into associations
among themselves, giving life to timid attempts towards autonomous forms
of community life. It was a result of great importance, bearing in mind the
possible outlets which the lay movements had so far found within the
Church.

Christians, therefore, whether singly or in groups, no longer
collected within or around the monasteries or the canons regular, neither
did they enter into the Military Orders in that strange and aristocratic form
of knight-monks; but for the first time penitents who were so inclined
consdtuted groups or fraternities of persons who, without living together as

the monks and the canons did, neither becoming hermits, adopted the same
commitment to penitential live, and joined together to organize themselves
in an autonomous way, seeking to find a place of their own within the
Church and with an identity which was still not yet well defined, but which
gradually became clarified during the next few decades.

The second half of the twelfth century was thus witness to the
significant occurrence of the old penitential life being tentatively
reconstituted here and there, assuming two new characteristics which would
form the basis for its future expansion; firstly, it was no longer a matter of
individual cases, but of groups or fraternities, that is to say, of persons who,
whilst not living together, adopted the same proposituru. aitae, binding
themselves together and accepting a certain control by group authority, by
means of a commitment which, as will be seen, resembled a simple religious
profession; secondly, these forms of penitential life were also within the
reach of married people who, having adopted a prlplsifiirn, could continue to
live in matrimony; whilst the celibates entering into the fraternity, were
from now on considered as being bound to a vow ofcontinence.''

In the last decades of the twelfth century, there were spontaneous
appearances of several experiences of lay religious life, which were expressed
in institutional arrangements which greatly differed from one another, but
all of which related to penitential spirituality and took on community
characteristics.

There still remained a certain distance to travel, because this
experience of the penitential status, in itself many centuries old, would come
to be fully recognized by the ecclesiastic authority with new characteristics
which now appeared, i.e., the community aspect and the welcoming of

"'A. Pompei, "Il movimento penitenziale nei secoli XI-X[I," L'Ord.ine della
Penitenzn di San Francesco, 37. Concerning the innovation that the married Penitents
represented, cf . Ordo fraternitatis, 300.
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married people, and would thus enter with full recognition as a new reality
within the structure of the Church. The next step would indeed be the
ofEcial recognition of this experience-up till now carried forward by
groups of the faithful who constituted in a certain sense an advance-guard
6lite-as that of the new Order of Penitents being granted full its rights by
and within the Church, alongside the Order of Monks and the Order of
Clerics and distinct in some way from the Order of Laity by the higher level
of spirituality, by the lifestyle which they led and by the habit which those
who joined wore."

Only at this point can the age-old problem be considered
resolved-that of how such a vast number of faithful Christians could be
recognized by the ecclesiastic bodies, whilst remaining in their own homes,
that is, without entering a monastery or a regular religious Order, but living
at the same time a particular form of Christian life, inspired directly by the
Gospel: an ideal which-as has been sought at length to demonstrate-had
been felt with such strength for more than a century by the keener section of
the Christian laity. This last step, too, was not an easy process. It did not
happen without disputes and tensions. But by the end of the twelfth century
and the beginning of the thirteenth, this new setting of the penitential
movement would receive gradually increasing esteem by the ecclesial
autlorities. This reality had first been endured or condemned by the
Church. Consider the Humiliati, the Poor Catholics, the Poor Lombards
and many other lay initiatives resulting from heterodory. Then it had been
accepted for somewhat political reasons by Innocent III, who welcomed
already existing movements which had sprung up outside the ecclesial
system and which had been already condemned, at least in part, by the
authorities, to become at last a positive institution, created by the initiative
of the Church and tenaciously defended by it, as a particular ambit in which
those Christians desiring a more intense spiritual experience could enter: the
Penitents we have been describing." It cannot be considered by chance that
halfiray between political acceptance on the part of Innocent III and his
official recognition as a new fully granted Order, would be the experience of
Francis of Assisi.

"A. Pompei, Il moainoento penitenziale,20 and 37

"See also R. Pazzelli, San Francesco,120-128.



Part Two

Francis of Assisi and the Aspirations of the Laity

t the peak of an historical era during which civil society was in a

process of great transformation and the Church was going through a

of innovation and reform which tended-sometimes
spasmodically and in a fiercely polemic way-to urge it towards a more
authentic testimony, making it possible to express the great evangelical
values in the new historical juncture, Francis appeared on the scene as an
outstanding personality, capable of combining within his own experience
and Christian purpose the novelty of history with the eternity of the
Gospel."

The heir to that basic Christian unrest which had marked so many
popular religious movements in the preceding century, Francis worked the
most effective reform in the civil and religious society of his time because,
unlike so many others who had preceded him, he did not waste his
enornous human and spiritual energies on criticizing and destroying what
were or seemed to be obstacles to an authentic Christian path, but invested
them all in the positive completion of the work which he set out to do: to
live a radical sequel to the poor and crucified Christ. And so he gave rise to a

new reality. He did not linger to "undermine shaky walls or uproot a dead
tree, but even deeper roots."" he concentrated everything, rather, on
constructing a new building, in sowing a seed which when germinated would
give life to a new plant, capable of producing new fruits.

""\ryhen the young Francis, trembling with the passion of his era,
discovered the Gospel he immediately understood with the sensibility of his time.
That day, in a certain sense, it was the entire people of his era who received the
Gospel thtough him with open heart and who cried, "This is what I seek, this is what
I desire with all my heart!" (1 Celano 22)" E. LeClerc, Francois d',*ise, 5.

"T. Matura, Il progetto eaangelico, 35.

37
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had, in fact, brought about the "most effective challenge," putting an end to
so many situations that by this time were inadequate, and letting them go.
This was because "what was really destroyed was only what had been
replaced."'o In this way, Francis brought to completion that long process of
renewal that has so far been described. What had been laboriously
germinating in the eleventh and twelfth centuries reached, in him, its full
maturity. In him it was possible for the laity to achieve both the peak of their
most authentic human and Christian aspirations and the brightest proposal
for a solution and response to those aspirations.

The popular religious movements of the rwelfth century, at the cost of
conflicts and condemnations which sometimes would lead them to the
verge of heresy, would manage to act so that the Church would admit the
principle elements of a spirituality which, by being lived rather than
formulated, would nevertheless hold a remarkable importance in the
history of medieval Christianity. Historians were led to neglect it,
considering it implicit. Outside this new climate, however, no explanation
would be found for either the contents or the success of the Franciscan
message. One of the greatest lessons which derived from the experiences
lived by the laity in the rwelfth century was t}re possibility of living the
Gospel among the people, as well as refuting the logic of the "world" (as

creation ruined by sin). In fact, this was the goal which the son of the
merchant Bernardone would reveal to the fraternity of the Penitents of
fusisi."

It is for this reason that, "in St. Francis and in Franciscanism history reached
the peak of this evangelical spirituality which became intensified in his era."'*

Some reasons must now be given for these powerful statements
which saw in Francis the one who, in an incomparable manner, brought to
completion the long religious journey of dre preceding decades; the one who
would represent the strongest point of a new link between the clerics and
the laity; the one who, in a world long thirsting for the Gospel, lived an
experience of it which was so lucid and concrete as to be considered a living
Gospel, the "fifth Gospel'; the one who finally became known as the guide
for whom the Christian people had waited for so long and who became for
all the shining beacon which pointed to the safe port represented by Christ,
the Man-God living in the Church. To do this, rve must attempt to more
precisely locate the human and religious experience of Francis in the

'olbid., On the positive nature of the experience and religious plan of
Francis, cf. the fine observations of L. Salvatorelli, Mooim.ento francescano,427.

"A. Vauchez, La spiritaatith, 162.

"Ilarino da Milano, La spiriaaliti eaangelica, ?0.
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historical context in which he was born and reached maturity. This is
necessary in order to understand exacdy in what sense and in what measure
he experienced the positive unrest and tensions of his time. We must, in
other words, face the problem of the relationship that he had-in terms of
dependency and of novelty or originality-especially with the previous or
contemporary religious movements.ee

This is a very complex and delicate task, which "gives rise to a

massive network of historical problems, each one of which is framed by and
breaks up into so many other aspects."'* For this reason, this investigation
will be limited to just two points most direcdy connected to the present
investigation, without claiming to deal completely with the experience of
Francis in the whole social and religious context.

From his multifaceted and, in a certain sense, inexhaustible
personality, in the first chapter just two aspects will be examined which seem
to shed a light on the relationship which he had with the laity of his time, in
an attempt to grasp the contribution which he made to the reawakening of
the laity which has so far been described; in the second, an investigation will
be made into the role which he developed in the rapid increase and the
organization of that penitential movement which was already found to be in
tentative recovery at the end of the twelfth century.

-Cf. A. Maanic, Frantuco d'Assisi: fattoi causali delh stta spiinalitir,
Antonianum, Roma 1984, 85-89.

'*C. Cargnoni, Terni e problemi, 33 .
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I

Francis and the Lajity in General

A noted medieval historian, discussing the relationship which
existed between Francis and the laity, asked-and not without reason-
whether or not it was right to use the conjunction "and" between these two
terms. He wondered in fact, "was he not himself a layman, even after his
conversion? And if he were not, how can we place him in the Order of
medieval Christian society?""" In reality, when Francis left the world in
around 1205, he was a mature man: he had had some significant experiences,
he had already worked for a long time with his merchant father, he had
received a lay education, and by now had a well consolidated lay mentality."''

At the time of his conversion he was therefore a young man of tastes
and feelings that were deeply permeated with lay culture and lay values.
With his conversion, he refuted many aspects of his lay state such as riches,
family, military and romantic adventures, etc., but his awareness of the laity
would continue to be manifested, for example, in the many references to the
chivalrous and courdy world, so that Poverty would be his Lady, of whom
the holy virtues were courtiers, and his brothers would be the knights and
minstrels of God, and in a whole series of attitudes and ways of expression
that made his behavior and language so different from those of the monls
and clerics.""

fu far as his positioning in the Order of ecclesiastic society was
concerned, after his conversion he did not immediately pass into a different
ordo,brt continued to live in the world, still a layman among the laity, even
if he set out as an oblate to serve the churches, and because of this he was
covered by ecclesiastical law."o If, for the medieval man, leaving the world
was usually translated into one of the forms of religious life, monasticism or
eremitic life, for Francis this did not constitute any external change of state:
he did not become a cleric, even though he had no objections to clerics;
neither did he want to enter into monasticism or join up with groups of
penitents or hermits; but only set out in search of that "radical newness of

'."'P. Brezzi, Francesco e i laici del suo tempo, in Francesco d'r4ssisi e

Francescatesimo dal I216 al 1226, 166.

"''See on this point, M. D'Alatri, Francesco d'Asisi e i laici,615; F. Cardini,
48; G. Cracco, Francesco e i laici, 104.

"'J. Le Goff, Saint Francois d',4ssise, 56.

"'*R. Pazzelli, San Franceseo, 163.
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evangelical life" which was gradually maturing in him."'' Perhaps he would
not have had a clear awareness of the Order to which he belonged, and
neither would he have given much thought to his belonging to an Order of
Laity. fu a mafter of fact, Francis even seemed to want to deliberately place
himself outside of the traditional structures that were in use within society
and in the Church.'uo

So far as concerns the recipients of his message, he showed an
impressive awareness of the scale of his own mission towards all the people
of God, and so he spoke to everyone: Christians and infidels, clerics,
religious and laity of every condition and sex; and it was the overwhelming
success which he had in every circle, and before all kinds of public, which
lead one to believe that he did not only intend to speak to the laity, though
in practice the people were his usual audience. In this sense, "Francis was
the first to dispel the idea of the laity being his particular interlocutor...
discouraging, that is, a direct confrontation between himself and the laity,"
since all-clerics, religious and laity-could recognize themselves in his
words and in his proposals for living.""

So it was that in his confraternity the nobles, the nouveaux riches,
the people, clerics and laity all came together. And he would always be
passionately interested in the laity: those nobles who had developed their
chivalrous culture which would always fascinate him, those merchants who
by that time were beginning to become the masters of the cities, and those
humble people who struggled to find their own role and place in society:
Francis addressed them all to bring to them the Gospel of the poverty and
humility of the LordJesus Christ."''

1. Francis, a layman who took the Gospel as the unique rule of
llfe

It has been seen how from the end of the eleventh century and
throughout the whole of the twelfth century, there was a powerful thrust
towards a renewal of Christian life, which would find a prolific source of
inspiration in the New Testament, especially in the Gospels and the Acts of
the Apostles.

"'tC. Cargnoni, San Francesco, 61 and 120.
tno"In a highly hierarchical society... in which every person has a specific

status, Francis showed that he wanted to be among those who had no status.
Without doubt, this is one of the essential elements of Francis" intuition" T.
Desbonnets, From Intuition to Inxitution, 5.

"''G. Cracco, Francesco e i laici, 105.

"']. Le Goff, Saint Francois d'Assise,64.
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Francis had a lucid awareness of living and offering a religious
experience of absolute originality, compared to the religious and ecclesiastic
tradition of his time; an experience whose essential distinguishing marks he
would always attribute to direct illumination from the Lord. It *oUa be this
"strong charismatic awareness and consciousness,',,'' firmly united in a
constant and admirable equilibrium with the fullest submission to the clergy
and to the ecclesiastic hierarchy, which would tirelessly support him ln
defence of his own evangelical Iife-plan against all the obstacles that he
would encounter.

In the awareness that the duty given him by God was to follow with
absolute fidelity and to suggest a new evangelical road, first to his brothers,
and then to all Christians, which had to consist of following in the footsteps
of the poor and humble Christ, immersing themselves in the poo, 

"rrdsuffering, Francis thus became a innovator of great originality in the
tradition of religious life. His contemporaries never tired of ipeaking about
him as a new man, the initiator of a new form of evangelical life.",,

From the moment of his conversion, the Gospel became for him
the axis around which he intended to rebuild, with tireless zeal, his entire
life."' He drew on the Gospel with profound intensity, reading it as if he
were discovering it for the first time, with a completely new desiie for literal
understanding of the text."'

It was the absolute centrality of the Gospel which was the principle
innovation that Francis brought to the world and to the Church, by
developing the new life-plan for himself and for his brothers, he once and

l(D^ ^_ -C Cargnoni, Origini francescane e storia delk xoriografia, it Collectanea
Franciscana +6 (1976),394, note 5.

""I. Desbonl ets, Nouaeaa!, I ff .
._ "'*IIis highest aim, foremost desire, and greatest intention,'writes Celano,
" was to gay h-eed to the holy Gospel in all things-and through all things, to follow
the.teaching of our Lord Jesus Chriit and to retraie His footstips complJtely with all
vigilance and all zeal, all the desire of his soul and all the firvor of his'heart.,,I
Celano,84.

"'C. Gennaro, 20. The Gospel and the events narrated in it did not
represent for Francis a past reality. For him, Christ was present with the same
intensity, which 1200 years earlier he expressed to his disclples. Francis felt as a
contemporary of Christ, and the secret of his living evangelism was actually in his
contempolaneousness to Christ. When he read or heard the Gospel, he always
received it as a message which was addressed to him and to which hi should repiy
with immediate translation into gestures, attitudes and concrere actions. On this, iel
Stanislao da Campagnola, Linee di fondo, 265 ff , and the short but incisive pages of L.
Padovese, Francesco e la Parola, Sussidi Formazione Permanente 3 (new seriei) Roma,
L982.
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for all replaced the "way of life of the early Church', or apostolic life with
that of the "way of life according to the Gospel.,, It is not iy .h;;"" that in
his writings Francis appears to have almost completely forgott"; the term
"apostolic life," speaking exclusively of ,,life according to th" borp.l.,,,',

Francis had the great merit of having recovered the centrality of the
Gospel in the life of the Christian, claiminf it in an absolute sense as if it
were a message addressed 

1o him personally: he created the unique forrnauitae from it for himself and for his friars, so as to give rise to an experience
of religious life that was_so original as to be definaSle neither as lay life, nor
as monastic life, and neither as clerical life, but rather as evangelical life.

Then there was the no less relevant fact that he had both the desire
and the ali_lity to maintain a solid and very intense rapporr with the entire
people of his own time-further revealing himself ", U"irrg completely
original compared to the numerous itinerant-prea.he.s who prJceded him_
becoming,_jogether with his fri-ars, a y"rri *ithin th" *hole dough of
medieval Christianity, capable.of making everything rise in an evangelical
sense. It was the people themselves who Fiancis'invitJd to live the Gosiel.,,.

Living "according to the form of the holy Gospel,, meant for him
"!o-*!it it g the choice of denial with that of ,...pi"rr.e,'the choice of flight
ytth thal of presenceSr frgT people, but iuxta homines; outside the city,
but within th. 

"ity.,,"' 
He ,,addressed 

all the people, precisely at the moment
when they would no longer find close ,rrppo. n"# rfr" a.lfirriig *orr.rri"
structures, neither from the weakening Augustinian Canons,,',,n ,oiogg.ra ao
them this new ideal of the Christianlife Jf th. Gorpel for which tily Ua
long been thirsting. And he would turn it-as shali be seen_into a new
fori, ir$lzing the popular language, with images and references well known
by all his listeners, because theie was always "[* in him an awareness of the

lll-r"- Ihere are numerous references. Regarding just the beginning of both
Rules "This is the life of the Gospel-ofJesus Cti;st th"riSr"rl,., fi.n"i. petitioned
$9 Lo.rd. Po-ne ro grant and confirm for irim (furlier Ruh, prolngue,2) ,;Ti" Rule andLrte ot the Lesser tsro \ers -is this; to observe the Holy Gosp"el of Our Lord JesusChrist" (,ater Rule, 

-I). Q ",.*. originality of Francis i"'**tirij to *;k; ,htC;i;l
the only_reference for his life and"that of hi, fri"rr, see the keen observations of G.Miccoli, La propoxa erixiana, 60-73,

. "*Ihe Gospel and.the experience of the Apostles with the Lord,,were forrrancls not treasures to be kept, not perfections to be admired and imitated for hisown beati$cadon or to claim ,i f""1r-r-"g.?r.- .fr" ,"grl"i-.J"riirJ" institution
against the heretical rebels, but a living r6ality of y"rt.rf,.y, i"d"y;;;;;orrow, inthe service of the whole world." L Salva'torellii tWoil*rnnVonrroioo,4jl.--

"'G, Cracco, Francesco e i kici, lll,
"oSee the review^by G. Cracco in the Dossier of Meerssem an, in StudiMedioeaali, s. 3,3 (1962), 640.'
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concrete human, social and religious situation in which the people of his
time lived. In this way, he would be able to interpret and respond to the
actual needs, to the authentic aspirations of the great majority of the
faithtul."'

And he would be the noous Eaangelista-as Celano called him-a
most effective announcer of the Gospel through his words and his life,
especially because he was able to propose anew to the whole of Christianity
a Gospel which he read, understood and lived in his own way, though
profoundly rooted in tradition."'

2. Francis, a new kind of itinerant preacher
Unlike St. Bernard, the greatest protagonist of ecclesial life in the

twelfth centug, who succeeded in devoting himself to the world and
preaching almost with reluctance, "by a duty of ecclesial origin, not by an
original vocational impulse,""' for Francis itinerant preaching of the Gospel
was a primary religious obligation, a vital expression of his experience.
Because Christ had preached the Gospel and invited his disciples in the
world to continue his mission, what was needed was to imitate him and
listen to him, on this point as well as everything else."" And the imitation of
Christ in the preaching of Gospel penitence would be one of the absolutely
essential hallmarks of Franciscanism: in imitating Christ, all friars must
preach, as well as, and most importandy, show a good example, since for
Francis preaching was primarily giving an example of a life style which was

different from the worldly one; before using words, they should preach with
practical behavior that followed the example of Christ."'

By 1209-10 the papal authorization, that "consent to preach
penitence everywhere" would confer on the preaching of Francis and his

first companions an unusual dimension of the universal Church: "No other
group of laity dedicated to itinerant preaching had received from the Roman
authority such a wide faculty,""' Thanks to Francis, who would be able to
turn the evangelical-penitential announcement into a new and efficacious

kerygmatic announcement, there would be an afErmation throughout

"'P . Brezzi, Francesco e i laici, in Francesco d'Assisi e francescaneimo dal 121 6 al
1226, l89r

'i*C, G.rrrrrro , Francesco il'Asisi,20.
"'L. Salvatorelli, Moaimento francescano, 430ff .

""stanislao da CampagnoLa, Linee d.i fonda,257 .

"tC. Delcorno, La predicazione nall'eti comanale, g.
,,,Ibid,7g.
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Europe for popular preaching as a new and very important instrument of
Christian formation of the masses.

_ In announcing the Gospel to the people, Francis did not develop
new theoretical method neither did he create particular structures, as Si.
Dominic and his brother Preachers had done. He worked, rather, towards a
kind of communicative presence that radiated from his spell-binding
personality.

To understand how he was able to capture the attention of people
fr9m every class, and how his word had such an effect on the people, the fine
observation of Delaruelle should be kept in mind: that Franiis fumself was
"of the people.""' Although he was probably a deacon and greatly loved
liturgical forms of prayer, he did not, as has already been stated, present
himself as a schooled cleric, but having long lived ai a la).man among the
laity, and having retained many tastes and ways of expression of his ori*ginal
environment, he found himself in immediate accord with a people well
known by him, who often perceived the learned culture and ieligion
developed by the priests and monks of the time as being distant from them.
The people, from their point of view, "felt more than ever before that the
new preacher was truly theirs... The Poor Little Man of fusisi was immune
to what the people found in the clergy of the rime, and which they would
have preferred not to find; and what they had been searching for, without
finding, the Saint of fusisi gave them."r2a

The genius of Francis seems to be identified precisely in his fine
capability of freeing and expressing within orthodoxy the fundamental
demands of a popular sensibility, which for too long had been prevented
from participating authentically in religious life and which increasingly
risked straying towards heretical forms."'

Scholars of Franciscanism have dedicated much attention to the
originality of Franciscan preaching in general and to that of St. Francis in
particular."o The plea for peace was considered central by Francis, as that

"'"C'ert que Francois etait peaple lui-mem,e" says E. Delaruelle, 230.
t"L. Salvatorelli, Vita di San Francesco d,,*isi, l0O.
"tC. Delcorno , La predicazione dell'eti coruanale, Bff.
t'oOn Franciscan preaching, see Ilarino da Milano, San Francesco e la

predicazione,in La predicazione all luce del Concilio, Atti del I Convegno dei Predicatori
93ppuccir{ (Roma 15-19January, 1968), Pro manuscripto, Pomfei, 1968, 79-98; R
Manselli, Il gexo come predicazione per San Francesco d,rrlsisi, in Coileaanea Franciscana

11 (1981), 5-16; V. Dornetri, Sulla predicazione popolare francescana: la parodia di
Zaffirino d.a Firenze, in Cristianeimo nella aorii i geli1, 82-102; Stanislao da
Campagrrola, Contenuti e aalori francescani della Predicazione, F.lelazione alla XII
fusemblea dei Segretari provinciali Cappuccini della Predicazione, Roma, lg77, 5-
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essential premise of "doing penance" and to the receiving of the Gospel.
This theme was certainly profoundly linked to the socio-economic context
of the time, run through, as it was, by keen tensions; but in Francis's mind it
expressed in the first place a deeper need for interior purification from all
that led to conflict and struggle in the heart of a person. For this the
Dominas det tibi pacern fthe Lord give you peace], the typical Franciscan
greeting, "is not only the wish for fewer quarrels and disputes, but is above
all the freeing of oneself from worldly logic, from possession, from power,
from self-assertion, as a condition for being able to achieve peace"."'Almost
always, when dealing with penitence and peace, the urgent invitation to
praise the Creator stood beside it, and seemed to assume an importance and
urgency even greater than penitence."'

Franciscan preaching, compared with that of the previous itinerant
preachers and also of the Dominicans, was characterized by the positive
aspect of its themes, by its optimism and serenity, and by the absence of any
polemic tone. Just as he did not criticize the prelates, to whom he even
offered his services, exhorting his friars to cover their defects, Francis never
argued direcdy with heretics, whom he must have frequently met in his
continual wandering. He led the struggle against heresy by bringing to the
people values and a lifestyle which were intrinsically opposite to that
proposed by the heretics. In this way, for example, the insistence with which
he recalled and also emphasized in his writings, the necessity for the
sacraments being administered by priests, without which there could be
neither penitence nor salvation, assumed an implicit and strongly anti-
Catharist and anti-Waldensian emphasis; whilst the Canticle of the
Creatures was the most effective refutation of the Catharist pessimism.

The extraordinary capacity which Francis was shown to have in
holding his audience, was due to the unusual attraction of his person, as well
as a rare sensibility which allowed him to grasp the mental and emotional
state of the public. His style was characterized by conciseness and

28; G Concetti, Predicazione, predicatore, in Dizionario francescano. Spiritaaliti,
Messaggero, Padova 1983, l+13-1430; M. D'Alatri, Ln predicazione francescana nel
Dae e nel Trecento, in Picenum Seraphieum.X (1973),7 -23; O. Schmucki, San Francesco
m.essagero di pace nel sao tempo, in Stadi e ricercbe francescane 5 (1976), 215-232; E
Delaruelle, 2+7 -27 5.

"$G. Miccoli, La proposta cristiana,47.

"tConsider tJrre Canticle of tbe Creatures and the wide use which the friars
made of it to invite the people to praise God. See ilso: The .First Letter to the
Custodians Q220), dte Second Wrion of the Lener tu tbe Faithful, the Earlier Rule XIy'II,
17-19; and in particular the structure of "The Praise and Exhortation" presented in
Chapter )O(I of tJle Earlier Rule.
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enthusiastic gesticulation. It was a style which, especially in the more mature
phases of the Saint, \Mas not like that of the common preachers, but rather of
the concionatores, that is, those political orators who were so popular in the
reality of the communes of his time.'" AII this meant that the preaching of
Francis and of his first companions "had that characteristic of the civil
assemblies, aimed at stirring, persuading, swaylng the crowd with the
purpose of leading them to penitence and a Christian life".""

The concione, in fact, differed from sacred discourse by its popular
appeal, sometimes histrionic and rather rough, which was aimed at making a

strong impression on the imagination and feelings of the listeners. In that
sense, Manselli accurately observes how Francis instinctively understood a
principle which today is elementary in the psychology of the masses: that
popular fantasy and imagination can never be seized and held simply by
words. And he managed to exploit this principle "with skill and a sense of
the audience's reactions, resulting in a truly rare outcome and significance.
Presenting himself to the crowd as ioculator Dorninilthe Lord's fool] lent an
effective touch to attract, to meet and to convince the people gathered"."'

Certainly, Francis and some of his companions could count on a
remarkable number of gestures and on a rich jocular inventiveness, capable
of enthralling the listeners."' The many theatrical effects which continually
appear in the Franciscan legend respond, in part, to the logic of this basic
intuition, on the strength of which preaching was not considered so much as

a technique which could be learned and communicated, as, rather, a game
which was always new and unpredictable.

With Francis, the seffnon was often concluded in a lyrical
outpouring: influenced by the "courts oflove" he wanted to be the "fool of
God', his prayer became a song and mime which staged and dramatized,;
with him the courtly literature became edifying literature and the joie
d'amour was the joy of loving Jesus and his brothers; in this context, the
lauda took form, which stood beside liturgical prayer; it generally made use

"'Cf. the testimony of Thomas of Spalato, inFF 2252.

"oR. Manselli, I Frati Minori nella storia religiosa del secolo XIII, in Quaderni
Catanesi 1 (1979), 8.

"tldem, SanFrancesco, 147 and 150.

"'C. Delcorno , La predicazione dell'eti com.anale,9. On the subject of Francis
as the iocu\ator Domini and his relationship with the troubadour culture, see also G.
K. Chesterton, 65-80; T. Desbonnets, Nouoeau!,8-10; R. Manselli, San Francesco,
145-153; M. Ferrari, Gli scrini di San Franceseo d',*isi, in Francesco d',4ssisi nell'Onaao
centenario delh nascita, Vita e Pensiero, Milano 1982,46ff; and in particular, F. X.
CHERIYAPATTAPARAMBIL, Francesco d'Asisi e i Troaatori, E. F. I, Perugia 1985,
80-188, which is the most recent and specific contriburion to the subject.
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of the vernacular language to give voice to the strong religious instinct of
the people."' In this way, the preaching practiced by Francis and his first
companions resulted in an original slmthesis of religious charisma and poetic
gifts. Much more flexible in its shape than that then in use, it would also
come from physical contact with its listeners and would reach much more
deeply and effectively into the popular circles and the new classes, who
would immediately welcome a translation of the evangelical message no
longer alien to their own culture.

In addition, the places to which the masses came conferred to the
preaching a new character and could more directly place it in contact with
daily life: the piazzas of the city and those of the villages, the country farm
yards, and the roadsides were often substituted for the more clerical and
solemn areas of the Church, in a more human dimension, more real and
concrete, which resulted in being more congenial to the listeners."*

Finally, mention should also be made of the great contribution that
the preaching of Francis gave to the humanizing of Christian piety, which
the theologians had already started in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but
which had not yet made contact with the faithful masses. "Nobody before
him had relived the humanity of Christ with such an affectionate intimacy,
and with such a versatile imagination. The life of Jesus was for him a

concrete reality and presence in his daily life.""'The principle mysteries of
the life of Christ and of the Virgin, celebrated throughout the liturgical
year, just like the sacraments, "became a reality portrayed and lived to make
themselves the immediate object of spiritual satisfaction and no longer
simple symbols of a hidden reality.""o Christ, the Cross, the Virgin and the
Child became close to Francis with a warmth and a tenderness that he
wonderfully transmitted to the people, so as to make them become concrete
and familiar figures. It was not that Francis invented everything that he lived
and proposed on the level of devotion and piety; but he gave a personal
touch to what he took from others, filling it with enchantment.

It is enough to consider, as Delaruelle suggests, the different
influence which someone like St. Bernard had had on the popular piety, and
a Bernardian as Francis himself was in so many aspects: Bernard had spoken
of the infanry of Christ, Francis created the first crib, having that devotion
to the Child which would be expressed in Italian piety soon afterwards."'

"h. Delaruelle, 231.

"*Cf. R Manselli, San Francesco, 150; and C. Gennaro, 27

"tL. Salvatorelli, Vita di San Francesco d'Assbi, 192.

"ostanislao da Campagnola, Linee di fond.o,266.
"'E. Delaruelle, 23 lff .
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Francis never tired of contemplating the humanity of God, his
overwhelming humility.'" It is the great, unimaginable mystery of the
foolishness of this God, who, "Most High, Omnipotent, Ineffable..." for the
love of man chose the way of incarnation to reach the peak of his kenosis in
the Cross and in the Eucharist. This mystery was not, for Francis, a simple
object of devotion, but constantly formed the absolutely central reference
point of his effective choices, his behavior, his relationships with others; it
also continuously surfaced in his exhortation to the people.

Francis thus once again cast the seed of Gospel values in a society
that was living in a very delicate economic phase. His humble and fraternal
appeals for conversion which consisted of concrete gestures of goodwill,
peace, forgiveness of wrongs received, simple and generous solidarity, as the
only possible answer to the love of God who is made our brother, pushed
the people towards an extremely practical and concrete religiosity, finally
making newly feasible that link between daily life and religious life, to which
for so long the people of the Commune had aspired.

3. Francis, a response to the human and religious expectations
of the laity

There is no denying the enormous and striking popularity which
Francis had already gained just a few years after his conversion, a crescendo
which would continue until the time of his death, by which time his person
reached prodigious and legendary dimensions, yet without losing any of his
historical stature.

It has already been widely pointed out that until the end of the
eleventh century a breath of renewal of religious awareness was blowing
right through the whole of Europe; however, it had not yet found either
adequate expression nor an illuminated guide, capable of creating new areas

and new forms, and able above all, to make visible and tangible those values

for which such a strong need was also felt.

So much for the fact of the success of Francis and his significance! It
remains to be seen, however, how he arrived at this success, and the reason
for such a connection between Francis and the needs of the laity. It would be
useful to look at some of the hypotheses that seem most valid from among
the many proposals advanced by scholars. One happy intuition seems to be
that expressed so skillfully by Salvatorelli in his always enthralling and yet

""'Brothers, look at the humility of Godl" he exclaimed in the I Letter t0
the Entire Order,28.
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solid biography of the Saint."' He, too, discovered in Francis a person who
could interpret, with his humble, courageous, and serene Christian proposal,
the highest human and Christian values which the people of his time acutely
perceived and at the same time greatly thirsted for. Francis lived, says

Salvatorelli, in a world in which there was greater moral vigour and more
idealistic aspirations than could ever be gathered merely in a cold historical
investigation. A world which "is attached to reality but looking to the ideal;
waged war but longed for peace; grew rich, but along with riches wanted
virtue and beauty; conducted business and honored God; worked and
dreamed. In this capitalistic society, activistic and earthly, Francis showed
the other side of the coin, the longed for reality, the necessary fulfillment.
Neither did he impose his poverty and way of life on anyone else; instead he
gave by his example, the correct value to the material goods sought after by
so many. He was a breath of fresh air to people: he gave them wings with
which to fly higher. His life and his word did not condemn work, the source
of their new wealth and of a more joyful life; on the contrary, they showed it
as an ideal that everyone worked, being content to live by their own actions,
without accumulating personal riches which would take away from others
what they needed."'u"

Francis became the meeting point of the aspirations towards
fraternity and equality of his time and the purest evangelical values, from the
beginning establishing the community that was forming around him in the
name of fraternity. The term fratres became the proper name of the
members of the new fraternity, which thus clearly distinguished them from
the monks and clerics. All those who joined his group coming from various
social strata were taught by Francis to live according to relationships in
which they would be neither dominant nor dominated, where all are
fraternally united and in which dialogue and mutual service was the only
path to follow.'*'

Continuing in this search for the reasons which can explain the
rapid spread of the Franciscan experience through the popular strata of
society, and the sympathy which it would find among the laity, Manselli's
observations regarding the balance between what Francis and his friars

"'Cf. L. Salvatorelli, Wta di San Francesco d'Assii, 104-106.

'"'Ibid, lo5ff.
t*t"This new kind of relationship, generous and warm, seemed to many

contemporaries as a liberation. Basically, what the communes aspired to realise,
without their managing to do so because of money, Francis and his companions
managed to achieve by following the Gospel. And so they realized the dream of tleir
times. This explains the rapid and immense development of the young Franciscan
fraterniry": E. LeClerc, Francois d.'Asise, 13f{.
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offered and some specific pastoral needs of the faithful, also seem
pertinent.'o' These faithful Christians had long been wanting clerics who
were more coherent with the Gospel; more assiduous and effective spiritual
assistance; even an emotional closeness from the ministers towards those
who turned to them for comfort, help and support; a particular attention to
the poor and needy of every kind. In the friars the faithful found exactly the
men of the Church they longed for: religious of an irreproachable life, with
a breadth of ideas, human understanding, closeness and simple ways, and
above all, benevolence and affectionate compassion for the poor, the
abandoned and those with every kind of affliction.

The new key-values of ftaternitns rnd minoritas, which Francis laid
at the foundation of his religious family and which in essence meant
availability to serve all, especially the most wretched, would to a certain
extent characterize all the new Mendicant Orders, which when placing
themselves in the heart of the fabric of society, would form a challenging
invitation to all to serve mankind. And this was happening precisely in those
decades in which the world citizen was seeking new organizational forms,
which would allow the resolution of the problems of living together and of
human service based on participation and community. On the other hand
Franciscan life, with its new spiritual vision, its simplicity and its optimism,
did not shut the friars away from human association, but brought them into
close communion with the popular life of the times, which became morally
elevated from this contact.l4r

If one bears in mind how the communes were intent on tearing
themselves apart with civil strife and rivalry, one can understand the
importance of a presence like that of the Franciscans, which would keep
alive the spirit of forgiveness of offences, of gendeness and of fraternity, and
which would propose new human and social virtues.'*

We can already detect another reason for the rapid success of the
Franciscan experience: and that is the fact that Francis gave origin to a kind
of religious life which profoundly differed, both in spirit and in structures,
from the monastic and the clerical world. Unlike the monk, the Friar Minor
does not rely on a sacred space-the monastery-as opposed to a profane
and contaminated world, but is invited to grasp the sacredness of the entire
universe, rediscovering there the holy traces of God. We are at the complete

'*'Cf. R. Manselli, San Francesco, S5 and 241-243.

'"Cf. Stanislao da Campagnola,, Stuili Francescani II,4l0 and 43 1.

'*Cf. L Salvatorelli, Moaimentofrancescano,4lS and 431.

!
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interiorization of the value contained in this flight from the world, which
has already been examined.'"

Unlike the secular clergy, the first Friars Minor in their wandering
and their prevalent laicality, went out to meet the people, bringing the
announcement of the Gospel right there where they lived; they mixed with
the poor and shared their daily aspects of common life, avoiding that
distinction from the people which the priestly Order and its culture
inevitably involved.'* And it is probably here that we find one of the most
innovative characteristics of the life project devised by Francis for his
fraternity, and was also what made this project so close to and in tune with
the life of the people, who welcomed him and his Friars with such goodwill
and often with real enthusiasm. Zerbi astutely perceives this, underlining the
radical newness of the spirituality offered by Francis: "While Benedict
would invite the people of the world to the monastery, Francis wanted his
fraternity to be mobile and penetrate the world: they are two clearly diverse
formulae, which are worth comparing, because they were the most
remarkable which had been expressed in Christian spirituality of the Middle
Ages."'" He managed to act as the bridge, presenting through himself,
translated into his living experience and in his writings, "a Christianity that
was marvelously simple and coherent, effective and joyful, fervent and
extensive, in the image of his Christ."'t'

Similarly, the contribution which he and his Order made was a

determining factor in closing the disparity and filling the sometimes fearful
gap which was being created throughout the twelfth century between the
ecclesiastic world as represented by the monks and clerics and the people; at
first slowly, and then at an ever-gathering pace, until it constituted the main
reason for the arxiety of a pope who was so extraordinarily sensitive as

Innocent III. It was principally the Franciscan movement which brought
religion back to the people and which prevented this hiatus from becoming
an irreparable fracture. Thanks to his powerful uniting of the popular

'ttSee Desbonnets, From. Intuition to Institution, 137-141, where the author
places great emphasis on the overturning of the monastic ideil o{ fuga m.undi brotght
about by Franciscanism. In the Sanum. Com.m.ercium the cloister-from time
immemorial a s).rynbol of the monastic kind of fuga mundi, and for Cistercian
spirituality in particular a privileged place of interiority-is the whole world: there
the friars must live, seek and find the signs of divine omnipotence, there they follow
in Christls footsteps. "I think only lay people could have been able to operate such a

change in mentality" concludes Desbonnets.

'*Cf. C. Gennaro, 22 -24.

'*'P. Zerbi, Mentalitir.,II, 101.

'o'E. Delaruelle,274.
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classes, "religion did not remain closed in the canonical choirs reciting the
divine office, did not belong to monastic solitude, but was present in all
manifestations of daily life."'*

At this point, if we were to attempt to reply to the question put by
Fra Masseo-"Why does everybody follow you?"-we should have recourse
mainly to the fact that Francis made the people he met understand and see

with their own eyes that God was their neighbor, because he had become
incarnate, because he had been born like us, he had worked like us, he had
suffered and had died for all of us. He was able to present the human face of
Christ, God made man to share and bestow an incomparable meaning on
ordinary, daily human life. In this way the profound value of everyday life
was recovered for each person, which because of the incarnation, assumed in
Christ and by Christ, the power of the eternal. This is probably the highest
teaching of Francis: if in the living of each day a Christian is able to grasp
the immanent and continual presence of a God who became incarnate
because he loves us, and because through his grace alone he has made us his
children, his living-in all its aspects-will assume a supreme importance
and value. The crowds of believers had demonstrated their need for this,
through the long travail of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, as has been
seen and often emphasized; that is for someone who could help them to
recover and restore a Christian meaning and value to their daily life: to their
personal and social commitments, to matrimony, to work, to commerce, to
the daily effort, to all the joys and the pains of every day, everything newly
illuminated by the Gospel and tied to the central mystery of the Incarnation,
as an indestructible foundation for the value of human life, and at the same

time an incentive and continual drive towards conversion and
transcendence. From Francis the crowds would learn, with a new and
penetrating understanding of the literal meaning of the Incarnation, the very
meaning of their existence, even the most humble and suffering aspects."n "It
is this emphasizing of the profound importance and the exemplary value of
the salient moments of the earthly experience of Christ which is the central
core on which the choice and form of life proposed by Francis were based

and articulated, but.... having carefully considered the conditions, the ways

of being and acting, the values of the society of his time, according to the

'*4-. Srlrr"aor.lli, Mozsimento Frangescano, 444; also of the same opinion is R.
Manselli, La Pi6td plpulaire, 156, 162, 192-194 and 199-201; and Idem, Spiritualhi
francescana e societi. in Francescanesimo e aita religiosa dei laici, 400,402 and 405-406.

't"Cf. R. Manselli, Francesco: un aom.o della storia, in Cuhura e Scuola 83-84,
(1982),200-20+.
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historical reality which is prompted and urged by the very logic of the
Incarnation"tt'

It is understandable, then, that scholars of Church history have
placed Francis of Assisi among those who truly changed history. In fact, he
opened new perspectives in the world that surrounded him, in the minds of
the people, in the understanding of the Gospel message, in the personal
religion of a vast number of Christians. He brought within the fold of the
Church that great movement of piety which had been on the edges of heresy
and rebellion."' He represented the original, the highest prophet, who on
the one hand perceived and utterly lived the mission of showing anew all the
wholesome power of the Gospel, and on the other hand could sense like no
other the basic need of the people of his time, managing to turn them
towards Christ in the Church. In other words, today we would say that
Francis had an exceptional charism in discerning the signs of the times in
which he lived as calls of the Spirit to incarnate at that precise moment and
in that g"iven context some of the highest evangelical values. This was the
source of his effectiveness, of his power of enthralling, of his success.

What should also have emerged is the decisive contribution made
by Francis" experience and his evangelizing ability in afErming that truly lay
spirituality. This had been, more or less consciously, the great aspiration of
so many religious movements that had arisen from the laity throughout the
whole period of the so-called Great Reform.

Thanls to Francis, the laity saw perspectives opening up in front of
them which until then had appeared to exclude them, new intra-ecclesial
opportunities in which to seek eva'ngelical perfection, without having to
renounce their own specific identity. This will now be seen, by examining
one of the outcomes of the intense and exciting work developed by Francis
towards the laity: the vigorous revival of the penitential movement.

o't'G. Miccoli, La proposta. cristiana,44. For an effective explanation of this
logic whith clearly brings out the difference berween the Christian vision of Francis
and that understood and lived by monasticism which hung on the term fuga m,andi,
cf. M.D. Chenu, Alla mente e al cuore dell'uum.o in Franeesco. Otto secoli di ina grande
a7)7) entura cristiana, Mondadori, Milano 1981, 92 -97 .

t52Cf. Nouaelh Hixoire de l'Eglise,II, Seuil, Paris 1968,406.
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u

Francis and the Penitential Movement

At the end of the first part of this study, it was shown that the most

intense religious ferment in the Church at the end of the rwelfth century
was generally oriented towards penitential spirituality, as being the most

appropriate form for responding to the growing spiritual needs of the laity
and most suited to their secular identity.

In its purest meaning, penitential spirituality is in reality intimately
connected to the Gospel, given that "penitence,' meant as "metanoia" or
"conversion" is a preliminary condition to the true reception of the Gospel:

"Repent for the Kingdom of God is close at hand" (Mt 4:17). Only those

who acknowledge their distance from God, hear the invitation to open tleir
hearts to his love and set themselves on the path to return to him, only they
can themselves receive the salvation that God offers them in Christ.
Penitence is, then, essentially "conversion," that brings about profound
changes-in an ego-breaking sense-in one's relationship with God and

with others, in a lucid awareness of one's state of createdness. Penitents are

those who have discovered their own identity in the light of God, and who
decide to change their own heart and actions, to make themselves consistent

with that identity, acknowledging the fact of the Lordship of God in their
own lives.

Francis, too, began his new religious experience in the riverbed of
penitential spirituality: with his usual originality he was also a penitent, and

so profoundly lived the particular values of this condition that he quickly
became the penitents' model, the purest expression of this great spiritual
current. It has been seen that when he and his first companions devoted

themselves to preaching as the "penitents.'. from the city of Assisi,""' the

substance of their message was penitential exhortation. Their following was

overwhelming. And this is where the great revival of the penitential

movement began.Just how much remains to be seen.

1. The strong revival of the penitential movement.

Historical scholars of medieval religion agree in attributing to the

driving lorce of Francis and his first friars the huge and sudden increase in
the numbers of voluntary penitents who were recorded mosdy in Italy, but

"'The Legend of Tltree Companions,3T
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in varying times and extents throughout Europe from 1210 onwards, that is,
from the moment in which they began their wandering endeavor of
preaching penitence. From the very beginning, in fact, the young Franciscan
fraternity, which was composed of laity and clerics, and legally took the
shape of airi poenitentiales,"n brought to life a fervent venture of evangelical
activity, which in substance consisted of addressing all-with the new styles
and characteristics which we have described-a warm and humble call to live
in penitence. For them, this was the unique oppornrnity to find real peace,
to build a fraternal world and allow them to reach the salvation that God
offered.

The reasons for the success that the preaching of Francis and his
companions would experience among the popular people have already been
highlighted. So far as more specifically concerns the subject of penitence, so
central to the whole of the Franciscan message, it would seem that in
identifiring the fact-even one as particular as this, which confirms the depth
and originality of Francis-that penitence was for him intimately connected
with the theme of gladness and joy, this could be viewed as one of the
reasbns for the great response. Recovering, with great spiritual finesse, the
genuine evangelical sense of the penitential experience as a humble and
joyful recognition of one's own condition of creaturehood b'efore the Most
High God who is revealed as Fatler in Christ Jesus, Francis and his friars
were able to liberate it from that round of exteriority, sadness and negativity
which penitence could assume in the minds of the people, even though one
should bear in mind that for those living in medieval times the term
"penitence" would certainly arouse more positive echoes than in our cultural
context. They would be able to become fresh witnesses to penitence through
joy, and would manage to be effective arurolulcers of penitence as a road to
true happiness. In effectively proclaiming penitence through joy, they could
return to the Gospel its original and authentic character as a message of
gladness. Here is the secret of the powerful gup that the life of penitence
held on the Christians of the time, thanks to them. For Francis, tme
penitence and spiritual joy in reality constituted an inseparable duo. Not for
nothing was he fi.rly convinced that penitence could and should be the
subject of songs."' He came to consider that the main task of his friars-as
we have already seen-was for them to be the "fools of God': those, that is,
able to arouse in the hearts of the people-with their witness of a radically

t'*R. Manselli, San Francesco, 119 on.
tttcf. L. Padovese, In fraterniti per cantare ln penitenza, in L'Italia

Francescana 59 (1984), 407-426.

t
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penitent life, but h"ppy and joyful-the desire ro rerurn to the Lord, which
is then the substance ofthe authentic penitential experience."o

Yet again one is faced by one of the many ingenious intuitions of
Francis: a fine judge of himself and of the human mind, he knew that "if
austerity by itselfsucceeds in striking an unpleasant fear, when it is joined to
joy, becomes a shout of faith and hope and a winning motivation.""' Francis
understood that only by making people long for peace and joy which the
world promises but does not give, would it be possible to converr them to
the Lord. And his contemporaries did not fail to seize the full significance
and power of the challenge of Francis and of his friars, who had learned
from the Gospel to remain serene and full of joy even in the midst of
tribulations, of privations, of scorn and derision, of which there was no
shortage in their daily experience as companions.

It is precisely this, their capacity to harmonize within themselves, in
such a striking manner, penitential renunciation with joyful gladness, which
conferred an unusual effectiveness on their message, on their challenging
suggestion of an alternative lifestyle, and led so many people to a profound
change of mind. Thanks to Francis and to the Franciscan fraternity,
penitential spirituality and the entire movement which was inspired by it
acquired in a short time a new fascination and high prestige in.the eyes of
the people at large, and the young in particular,"' in this way greatly
enlarging their range of influence. Even if one does not take literally the
somewhat rhetorical affirmation in the Legend of Three Companions,
according to whom "the way of penance was not only completely unknown,
but it was also considered folly,""' there does remain a historically certain
fact that "in following the preaching of Francis and his companions in
LImbria, in Tuscany, in the Marches of Ancona and in Lombardy (1209-
1211), there was seen a remarkable increase of laity, married and celibate,
who turned towards penitential hfe in domibut prlpriislin their own homes],
in comparison with the small number of voluntary penitents which had
previously been recorded, so that modern historians speak of a penitential
"movement" arising from the preaching of Francis".'on

On this subject it has been correcdy observed that if the rapid
increase of the Friars Minor and of the Poor Ladies of St. Clare is one of the

"uCf. Tbe Assisi Compilation,43: a very eloquent passage in this sense.

1tt'L. Padovese, Il carattere "cattolico" della speranza di Francesco il',4ssisi, it La
Speranza,Il, La Scuola-Antonianum, Brescia-Roma , 1983, +35 .

"'Cf. M. Mollat, La poaerti di Francesco d'Assii, 53.

"oLegend of Tltree Companions,34.

'* Ordo fraternitatis, 3 59.
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great facts of religious history of the thirteenth century, an even more
considerable one is that of the assembling of so many lay people within the
Franciscan fraternity in the space of a few years, and it is from this that they
became directed to the penitential status.'o' After what has been seen so far,
the reason can be readily understood. At the beginning of the thirteentfi
century there were people ready to listen, because they were the heirs of the
religious ferments massed in the atrnosphere of the flourishing fervor of the
preceding century; it was a mass of people who had not been reached by the
preaching of the clerics and who began to be seriously damaged by the many
heretical sects precisely at this time. And it was to this population that
Francis courageously suggested this life of penitence, of which he and his
companions had become the highest example and which he managed to
present charmingly as the wisest choice that any person could make: only
this choice would allow them to see themselves and all other people in the
truth of God's light, would allow them to experience true happiness for the
brief duration of this life and would open the doors to eternal joy.

To those who heard his call, and showed the desire to follow his
example, but who were unable or unwilling to change their state of life,
Francis presented the Gospel in a form which was simple and respectful of
their lay condition. He did not, in fact, impose special obligations on these
Christians, which would turn them away from their duties and relationships
of every day. And this, too, can be easily understood. If he could so
tenaciously resist the many pressures of those who wanted to transform his
friars into a monastic order, and thus separate them from the life of the
corrnon people, he was even more adamant that the laity who desired to
enter a life of penitence should remain in their own homes, in the heart of
human society, and continue their usual activities. The Gospel had to be for
them, too, as it was for his friars, the only great rule, the "magna carta" of
the values and criteria which would inspire them, and according to which
they would evaluate their own choices. The Penitents, for Francis, basically
did not have to be other than Christians who had become profoundly awarl
of their vocation and who intended to live according to it.'u'

to'E. Delaruelle,233.

'."'It was the people" says Delaruelle, "whom Francis called to put the
Gospel into practice. The monasteries made proselytes among the laity only in an
individu{ way; the oblates of t}re Benedictine monasteries could only be rare and
scattered here and there; the case of Hirsau" (but we could also add here those of S.
Desiderio of Yicenza, of the Humiliati in Lombardy, or the Poor Catholics in
Provence and the north of Spain) "represented only a local success; in Italy, on the
other hand, it was the crowds themselves who were in search "en masse'i for this
"religion"' lhd,233, but see especially 2 3 3 -2 3 5.
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What would follow was a sudden Christian reawakening, within
which a relatively high number of laity would show the wish to embrace the
penitential state whilst remaining in their own homes.'o' ft was thus that the
status would suddenly be given a boost: since in a short time it would
become an enorrnous phenomenon, inevitably it would create problems in
the social context, and would attract the watchful attention of the Roman
Curia. This would lead to the Curia being confronted by a third and
unexpected son, heir of the Saint of fusisi: a new "infant," once again
extremely sui generis, whom they had to baptize, that is, whom they had to
regulate and in some way incorporate into the ecclesial stmctures. They did
not have to wait long for such a baptism: in l22l the Memoriale propositi
appeared as the normative instrument that aimed at giving a name and a
shape to that spontaneous movement. From this moment a new reality was
born: the Order of Penance. Just what this would mean ivill now be
examined.

2. The new juridical and spiritual configuration of the
penitential movement the "Order of Penitence"

ln 1221, a bare twelve years from the beginning of the Franciscan
avalanche, tlre Order of Penance was already making itself heard. That
Order had already become a factor of such prominence, that at Faenza and
in other cities in Romagna, it created a series of problems to the communal
authorities. These authorities could not hide their apprehension in the face
of a phenomenon that, if allowed to grow without restraint, would cause

them to risk losing their powerful control over the urban reality. And they
refused to recognize the prerogatives that this new breed of Christians
considered to be tJreirs.

In the same year, the Roman Curia in the person of Pope Honorius
III entered the scene with the first of a long series of interventions in their
defence. It had probably been informed of the importance of the position at
stake by the diligent Cardinal Hugolino, whb, having been the pontifical

'o'In the bult which established the 4th October as St. Francis" feast day,
Gregory IX attested to the success of the penitential call of the Saint: "He called
women and men to the penitential life... and among them no small number live and
work even now", the bdl "Qaasi pbialae" of the 2lst February 1229, in Ballarium
Franciscaium, I, 49. lnd St. Bonaventure cites the same fact: "Carried away by the
force of his preaching, great numbers of people adopted the new rule of penance
according to the form instituted by St. Francis... members of both sexes, clerics and
lay-folk, married or single", to then put fonvard the theological reason, because "the
way of penance is common to all those who are on the road to heaven". Major Life,
r4 6.
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legate of Northern Italy from 1216 to 1219, must have had direct experience
of it.'* But it was only the beginning of a new institutional organism, which
in granting to its mernbers for the first time the unheard-of possibility of
"being religious without giving up the lay state,,,,o' would demonstrate an
impressive fervor throughout the century.

In fact, it is through this organism that a considerable number of
laity-who represented an 6lite, but only from a spiritual point of view, since
there were people from every class among them'oo-disiovered the means
which allowed them to finally reach two objectives which for a long time
had been particularly close to their hearts.

The first was that of achieving a more intense religious experience,
which would allow them, too, to seriously aim towards Christian perfection.

!w.afed- by the example of the new Mlndicant Orders, who6e lives they
imitated sometimes even in the external forms, they wanted a higher
spiritual experience than that of the majority of Christians, and for this
reason they embraced a form of life which asked of them a remarkable
commitment to prayer, to austerity, to definite solidarity towards the needy,
poor and suffering: it demanded, that is, a precise will to aim towards
evangelical perfection.

The second objective was that of safeguarding their secular identity
and reaching autonomy in the religious field, after having obtained it in thl
political and economic fields. They were usually married people, who
intended to continue living in their own homes and attending to their
activities, they were jealous defenders of their independence towards the
clerics, they organized themselves with great ability into forms of self-
governance which equaled the exemplary functioning of the model which
inspired them, that of the new Mendicant Orders. For this reason, they
would tenaciously defend the wide areas of autonomy which the Meruoriaie
propositi gave them: the freedom of meeting wherever they wanted, even in
an unconsecrated place, of recruiting their own members and of choosing

_ '*On the person and role of Cardinal Hugolino, cf. R. pazzelli, San
Francesco,232-239; and in particular the last specific study to appear: E. pasztor, S.
Francesco e il Cardinale Ugolino nella "questione francescanat in Cilleaanea Franciscana
46, (1976),209-239.

. . 
01f". Vauchez, the Penitents of the thirteenth century *were at the same

time.laity_thro ,gh_ their kind of life, and clerics by the privilegei and by the form of
religiosity", _and thgf probably represented th. [reat.it expr"ession of the force of
Francis in closjng the gap which separated rhe clerics and the laity at that time: A.
Vauchez, Conclwion,in I Frati Penitenti di San Francesco,376ff.

'oocf. G. Casagrande, Il mooimento penitenziale nel Medio Ea0,705.
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spiritual directors from among the priests whom they liked. Everything
pointed to their desire to "do it themselves" even in religious matters.'o'

The Order of Penitence was an eminendy urban phenomenon.
Given that it offered to its members the single great objective of penitence
as a continuous obligation of conversion, it gave them permission to
assemble first locally in a super-parochial fraternitF, which released them in
a certain measure from the control of their respective parishes; then the
fraternity of Penitents of a certain region formed a confederation'o' in inter-
diocesan associations, which allowed them, in practice, though not by right,
to free themselves from the control of the respective bishops.'o' A few
months after having obtained papal approval of their r:ule, Supra montem, in
a Chapter celebrated in Bologna in November 1289 they went so far as to
plan the formation of a centralized and completely autonomous Order: they
wanted 16 slssg-25 the Franciscans and the Dominicans had done, whom in
a certain sense they were emulating-their own minister general who would
remain in office for five years, and to have their own Cardinal protector at
the Roman Curia. Their ambitious objective was to reach legislative,
executive and legal autonomy, once again following the example of the
Mendicant Orders.""

But, as it could be predicted, they were dealing with a project which
was too ambitious, and not compatible with ecclesiastic legislation: it was

unthinkable that a secular Order, governed by non-clerics, as theirs was,

could reach complete autonomy, which canon law provided only for the
clerical Orders. They would have inevitably had to make reference to some
institutions of clerics for spiritual guidance and to accept the control of the
local bishop, under whose jurisdiction they also would be, which is what had
happened to all religious who were not exempted."'

However, this strong autonomistic tendenry never advanced so far
as to create problems from the doctrinal point of view. The Penitents never
doubted the role of priests as administers of the sacraments and dispensers

of the Word of God, neither did they ever contest the hierarchical ordering
of the Church. What they wanted was to be able to fake advantage of
autonomous privileges and areas, but to remain within and to respect the
fundamental ecclesiastical noffns. For this reason, there were never great

i'o'Cf. th" reiew of Ordo fraternitatis.. by A. Vauchez, in Riaista di storia della
Chiesa in halia, 32 (197 8),209.

t n" 
Ordo frat ernit a tis, 43 2.

to'Ibid,363$.

""Ibid.,4l5 and 4lo.
"'rbid.,36.
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tensions with the Holy See, which when facing those requests which
sounded too ambitious, would merely attempt to gain time, patiendy
expecting them to settle themselves.'7'

But who, then, were these Christians who were so enterprising and
just a litde out-of-the-ordinary who composed the Order of Penitence?
How cquld they be accurately classified? Were they religious or were they
laity? Why did their presence on the one hand cause so much interest and
agreement, and on the other so many problems and tensions? Their identity
can be better defined and the meaning of the delicate situation can be better
understood in the context of the Italian corrrnunes of the thirteenth century.

To understand who the Penitents were in the thirteenth century,
we must, however, return to what they had represented in the preceding
centuries. We should not forget that they were Penitents, and as such had a

very long history within the Church. It must be said, right away, that their
identity had always been rather distinctive and sui generis: within the well
ordered ecclesial stmcture which provided well defined categories of
persons, they had always ended up being a rather non-standard entity.

In the first chapter, when describing the classic distinction of
orders, it was shown how in the Church of the first centuries there was only
one basic bipartition, considered constitutional, that is, from divine right: it
was that which existed between the pastors and the people, between the
clerics and the laity, between the ministerial priesthood of the presbyters
and that world of the faithful.'"

After Christianity had become a mass phenomenon at the time of
the Emperor Constantine, and had often been forced to bow to
compromise, a new group of Christians appeared within the Church who
gradually would assume their own particular identity, distinct both from that
of the clerics or pastors and from that of the laity or faithful: these were the
ascetics who, by strength of their dedication to celibacy and to follow Christ
more radically, would give life to a new category, thus making the triple
distinction into orders within the Church. From a certain period onwards,
an ordo rectnra?ul began to be spoken of-or ordo praedicaturu.n , or more
commonly later on, ordo clericorun : these were the pastors, with the task of
governing and of teaching; the ord.o coniugatorarn or ordo laicorurn: these were
the married and the faithful in general; and the ord.o continentiu.rn, ot, more
common\r for a certain period, the ordo monacborum: these were those who

"'About this whole delicate subject of the so-called "laicism" of the
Penitents, cf. Ibid.,l55-389 and,412-434,andinparticulair363-365,+ZB-43+.

"'Cf. Ibid,222-225; but with regard to what will be said, it would be useful
to have in mind a,lso 217 -245 and 265 -304.
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were not married, and who were engaged in a radical following of
evangelical counsels: at first, and for a certain time, the ordo continentiurn

included only the true and proper monks,"n but later on it also included
virgins living in their own homes, the donati who had offered themselves for
the service of a monastery or of a church, and the converts or voluntary
penitents.t"

While the bipartite division concerned the constitution of the
Church, that is, its basic formulation as Christ had established it, this
tripartite division referred to the ecclesiastic institutions; it was, therefore,
established from the canons of the Church, and therefore it was not of itself
untouchable and immutable. In fact, throughout the centuries of the High
Middle Ages there was a witnessing to the gradual overlapping of the ordo

continentiwm into the ordo clericorurn, by which in rJrre Decretafn Gratiani one
reads again: "There are two kinds of Christians: one being those who
comprise the clerics and devoted to God, that is, the converts; the other...
comprising of the laity....""o

It was in this same period of great fluidity and intercommunication
between the three different ordines"' that the subde and not always clear
distinction arose between the clerical status in the strict sense or by divine
right, (status clericoruru senvu stricto or iaris diaini, and the clerical status in the
broader sense or the ecclesiastic right, status clericaruna sensa lato or iuris
ecclesiastici)."r

It is necessary to return to this evolving legal context in order to
understand the place which the members of the Ordo d.e Poenitentia would
assume within the ecclesiastic institutions: from the canonical point of view
they belonged to the status clericorum. senflt, lato. As conaersi, they were

"oAccording to the W Council of Toledo (633), the voluntary penitents
were "religious men who were situated neither among the clerics nor among the
monks": Ibid,273.

"'Cf. A. Pompei, Il mnaimento penitenziale nei secoli Xl-XIIl, in L'Ordine della

Penitenza di Snn Francesco,18.

"oA. G. Matanic, I Penitenti francescani dfll 1221 (lllenaiah) al 1289 (Regola

bollata) principaln ente flttraoerso i loro statuti e le regole, in lbid, 42.

"'In all the Orders of ecclesial society were produced "a kind of
overflowing of the well defined limits within which they were confined and
cataloluedl tlrough a process of exosmosis and endosmosis. The tlree Orders
behaved, on the spiritual level, as communicating vessels: the clerics became
continents, the monks agreed to be priests and to undertake cura animaram; the laity,
even the married, yearned for evangelical perfection and for their own regime of
spiritual life recognized by the clerics and monks..." Ordo {raternitatis,23l.

t"Cf. A. G. Matanic, I Penitentifrancescani dal 1221, 50.
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considered no longer laity or the simple faithful, but religiosi uiri, personae
ecclesiasticae, religiosae personae, given that "they intended to make penance for
their sins, wearing the habit of an approved Order.',"' Therefore the
Penitents, by being included in a status which made them aspirants towards
Christian perfection, through being engaged in living according to a
prlplsitun approved in some way by the Church by l22l and then replaced
by a true and proper official Rule in 1289, were not iust laity or the iimple
faithful.

At this point, the canonical identity of the Penitents seems to be
clearer: they weie considered, in the medieval ecclesiastic context, to be
secular religious, that is, religious living in the world, because they were
members of an institution, an Order, which made them aspirants towards
evangelical perfection, but not living in a community, neither being tied to a
sacred place."" As confirmation of this, it should be borne in mind that the
regular religious could not become a secular religious, that is, a simple
penitent; and the secular religious could not return to the lay state; the
obligations were for life and could be changed only in the direction of
greater commitment."' When the Penitents expressed a true religious
profession that would bind them to live according to a rule approved by the
Holy See, as in the case of those inspired by the Franciscans, at least
certainly after the Rule of Nicholas IV, they would be in an analogous
situation to that of the members of the present-day secular institutes. Just
like those of today, theirs was nor a purely lay spiritualiry, but drew from
their own religious family, which they applied to their own condition of
people who were living in the world.'*' It can also be added that when
speaking of the Order of Penitence this is not meant as a religious Order in
the strict sense of the term, given that it implies neither life in community
nor vows; but a religious Order broadly speaking, because it has a Rule
approved by the Apostolic See,'" a novitiate, an irreversible profession:,'*
that is, a secular Order."t

''Cf. M. D'Alatri, Ilfenom.eno penitenziale sotto l,aspetto ecclesiologico e teologico
nella seconda meti del Duecento, in Settimo centenario della m.or-te d.i Raniero Fasani, 3ll

'''Those Penitents who, in following the rule of Nicholas IV, would give
life to a communitarian experience in the strict sense and who would gathei in
convents would become Regular Tertiaries.

'''Cf. A. Pompei, Il mooim.ento penitenziale, 19.
'"For all this part, see A. G. Matanic, I Penitenti france.scani dal 1221,49-53;

but also A. Pompei, Il moaim.ento penitenziale, 17 -21,25,3i.
't'(Jntil 1289, it was a matter of a Propoitum.aitae,which for some would

mean simply an ideal of life (as: A Samaritani, L" " Ord.o de poenitentia,, a Fer.rara nei
secoli Xil-XIV, in Analecta T.O.R. l2/ll7 (1972),346), for others, however, it would
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This rapid and ratler tortuous etcc'u.rsas into the complex canonical
picture of the Order of Penitence would appear to be useful in order to
understand certain things: its particular nature and magnitude; why its
members had a clear awareness of being "ecclesiastical persons" and why
because of this they demanded certain prerogatives from the civil
authorities; and also the reason for the ecclesiastical authorities-and chiefly
the Roman Curia-defending them with such determination.

In confirmation of the great esteem which the papacy held for those
Penitents, it should be stated that their institution was the only one which
was able to gather the laity into a religious state without living in
community, placing them directly under the control of the local bishop;".
and which became known precisely as an Order, a term which was not used
for any of the many other pious confraternities of the time."' In fact, it
offered its members the same purpose which was at the foundation of all
religious professions: the choice of the penitential state as a definite
obligation to conversion demanded by the Gospel, that is, the radical
following of Christ, towards Christian perfection.'*' Furthermore, it should
be borne in mind, however, that the order of Penitence in fact constituted a

be the same as a "Rule of life under which is made a profession" (R. Pzzzelli, San
Francesco,240, note 28). On the debated question of an eventual approval of the
Mem.oriale" on the part of the Holy S eat, cf . Ibid, 285 .

'ncf. OrdoVatemitatis, 11. But at the beginning and for a certain period,
the profession was not in use: the investiture of the habit of penitence was enough
for admittance to the Order; it was a professio in ignis, or rather without words: cf.
Ibid.,285.

'"Cf. A. G. Matanic, Penitenti, in DIP IV (1980), 1359-1366.It should now
be clearer that the reason why what was at first the "Order of Penitence of St.
Francis" and then the "Franciscan Third Order', is today more appropriately called
the "Secular Franciscan Order"..

ttuBear in mind that the Penitents of St. Desiderio depended legally on the
Chapter of the cathedral of Vicenza, whilst those of the Humiliati and the Poor
Catholics were placed under the clerics of their respective First Orders: cf . Dosier, 6.

A particular case was represented by the Militia of Jesus Christ, a kind of Military
Order conceived for the particular context of the cities of Northern Italy: it appeared
in Parma through tlre work of a Dominican in 12J3, vigorously iuppoiied by
Gregory IX, it was already extinct in 1260: a meteor! On tl-ris, cf. Ordofraternitatis,
t2s0-1262.

"'cf. Ibid.,zg-32.
"'Cf. Ibid., 126l: note the difference berween the Order of Penitence and

the Militia ofJesus Christ on this point: the members of the latter had at the center
of their life project obedience and the militant service to the Church, and for them
that was penitence.
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fresh and really quite complex reality from the point of view of the
ecclesiastical institutions of the time.

It should not be forgotten that, only a few decades before, to be
penitents necessarily required leaving the world, which usually meant a
break with their own past, Ieaving ordinary life to become recluies in their
own homes, or offering themselves to the seryice of a monastery or of a
church or trecoming hermits; and then it required the vow to perpetual
celibacy. The great change-it will be remembered-was with AlexanJer III
in ll75: it was he who opened the doors to religious conversion also to
m-arried people. But until around 1210, only small and very limited groups
of people had taken advantage of this possibility. Those akeady mentioned
are the rural communal Penitents of St. Desiderio near Vicenza, the
Penitents of the Humiliati and those of the poor Catholics. Now, however,
a relatively large number of people entered the religious state through this
opening; it was no longer a sporadic and limited phenomenon, but became
an enormous reality, which became popular in almost every inhabited
center. And this sudden growth of ecclesiastic persons ,o 

"rro-"ioo 
s and sui

generis caused perplexity and worry-as has already been indicated-
especially among the rulers of the cities. Keeping in mind canon law, these
rulers would have had to consider the Penitents on a par with members of
the new mendicant Orders, and concede to them, too, the privileges and
exemptions which will shortly be examined. But in fact, it was not easy to
accept this leveling. The friars were first of all less numerous; even though
they were present in the life of the problems of the people, they led an
autonomous life inside their convents; they had neither property nor wealth;
they were very highly thought of and enjoyed a particular prestige due to
their form of life and to the spiritual service which they gare to the
population....

For the Penitents, it was completely different. They lived in their
houses and led an ordinary family life; they exercised their professions
without restrictions; not uncommonly there were among them well-to-do or
wealthy persons; they had a common fund and also real estate which often
constituted no small patrimony; and, like all the other citizens, made use of
the serrrices and benefits offered by the commune How could they be
considered as ecclesiastic persons?

In confirmation of the validity of the doubts and perplexities that
were held by the civil authorities, it must be added that among those same
ecclesiastics the recognition of the canonical identity of the members of the
Order of Penitence was not always clear and accepted. Throughout the
thirteenth cenrury, but even up to the end of the fifteenth century, it would
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continue to be discussed at considerable length."' An echo of this

uncertainty, which derived from the radical novelty of their institution, is

evident from the embarrassment which the same Roman Curia sometimes

demonstrated when having to define the brothers of the Order of Penitence.

Cracco notes this with acuity: "the extremely watchful and scrupulous

pontifical Chancery, during the best part of the thirteenth century, would
manifest significant fluctuations in the use of certain terms. It was the same

embarrassment, although for different reasons' which can be noted when

dealing with defining the nature of the Penitents, in the canonical field, on

account of the inevitable comparison with the established religiones."n But in
the end even the canonists had to take note of this religious fervor of the

laity within the Church. It is demonstrated by the fact that in 1253, a

distinguished jurist, Enrico di Susa, Cardinal of Ostia, went so far as to
speak of religious broadly speaking, to indicate these, imitators of the
religious.'''

Having examined the complex legal identity of the Penitents of the

thirteenth centur[, it is now possible to attempt an understanding of the

reasons for the problems that they created in the socio-political context of
the Italian communes of the time, and the background for the contentious
jurisdiction concerning them which often occurred between the civil
authorities and the ecclesial authorities.

For the Church, the members of the Order of Penitence at least

were certainly considered as having the same status which before them the

voluntary individual penitents had had: a status which obliged them, that is,

to follow a form of life aiming in some way towards religious perfection. For
those penitents, the ecclesiastic legislation had come to formulate through
the centuries of the High Middle Ages, precise obligations and prohibitions,
which in that context had to constitute limitations demonstrating the

interior change which had already taken place, the break with the lifestyle

which they had previously conducted and the removal of possible occasions

for sin. These were for example the prohibition of holding public positions

of an administrative or legal nature, because these were the positions in
which it was easier to obtain unjust enrichment; and again, the prohibition
of bearing arms, which in a feudal context was permeated by a mentality tied

. "'.f. L. Iriate, 562 on, and G. Casagrande, Il moairnento penitenziale nel

Medio huo,704.
''"Cf. the review of the Dossier made by G. Cracco in Studi Medieaali s.3a 3

(1962),641. The bulls of which we are speaking here can be found in Dossier,

respectively, 43-44 and 55.

"'cf . Ibid.,3oB.
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to the customs of the barbaric people in which the spear was a symbol of the
free man, constituted a humiliation freely accepted by the voluntary
Penitents. But in the communal context, both these limitations would
eventually be transformed into privileges, not easily recognized by the civil
authorities, and on the other hand jealously defended by the peniients, who
often requested the intervention of the pontifical authority.,u,

To these limitations coming from laws that the Church had
established throughout the centuries towards penitents as such, and
therefore tied to the penitential state, certain exemptions were now added
which the ecclesiastic persons enjoyed. Given that the brothers of the Order
of Penitence were so considered by the Apostolic See, they demanded these
exemptions as their right, and the Roman Curia supported and defended
them.

The first of these, and that which created the rnost problems,
concerned the exemption from taking an oath of fealty to the feudal lord or
to the Podest) or Mayor of the commune, which conferred one more reason
for being released from the obligation of bearing arms under the order of
the lord or the commune, and absolving them from the duty of holding
public offices incompatible with their religious state.'", The explosir. "rJsubversive nature of this exemption cannot be ignored, beiring in mind
what was mentioned at the beginning of this study, regaiding the
importance of the oath in a society-such as that in the Middle Ages-based
essentially on the relationships which tied person to person in the feudal
system and person to group in the commune. Even in the commune, in fact,
both the strength of the authority and its right ro make decisions binding on
one hand, and the duty of the citizens to obey on the other hand, had their
origins in that oath to which there was a common accord: the con-juratio.

Another privilege that created no small problems in the relationship
with the political authority was rhe exemption from civil law: as ecclesiastic
persons, the Penitents could not be tried except before an ecclesiastical
judge."* A further privilege was the right, given to them by Gregory IX in
1227, of possessing real estate, as a fraterniry, and of utilizing the revenue
from it for their charitable activities, without inrerference by the civil

'"With regard to all tlis, see: Ordo fraternitatis, ZB9-290.
t"'The Pauline text which Innocent IV placed at the foundation of such a

privilege is: "No one on active service involves himself in the affairs of civilian life,
because he must win the approval of the man who enlisted him" (2 Tim,, 2, 4) cf.
Dossier,64.

"*Ihis was the right which even Francis made use of when, summoned to
the court by his father before t}re Consuls of Assisi, he preferred to appear before the
Bishop: Cf. R. Pazzelli, San Francesco, 163 Note 8.
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authorities."' Another frequent and not insignificant privilege was that of
continuing to benefit from religious senices, such as the sacraments, even
when the city in which they lived had been placed into interdict, that is, the
closure of the churches and the suspension of all public religious seryice."u

One can understand at this point why there would be frequent
tensions between the civil authorities and the Penitents, and the inevitable
accommodation, in fact, which they often had to reach: on the one hand, it
was not possible to deny that the authorities would have their well-founded
reasons for being concerned about the growth of the Penitents in their
cities; and on the other hand these same people had behind them the
vigorous support of a Church which was at the peak of its strength and
power.

In practice, in different regions hrppy compromises were actually
reached: the authorities demanded and obtained from t[e fraternities of
Penitents compensating public services, and often trusted them with delicate
tasls, as a testimony to the high reputation in which, in the end, these
people were held; the Penitents themselves were also diligent in
spontaneously taking on charitable duties, and they ended up developing a
valued and much appreciated function of filling in those gaps which had
been left open by the public bodies in this area.'n'

Continuing for a while the analysis of the nature of the Order of
Penitence, attention will now be focused on the area which most
characterized it and which constituted in some way the essence of its
revolutionary noaehy: its spirituality. In this respect, this institution
represented a radically original realiry in comparison with all other medieval
religious confraternities that were in some way similar. This was due to the
fact that it had not arisen, as they had, with the aim of agreeing to a certain
form of devotion or to carry out a particular charitable work, neither other
lesser aims tied to a specific historical situation, as had been the case of the
only example of an analogous institution rising to the dignity of an order,

t"The Bull "Detestandfl," Cf. Dossier,43. There were, mainly in the major
cities, flourishing fraternities who had at tleir disposal many goods with which they
maintained a close network of assistance to the needy: Cf. L. Iriate, 564ff.

t96r-"".t'or this entire subject of exemptions, cf. Ibid, 559-561, and R. Pazzelli,
San Francesco, 261 -2 63.

.t"The t*o areas in which can be found the best examples of collaboration
would at'pear to have been Emilia and Umbria: cf. P. Marangon, Stranure di
aggregazioni dei Penitenti nella Marca Treaiginna e a Wrona nei secoli XI e )OZ in
Prime manifestazioni di aita cwnunitaria, 251-25+. For a wide view of the charitable,
administative and diplomatic duties, see rhe short but inreresting study by G.
Casagrande, lttiuiti eil opere dei Penitenti, g0-98.
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even though it was made up entirely of laity, the Militia of Jesus Christ,
which remained an episodic experience which came to an end after only
thirty years.

The Order of Penance presented itself, on the other hand, as a fresh
organism arising from the charismatic strength of Francis, as an
intraecclesial structure capable of offering to the more sensitive Christian
laity the opportunity of traveling together towards holiness, the sole purpose
of the Order of Penitence. Its members, as we have said, constituted
fraternities of Christians engaged in the same purpose of radically following
Christ which was characteristic of the religious; the essence of the profession
for both was evangelic l n etannia, continual conversion, with the Gospel as

their life-plan.

Examining the.words which Francis addressed to the Penitents who
were inspired by iim, tr".rn perceive his clear intention.of proposing an
ideal of Christian life which was wide-ranging and required great
commitment. In substance, he proposed to the Penitents the same hard road
which he asked of his friars: to follow the Lord with an ever increasing
impetus, to let the spirit of the Lord and the paradoxical logic of the Gospel
permeate their minds, their hearts and their lives.'"

Here lies the secret of the great success of this institution that,
especially in its first century of life when its roots were sinking more firmly
in the humus of the Franciscan charism, was able to manifest a surprising
capacity to lead so many Christians towards holiness."" It was with the
recognition by the Church of the Order of Penitence that in fact the project,
which for so long had been in the center of the aspirations of the most
dedicated lay Christians, received definite confirmation : the imitation of
Christ-and therefore Christian perfection of which it is the substance-
now became an objective within every Christian's grasp, even those who

'"Cf. R. Pazzel\i, San Francesco, 215-228, and K. Esser, Lettera di San
Francesco ai Fedeli, in L'Ordine della Penitenza di San Francesco, T2-7 5.

'"See the great flowering of Penitent saints in the thirteenth century. To
mention a few: Elizabetl of Hungary 0207-1231), Rosa of Viterbo (11246),
Humiliana of Cerchi (t1246), Lucchese of Poggibonsi (t1250), Gerard of
Villamagna (t1270 circa), Pietro Pettinaio of Siena (t1289), Novellone of Faenza
(t1280), Giacomo of Citti della Pieve (t1286), Margaret of Cortona (1247-1297)...
Cf. L. Iriate,625-627. These are examples of a luminous sanctity, which was
nourished by the great ideal of the evangelic meranoia which the early Franciscanism
had spread, a sanctity created by poverty, by prayer and by heroic service to the
needy: Cf. A. Vauchez, Pinitents, 1020-1023; but also ldem, L'iddal de sainteti dans la
m.ouuem.ent fim.inin franciscain au XIII et XIV siricles, in Mouim.ento religioso femminile e

franc e scane sim.o, 3 22 -3 3 8.
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were married, without this requiring them to abandon their own condition
of life.'""

Every state, married or celibate, every social class, every profession
thus managed to finally find their own spiritual integration. The Order of
Penitence offered those Christians who wanted to aim for sanctity the
possibility of forming an autonomous group, in order to seek the common
purpose of evangelical life and to carry out this great adventure of the
translation of the Gospel into the heart of human history through their own
fraternity. The Penitents, in fact from the beginning would have frequent
times of comrnon prayer which they themselves ran, regular meetings in
which they listened to readings of biblical passages, exhortations to
persevere in penitence in which they would receive a theological and

spiritual formation; they would share together powerful moments which
concerned the life of the fraternity or of individual members; they would
share their joys and their sorrows;'"' they would plan together their
charitable enterprises and the various services which they carried out;
furthermore they were an ever present reality, united in one same ideal and,

whilst coming from differing social or economic classes, they considered

themselves to be fratres: this spread a spirit of fraternity and peace which
acted as a control over the high level ofconflict between the political parties

and the cities.'u'

'""Humbert of Romans, Master General of the Dominicans in the time of
St. Bonaventure, in a sermon addressed to the Penitents said: "Divine Providence
desired that there would be in the world a certain way of aiming for perfection
(quidam moda faciendi poenitentiam) which would be approved by the lord Pope and
e-nriched with graces and privileges. Those brothers known as the Penitents
embraced it, who-whilst having wives and living "among a perverse and degenerate
generation" (Phil.2, l5)-nevertheless refrain from sins and from burdens to which
iirrun" tied, and wear a humble habit as a sign of penitence, and have certain rules...

following which, whilst being in the world, they live in a state- of penitence, and

**y no-bl"., whether mett oi*omen, especially in Italy, have embraced this state of
life"'cf. Dosier, 126. It should not be forgotten thaLr qaidam modo faciendi poenitentiam

means a certain way of aiming towards perfection, as it would seem it should be

translated, since religious life and the life of penitence are equivalent.-But one can

also see the various expressions used in the papal bull to indicate the particular
commitment which the Penitens had taken on.

'u'In times of misfortune, tlte fraternity was the place in which they
overcame the danger of closing down and discouragement, thanks to the recallingof
their faith and tie solidarity-of the brothers. Cf. the review of the vol'umes by
Meersseman, Ordo fraternitatis, by R. Manselli, in Rivista di storia della chiesa in
kalia ] 2 (1 978), 194-198.

'"'The fact that its members called themselves brothers and so considered

themselves among each other made possible the expansion of a community spirit that
was greater than the political and social barriers, which reined in the divisions
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On a personal level, they voluntarily adopted the regime of life
imposed by the Church on reconciled public sinners: they would practice
fasting and abstinence on certain days of the week, they would attend daily
Mass, they would pray with the liturgy of the Hours, they would refrain
from participating in mundane festivals and public entertainments, they
would wear modest and simple clothing, comprising a single tunic and a
rough woolen cloak."'' This was a new kind of spirituality, no longer
anchored to the ideal of monastic-claustral sanctity, but firmly tied to their
secular condition."* The evangelic ideal that inspired them allowed them to
sanctifi, family life, work and the joys and worries of every day.'"'

One can understand at this point the reason for which one of the
greatest experts on popular medieval spirituality-as has already been
mentioned-recognized in the spreading and in the important undertaking
by the Order of Penitence, one of the most important and significant facts in
the history of the Church in the Middle Ages.'".

It could be added that it also represented the greatest proof of the
richness and productiveness of the Franciscan movement: it should now be
apparent just how much this opening of the doors to evangelical perfection
to the lay Christians was due to Francis. It is sufEcient to recall here only a

few of the things which have already been stated. Before him and in spite of
the attempts by single itinerant preachers, the idea of evangelical perfection
was inseparably linked to that of contempt for and fleeing from the world. It
was unthinkable to associate the very notion of holiness with any condition
other than that of clerical or monastic status, because there was a cofiunon
conviction that only those who prayed "as a profession" could be
professionals of sanctity. For this reason, the laity were in a certain way

between parties and classes and alleviated the quarrelling between the various cities:
cf. E. Delaruelle,233; and P. Brezzi, La ciaihi,512.

"'rcf. G. G. Meersseman, Disciplinati e Penitenti nel Duecento, in Il m,oaimento

dei Dbciplinati, 49. It was precisely this demanding programme of Christian life
which prevented the Order of Penitence from becoming a phenomenon of the
masses. Only the most avr'are Christians entered into it, who in a certain sense
formed a spiritual 6lite. The numerical extent varied from place to place and
depended also on the surrounding circumstances (for example, the interest and
encouragement which the Mendicant Orders showed them, the presence in the same
city of other confraternities...) However, there were never very high numbers; on
average, there were from 15 to 50 members in each fraterniry: cf. G, Casagrande, Il
n oairnento penitenziale nel Medio 8a0,700ff.

''ncf. S. Gieben, Confraternite e Penitenti dell'area francescana, in
Francescaneinn e oita religiosa dei laici, 194.

"'tcf. L. Iriate, 559.

"'ocf. E. Delaruelle, 233.
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excluded: so long as they remained such, perfection could not concern them.
Such perfection was in fact intimately connected to contemplation, as

perceived by monasticism. And, for example, for a great monastic spiritual
master of that time, the Carthusian Guigo II (tll93), such contemplation
was composed of four phases: leaio, rneditatio, oratio ard contemplatio."" One
can understand how the monks would be of the opinion that such a way of
contemplating, in which they would reach the peak of evangelical
perfection, would require a whole lifetime to achieve. And bearing in mind
that the daily activities and concerns in which the laity was involved would
only allow them short periods of prayer, contemplation as understood by the
monastics could never be an objective within their grasp. .

On the other hand, it has been seen that with Francis, because of
the evangelical fraternity, the distinction between cleric-monk on the one
hand and laity on the other had suddenly been overcome: the Gospel
resolutely placed in the center of life became a ferment and a driving role in
the birth of a new spirituality. Francis and his friars became the pioneers of a

new kind of sanctity lived in a prophetic way in the fullness of daily life: they
were not closed within a cloister, but remained among the people, they
worked and lived with them, sharing their toughest and marginalized
experiences... and there they pursued evangelical perfection.

From their examples and from their direction, Christians realized
that holiness was something that could and should concern their life too,
and an ideal to which they too were called, merely by the fact of being
Christians. The Order of Penitence became for the most perceptive among
them the instrument through which they had a way of setting forth, in the
wake of Francis, on the road to perfection, but within an experience of
fraternity and without leaving the world.

Glancing through the dense hagiography of the thirteenth century,
one gains the impression that several luminous Penitential figrrres should be
considered among the most faithful interpreters of the early Franciscan
movement, and that there must have been in the mind of the Saint of fusisi
the ideal of firmly establishing the ferment of living according to the Gospel
in the heart of human society.

With good reason, a noted scholar of the Middle Ages, therefore,
recognized in Franciscanism "a religious movement which wanted to knock
down the old fences which separated the social groups, which wanted to
really penetrate the heart of society, in the intimate details of the life of the
people. The Franciscan movement" he continues, "reveals itself in fact as a

""Cf.J. G. Bougerol, Humnnisnte et Eiritualiti, in DSp VII (1969), 986; but
see the entire interesting study: 971-989.
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proposal of Christian perfection for all, even t-hose living in the world. This
idea, not completely alien in the preceding Christian generations roo, before
Francis had never been declared with such force and with such insistence
and had never before been consecrated in an institution which, if Francis
had not founded, he would have certainly contributed to its spreading: the
Third Order of the lay penitents. This is the aspect 

-which 
most

characterizes Franciscan spirituality."'ot ft is a statement which seems to be
completely correct, but which leads to another problem: that of establishing
the relationship which existed between Francis and the Order of penitents-.
Was it founded by Francis, as has traditionally been tlought, or was he
limited to merely spreading it? It is a complex problem, but an authentic
question at this point. It is worth tr5nng to deal with it.

3. Francis and the Order of Penitence: a relationship under
discussion

None of the scholars in the field fails to recognize in Francis and his
first friars their decisive role in the rapid grouth of the number of voluntary
Penitents that is recorded from the beginning of the second decade of thl
thirteenth century. This penitential status which had been present, w.ith
mixed fortunes, for centuries in fact and by right within the Church, and
which had never, however, reached huge propofoons, experienced a sudden
and unusually wide diffirsion throughout every social class and every state of
life thanls to the encouraging actions of the first Franciscan fraternity.,,,,

But what was the relationship between Francis and the Order of
Penitence that we have just examined? Here the opinions of scholars are
divided, lgaving room for a complex and lively debate that is still continuing.
It particularly concerns the role of Francis, no longer regarding the strong
revival of the penitential movement in general, but more specifically
concerning the success-in the same brief period-of that particular
institution whose origins and significance have been outlined. It is this
precise aspect that will now be examined, given that it was with that decisive
leap forward from the old and generic status, that the specific Order of
Penitence achieved a point of arrival, where the Christian laity was gradually
included within the ecclesiastic institutions.

""P , Zerbi, Mentaliti,Il, 84.

''See o-nce again: R. Pazzelli, San Francesco, 185-189; but in particular the
great number of similar pronouncements by one who is recognized as one of the
lajor e-xperts of the popular ecclesial movements in the middlelges: the Dominican
G. G. Meersseman, Dosier, 6,83ff;Idem, Disciplinati e Penitmtl nel Daecmto, in Il
mrairnentl d.ei Disciplinati,45ff; Idem, Ordo Fraternitatis,.,359,362,lg6.
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a) Historiographic positions
Already recognized by Mandonnet at the beginning of the last

century,"" the problem of the origins of the Order of Penitence was
formulated in an unequivocable manner by Meersseman with the
publication in 1961 of. the Dossier, a basic file, which remains to this day the
best collection of documents on the Penitents in the thirteenth century."'

Shedding a light on the vast and varied penitential movement, as a

spiritual and cultural phenomenon which traveled far and wide through a

large section of Medieval Christianity, so much as to constitute a humus
which nourished all the popular religious movements of the fourteenth and
part of the fifteenth centuries,"' Meersseman claims priority and therefore
autonomy of the Order of Penitence with regard to the Third Orders of
various kinds. Though recognizing-as has been seen-the determining role
of Francis and his first companions in the spreading of the penitential state,
which had never thrived as much as in the thirteenth century, he, however,
resolutely denies that Francis could continue to be regarded as the founder
of the Order of Penitence, which tradition on the other hand, had always
identified direcdy with the Franciscan Order of Penitence at first, and then
with the Franciscan Third Order.

For Meersseman, the only thing which can be attributed to Francis
and the early Friars Minor was that they activated the state of penitence and
made it flourish, thanks to them it acquired a stronger power to catch on
among the more committed Christians; but they had nothing to do with
either the rising or with the organization of the Order of Penitence, which
the Penitents themselves would have had in some way started up and

""Cf. H. Mandonnet, Les rigles et le gouoernement ile l'Orilo de Poenitentia" au
KIIe siide, in Opuscules ile critiqae historiqae, t. 1, Paris 1902, 143-250; he said, among
other things, "The more numerous the popular religious groupings in the thirteenth
century, the more obscure is their histoqy'': this statement is reported by A. Vauchez,
Pdnitents, 1014.

"'Dosier; in 1982 the second edition appeared which did not, however,
present differences in emphasis from the previous edition: only the various
introductions were slighdy revised; the two editions have the same number of pages.
The same author, in collaboration with G. P. Pacini, put forward again part of the
material contained in the Dossier, some new material and a rich sequence of his
earlier studies on the confraternities and on the piety of the laity in ttre Middle Ages,
in a work of three volumes to which reference has already been made several times:
Ordn fraternitatis..

"'Cf. M. D'Alatri, Il fenmneno penitenziale, in Setimo centenario della marte di
Raniero Fasani,4l.
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brought forward in an autonomous way until it achieved the official approval
under the papacy of Nicholas fV.'"

The position taken by this illustrious Dominican scholar has not
failed to arouse numerous and heated reactions, predictably so, moreover, to
the extent that someone would note a ceftain proportionate analogy
between the positions which had been taken towards him, with those which
followed the publication of Paul Sabatier's Lifi of Saint Francis and l'Etude
critique des sources between the end of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the rwentieth."a

Running through a large part of this and other literature, which has

become truly prolific in this field within the short span of some ten years,
the impression has been gained that among the scholars three basic positions
have been essentially established. One should be aware of the danger of
oversimplification in schematizing and grouping the points of view in an
field like this, which continues to present a certain amount of fluidity, being
an area ofresearch still far from reaching a final conclusion. For this reason,
the opinions which will be shown as in agreement or in close proximity, in
reality could be subject to further distinctions: as often happens, interpreting
and cataloguing in order to try to clariS, and simplifii inevitably brings
straining and in a certain manner, distorting. That nonvithstanding, it is
worthwhile trying to retrace several basic lines that appear at this time to
have taken shape among the scholars.

It would thus appear that there are three basic recognizable
positions within the debate in question. In the first place, Meersseman's
position remains, from one prespective, coherendy maintained and
tenaciously defended by him until the recent re-edition of his celebrated
Dossier. It can be synthesized as follows: St. Francis had nothing direcdy to
do with either the birth nor the evolution of the Order of Penitence, and
also Franciscans and the other mendicant Orders had litde to do with them.
The Order of Penitence arose and was organized in an autonomous manner:
it did not have stable institutional relationships either with the Franciscans
or with the Dominicans before the interventions by, respectively, Munio de

Zamora (1285) for the Penitents of the Dominicans, and by Ncholas fV
(1289) for the Penitents of the Franciscans; the only link eventually existing
between them was of a spiritual nature.

"'Meersseman puts forward this opinion, in the introduction to the Dossier,
as well as in Ordo Fraternitatis,635-636 and 380ff.

'''Cf. T. Desbonnets, Conclusion, in L'Ordine della Penitenza di San Francesco,
312.
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For this reason, properly speaking, there would not have been
before these two dates neither Franciscan Penitents nor Dominican
Penitents, but simply Penitents; the narrative or documentary sources that
testit, to the contrary in some way have to be deflated. There arose, not
unjusdy, various objections to Meersseman."' It has been observed, for
example, that his legal mentality led him to take account of the documents
only: and claiming to trace some documents that indicate that the
foundation by Francis of precise fraternities of Penitents seems excessive. It
is true that historians should critically evaluate the narrativetestimonies; but
when they do not have proof to invalidate them, they should not discount
them. Also, the definition that he had of founder seems a litde too legalistic.
In addition, one should not make too much use of the argument from
silence, without running the risk of this in turn becoming an abuse.

Secondly, there are those who would deny that Francis either
intended to found or in fact in any way did found any Order of Penitence.
That this had very soon taken shape or was located mainly within the
Franciscan ambit-as they would certainly acknowledge-would be due to a
spontaneous gathering of the laity around the Franciscan fraternities of the
first Order: the latter and the ecclesial authority, mainly the Roman Curia,
in fact found themselves needing to organize and regulate such spontaneous
groups of Penitents in an appropriate new institution, which was only
approved definitively in 1289. It would therefore have been mainly, but not
exclusively, the Friars Minor, and in any case certainly not Francis, who
played an important role in the launching of the Order of Penitence'''u

Finally, we have the most numerous line-up made of those who,
e\ren w'ith sometimes quite important differentiations, consider three facts as

"tSee some reviews on Meersseman's Dossier: G. Cracco, in Studi Mediaaali
series 3a (1962), 638-645; M. D'Altri, in Collectanea Franciscana 32 (1962), 462-465;
K. Esser, in Theological Reztiew 59 (1963) 92-95;J. Poulenc, in Archioum Franciscanum

Historicum 57 (1964),552-562; and also: M. D'Alatri, Francesco d'Assisi e i laici,622-
6f3;O.Schmucki, IlT.O.F.nellabiografiediSanFrancesco,inL'OrdinedellaPenitenza
di San Francesco, l4l-143; and M. Bigi, 1 problemi della storia dell'O.F.S., in Vitn
Francescana 36 (198+),72-7 6.

"ult would appear that essentially this opinion is held by those who do not
recognize the two Letters to the Faithfirl as being addressed to the penitents. To cite
just a few names: R. Manselli, Francesco d'Asii e i laici ttiuenti nel secolo: inizio del'Terz'Ordine?, in Prirne manifestazioni di ttita comanitaria, ll-19; H. Roggen, les
relations da Premier Ordre franciscain auec le Tiers-Ordre aa KIIr iicle, in L'Ordine della

Penitenza di San Francesco, 199-209; Stanislao da Campagnola, L" "Ordo
Poenitentium" nella Cronache del Duecento, Ibid, 177'179; Idem, le origini francescane,
351-354; T. Desbonnets, Ldpitre i toas les fidiles de Francois d',4ssise, in I Frati Minori e

il Terz'Ordine, 5l-76.
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historically founded. (l) The attributing to Francis himself of the paternity
of his Order of Penitence, as witnessed in the biographical sources and the
two-fold edition of the Letter to the Faithful; if the more or less full
meaning which is given to such paternity varies from one author to another,
all, however, recognize that Francis showed an interest in the form of life
which the Penitents were assuming whilst they were forming themselves
into fraternities, and that he had in some way inspired them. (2) The
recognition of the decisive contribution Francis also made in effecting the
leap in quality which had taken place between the penitential status and the
Order of Penitence; in this sense, the Mernoriale propositi-neither being a

work by Francis nor the Franciscans-was however caused by them in some
way, as a need to confer a juridical identity and organization to a

phenomenon which had arisen from them. (3) Finally, the reference to the
Franciscans by various fraternities of Penitents-many more, in any case,
than those hinted at in the uncertain and fluctuating denominations which
they knew in the course of the thirteenth century-which was already before
the Supra rnlntern of Nicholas fV: he would have done no more than give an
outlet for and a legal recognition of a situation which in fact was already
largely oriented in a Franciscan direction."'

fu can be seen, notwithstanding the richness and the value of the
contributions offered, it remains difficult to get a clear idea of what
relationship really existed between Francis and his friars on the one hand,
and the Order of Penitents on the other. It would therefore seem useful to
assemble, in as complete a manner as possible, and in their presumed
chronological order, the entire series of historical testimonies that speak of
this relationship before 1289. These will be followed by some concluding
observations.

b) Narrative Testimonies and Documents
l. First in order of time and importance, is the testimony in the first

biography of the Saint composed by Thomas of Celano in 1229 (2C 37)i'r

'"H".e, too, we will refer to only a few names: O. Schmucki, Il T.O.F. nelle
biografie, in L'Ordine della Pmitenza di San Francesco, ll7 -143; K. Esser, La Lenera ili
San Francesco ai Fedeli, Ibid., 65-78; Idem, Un documento dell'inizio del Duecento sui
Peniteruti, in I Frati Pm.itenti di San Francesco, 87-99; A. Pompei, Il moaimento
penitenziale, in L'Ordine d.ella Penitenza di San Francesco, ll-40; R. Pazzelli, San
Frdneeseo, 185-198 and 229-277; M. D'Alatri, Francesco d',*sisi e i hici,613-633; S.
Gieben, Con{raternite e Pmitenti, in Francescaneimo e aita religiosa dei laici, 191-201.

''tFor a comment and critical evaluation on this and on other testimonies
presented in the Biographies and Chronicles of the thirteenth century reference is
made to the fundamental studies of O. Schmuckl, Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, in Ordine
delh Penitenza di San Francesco, 117-143; and Stanislao da Campagnola,, L" "Ordo
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Thanls and tlre voice of praise resounded everywhere, as many, casting
aside worldly concerns, gained knowledge of themselves in the life and
teaching of the most blessed father Francis and aspired to love and
reverence for their Creator. Many people, well-born and lowly, cleric and
lay, driven by divine inspiration, began to come to Saint Francis, for they
desired to serve under his constant training and leadership. All ofthese the
holy one of God, like a fertile stream of heavenly grace' watered with
showers of gifts and he adorned the field of their hearts with the flowers of
perfection. He is without question an outstanding craftsman, for through
his spreading message, the Church of Christ is being renewed in both sexes

according to his form, rule and teaching, and there is victory for the triple
army of those being saved. Furthermore, to all he gave a norm of life, and
to those of every rank he sincerely pointed out the way of salvation,""'

2. Immediately following are some testimonies by Julian of
Speyer.""

"Foreshadowing his Orders Three

From God the inspiration came

Francis built up churches three.""'

"Three were the Orders he arrayed:

The Friars Minor he called the first;

And the Poor Ladies were next,

Becoming the middle order;

Then thirdly came the Penitents,

Comprising men and women."222

The same author makes two other references in hts Life of St. Francis written
between 1232 and1235:

I do not think that this labor of building up the three churches mentioned
above lacls a m1'sterious ulterior significance. Rather, I think that,

Poenitentium." nelle Cronache, Ibid., 145-179. One can see a synthesis of it in G.
Casagrande, L' Oriline Francescnno S ecohre, 203 -220.

'anslator's Note: Texts that have already been translated into English are
given; where these texts are not available in English, a translation has been made;
notes indicate where the Latin texts can most easily be found.

'''For the Latin text, cf. O. Schmuckt, Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, l18ff.
"'!ulian of Speyer, The Diaine Ofice of Saint Francis, it Francis of ,*ii,

Early Docum.ents, Vol. I Tlte Saint, New York, 1999.

"'Ibid, 3J5.
,,,Ibid,33g.
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according to God's will, it prefigured what this simple man marvelously
frrlfilled: he founded three famous Orders and, by his life and words, carried
them to perfection."'

And in Chapter Four:

Educated men marveled at the power of the words of him who had not
been taught by man, and seeing the noble and lowborn, rich and poor
crowd around him in bands, they astutely made their way to him as though
to a new star rising in the darkness. In fact, he provided a plan ofsalvation
to persons ofevery state and condition, age and sex, giving them all a rule
of life. Today, the Church rejoices that his felicitous leadership of both
sexes has brought about a threefold army ofthose who are to be saved.

As we mentioned above, he founded three Orders, the first of which he
prized above all others by profession and habit, and which, as he had
written in its RuIe, he called the Order of Lesser Brothers. The Second
Order, the Order of the Poor Ladies and virgins of the Lord, also
mentioned above, likewise took its fruitfirl origin from him. The Third,
also an Order of considerable perfection, is called the Order of Penitents,
which profitably brings together clerics and laity, virgins, unmarried and
married persons of both sexes."'

3. There is next the important testimony contained inthe Letter of
Gregory X to Agnes of Prague in 1238. In it, the Pope says of Francis that:

[He] instituted Three Orders...associations of the Orders of Friars Minor,
of the cloistered Sisters, and of Penitents were designed and dedicated to
the worship of the Holy and Undivided Trinitf"

"'lbid, Tlte Life of Saint Francis, in Francis of .4sii, Early Docurnen*, Vol I,
The Saint.

"Julian of Speyer, Tlte Life of Saint Francis,385. For the Latin text, cf. O
Schmucki, Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, 118 on. This passage of Julian of Speyer clarifies
the somewhat enigmatic phrase which we find in I Celano, no. 37 , ("victory for the
triple army of those being saved"), if one bears in mind that the entire biography
which he composed stongly relied on 1 Celano, and sometimes in fact, he
interpreted it in order to develop or clarifi, it.

"tArmstrong, R. Clare of .*sisi, Early Doatmmts, New York, 1993. The
Latin text is in Dosier,52 on. In the second edition, Meersseman says with regard to
this text: "In his letter to Agnes of Prague (Bull 16) Gregory IX did not say that
Francis had founded three Orders, but that he was at the origin of rhe Orda of
Minors, of the collegia of the Clarisses and the collegia of the Penitents": Ibid,37.It
remains evident, however, that the Pope attributed here to Francis the same role
both for the birth of the Clarisses and that of the fraternities of Penitents.
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4. Anot}er relevant testimony is offered in the Anonyrnoas of Perugia

which, according to the most recent studies, was a text compiled between
1240 and t24l."o

Married men likewise said, 'We have wives who will not permit us to send

them away. Teach us, therefore, the way of salvation.' The brothers
founded an order for them, called the Order of Penitents which was

approved by the Supreme Pontiff."'

5. A little sai generis is what is related in the Life of Pope Gregory X,
by an anonymous author who wrote around l240.ln it we read:

At the time of his ofEce [as bishop of Ostia] he [Pope Gregory] established
and brought to completion the new orders of the Brothers [and Sisters] of
Penance and of the Cloistered Ladies. He also gave form to the yet
unorganized Order of Minors, which in its early stages was wandering
about without definite bounds, by providing them with a new Rule and by
designating Francis as t-heir rector and minister."'

Although not direcdy relating to the subject, this quotation constitutes the
first non-Franciscan testimony in which are recorded together the three
families which tradition attributes to Francis. The anon)rmous author
certainly exaggerated the part of Hugolino in the foundation of the three
Orders. It seems, nevertheless, significant that he attributes to Gregory IX
the same role towards the Brothers of Penitence and the Gendemen of
Recluses (D ominae inclasarum).

6. Writing before 1244, the historiographer Vincent of Beauvais

concludes the biographical profile of St. Francis traced in his Speatlarn

bistoriale with an assertion that closely follows that ofJulian of Speyer:

He also gave origin to three Orders: to the first, that of the Friars Minor,
he himself belonged; the second was that of the Poor Ladies and the
Virgins; the third then, of the Penitents."'

7. Proceeding in chronological order, next comes the testimony of
The Legend of Three Companions, of which the first sixteen chapters are

"ocf, P. B. Beguin, L'Anorym.e de Pdrouse, Editions Franciscaines, Paris,
1979, t8-20.

"'For the Latin text, cf. O. Schmuch, Il T.O.F. nelle biografi.e, 126.

"tFor the Latin text, cf. Stanislao da Campagnola, L" "Ordn Poenitentium"
nella Cronache... 152.

"'Latin Te*t isin lbid, 154.



consider€d as belonging to part of the great anthology to which the
signatories of the letters in the manuscripts usually p."."di.rg the legend,
gave their approval."" It would be therefore, a little before 1246 and affirms,

Both married men and women given in marriage, unable to separate
because of the law of matrimony, committed themselves to more severe
penance in their own homes on the wholesome advice of the brothers. And
thus, tl-rrough blessed Francis, a perfect worshipper of the Holy Trinity, the
Church of God was renewed in three orders, jusr as the earliei repair of the
three churches foreshadowed. Each one of these orders was in its time
approved by the Supreme ponriff."'

8. In a commentary written on the Apocalypse in 1249 by Alexander
the Minorite of Brema we read:
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The eleventh is the hyacinth, which is blue, dark in the darkness, brilliant
in the 1ight. By it was meanr rhe Order of penirents that is placed in
eleventh place. According to history, St. Francis, after the Order of Friars
Minor and that of the Poor Ladies, also instituted their Order.r,,

9. In the Cronaca minore by a Franciscan of Erfurt, composed
between 126l and 1266, we read:

This Pope Gregory IX gave pontifical confirmarion to two Orders which
St. Francis had founded, that of the poor consecrared Ladies, and that of
the Penitents; which Order embraced both sexes and thus clerics, married
people, virgins and celibates."'

10. St. Bonaventure then provides some important testimonies.
These are found in his two Legends, \Mritten between 1160 and 1263, and in
a Sermon given by him on the feast of St. Francis on the 4th October 1267.
From his Major Legend:

... at the bidding of divine providence which guided Christ,s servant in
everything, he built up three material churches before he preached the
Gospel and began the Order not only to ascend in an orderly progression

2l{l'.f,t .

.'' I his point ofview is held by P. B. Beguin, L'anonyme de pirouse, l4l [f,
who aims .to cgry forward the previous fundairental st"dy by T. Desbonnets,
Legenda trium. Sociorum. Edition Critiqae, in Arcbiaum. Franciscanum. Historicum. 67
(1974),38-144.

"'For the Latin text, cf. O. Schmuct<l, Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, lZ5.
"'For the Latin text, see lbid, 127 , note 41.
"tFor Latin text, cf. Monam.enta Germnniae Historica, Scriptoresr24.
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from the sensible to t}re intelligible, from the lesser to the greater, but also

to qrmbolize mystically in external actions perceived by the senses what he

would do in tle future. For like the three buildings he built up, so the

Church-where there is victory for the triple army of those being saved-
was to be renewed in three ways under his leadership: by the form, rule and

teaching of Christ which he would provide. And now we see that this

prophecy has been firlfilled."*

For set on fire by the fervor of his preaching, a great number of people

bound themselves by new laws of penance according to the rule which they

received from the man of God. Christ's servant decided to name this way of
life the Order of the Brothers of Penance. fu the road of penance is

common to all who are striving toward heaven, so this way of life admits

clerics and lay, virgins and married of both sexes. Ilow meritorious it is

before God is clear from the numerous miracles performed by some of its

members."t

Saint Francis also had three "daughters." At the outset of his religious life

he repaired three churches: one dedicated to Saints Cosmas and Damian,

a.rothe, dedicated to Saint Peter the Aposde and another to the Blessed

Virgin Mary. It was in the last mentioned church that the Lord revealed to

hinithe form of life he was to lead. Besides this he founded three Religious

Orders: the first, the Order of Friars Minor; the second the Order of

Sisters of Saint Clare. Earlier these had been called the Poor Ladies of
Saints Cosmas and Damian, but now, with Saint Clare having been

canonized, they are called the Sisters of Saint Clare. The third is called t}re

Order of Peniients, known as the Penitent Brethren' These Orders may be

understood as his tlrree "daughters," and they were founded for the purpose

of honoring God."'

"nFor the Latin text, cf. O. Schmucki ,Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, 127 '

"tlatin text in Ibid, 128.

"oThe Latin text is found in Analecta Franciscana X (1941), 658'

"'For the Latin text, cf. O. Schmucki , Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, 129, note 53
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For according to the likeness of the threefold buildings he built up under

the guidance of the holy man himself, the Church was to be renewed in
th..i *ays according to the form, rule, and teaching of Christ' The voice

from the, Cross, which repeated three times the command concerning the

rebuilding of the house of God, stands out as a prophetig sign' -ye
,..ognirJno* that it is fulfilled in the three Orders established by him'".

From his Morning Serrnon 0n Saint Francis, 1267:
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I I . Reference can also be made to the Bull Meritis ue#rr' of Clement
fV, even though its value as a testimony in this respect is in some places
under discussion."' Sent between 1265 and 1267, itis addressed to:

The beloved Brothers and Sisters of Penitence of the Blessed Francis living
in Germanf" to concede to them the right to frequent the church of the
Friars Minor, even during the interdiction.

12. However, a testimony of great importance is provided by the
Liber inquisitionb haereticae praaitatis from the city of Orvieto.'u' It reports on
the 22nd January 1269, the condemnation of the Orvietan citizen,
Domenico di Pietro Rosse, because he was a sympathizer of the Cathar
heresy. In the sentence, he is described as the brother "of the holiest Order
of Penitents founded by our blessed father Francis". The importance of this
text lies in the fact that it shows how there was a general conviction, already
around 1260, that Francis had instituted an Order of Penitence. If this had
not been the case, the inquisitor Benvenuto da Orvieto, a Friar Minor,
would have been careful not to assign a heretical son to the most Catholic
Francis, as is noted accurately by D'Alatri. Moreover, given that the
presumed heretic entrusted to the advice of the fraternity of Penitents of
Orvieto the fulfillment of punishment which consisted among other things
of clothing twenty-four poor people, it must be maintained that the
fraternity had existed at least for some years, if it was regularly structured at
that date.

13. Reference will now be made to the Legenda rnonacensis S.

Francesco, a work by a Benedictine who wrote around 1275, in which one
reads:

He founded three Orders in the Church...The Third is of the Penitens,
which welcomes persons of both sexes and is know to be quite as well suited

"*The Bull has this addressee in the only rwo texts which refer to it; for this
reason, l'Odoardi considers unjustifiable the deletion of beati Franrisci produced by
Meersseman in the introduction of his Dosier. cf. G. Odoardi, L'Ordine della
Penitenza di San Francesco nei docum.enti pontifici del secolo XIII, in L'Ordine delln
Penitenza di San Francesco, 89 (note 49),94 and97.

"'"Dilectis filiis lratribas et sororibas de Poenitentia beati Francisci in Alemania
constitatis." Archiaurn Franciscanunt Hiyoicum 14 (1921), 140.

'u'Cf. M. D'Alatri, "Ordo Poenitentium" ed eresia in Italia, in L'Ordine delh
Penitenza di San Francesco, l8l-183. The long Latin text of the sentence is
reproduced in its entirety on 196 onwards. The relevant passage is. "(Jnde...
actendente quod bonestati sactisimi Ordinis Poenitentium, a beato patre nostro Francisco
condito." Ibid, 262-305.
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to married people as unmarried, to clerics and to the laity who are not yet
prepared to renounce their property. He repaired the above-mentioned
churches, on the previous command from God, as a reflection of the three
Orders.'*'

14. The ,4ssisi Cornpilation describes the penitential fervor
transmitted to the inhabitants of Greccio by Francis and his friars. Compiled
in the beginning of the fourteenth century in its present form, it
"undoubtedly reports the testimonies of a group of people particularly close
to St. Francis" and at least a portion of it from the anthology of Greccio.'n'
After highlighting the affection of the Saint for the hermitage and the
inhabitants of Greccio, it reads:

Many of these people, with the grace of God, entered religion because of
his example and preaching and that of his brothers. Manywomen preserved
their virginity and, remaining in their own homes, dressed in the clothing
of religion. And although each remained in her own home, each of them
lived the cornmon life decendy, afflicting her body with fasting and prayer.
Thus it seemed to the people and to the brothers tlat their manner of
living was not among seculars and their relatives, but among holy and
religious people who had served the Lord a long time, despite their
youthfrrl age and simplicity. That is why, with joy, blessed Francis often
said to t}re brothers about the men and women of this town: "Even in a

large city not as many people have been converted to penance as in
Greccio, which is only a small town.

For frequendy, when the brothers of that place used to praise the Lord in
the evening, as the brothers at that time were accustomed to do in many
places, the people of that town, both the great and the small, would come
outside. Standing on the road in front of the town, they would respond to
the brothers in a loud voice: "Praised be the Lord God!" Even children,
who could not yet speak, when they saw the brothers, would praise the
Lord as best t-hey could."'

'*'For the Latin text, cf. O. Schmucki, II T.O.F. nelle biografie, 129.
Schmucki observes that even outside the Franciscan circle Francis was considered as

the "fondatore" or founder of the Order of Penitence. For an interesting
interpretation of t-he statement "..they did not yet venture to renounce property" cf.
G. Casagrand e, L' Ordine Franc esc ano S e co lare, 220.

"'Cf. F. F. 1162, and O. Schmucfu, Il T.O.F. nelle biografie, ir L'Ordine della
Pmitenza di San Francesco, 132-134.

'*'For the long Latin text, cf. Ibid, 133.
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15. A certain value also seems to flow from the testimony of the
anonyrnous Franciscan author who, in about 127 5, wrote the Deterruinationes
quaettionan circa Regularn Framtm Minorum. To the objections formulated,
he responded:

Because you appear to be engaged in the salvation of souls, and you must be
imitators of St. Francis in all things, why you [Friars Minor] do you not
take care of the so-called Order of Penitens, which he himself instituted,
so that it will spread everywhere in the Church for the salvation of many,
whilst on the other hand you devote yourselves to converting and
improving others to whom you are less linked by a paternal tradition?'*

The so-called Pseudo-Bonaventure felt the need to advance at least twelve
reasons in justification; it would have been much simpler to deny such
common paternity-if that would have been possible-than to dismiss the
accusation of every principle.

16. Bernard of Besse then offers a broad description of the Order of
Penitents, in his Boo& of Praiseswrinen around 1280r

The fruit of tle teaching of Francis shines brilliandy in the three Orders
instituted by him... ttre Third is the Order of the brothers and sisters of
penitence, meant for the clerics, the laity, virgins and married persons, who
intend to live uprighdy in their own homes, to practice worlis of piety and
to flee the luxury of the world. For this reason, sometimes one happens to
see among them noble warriors or other important persons in the world
who put on simple cloals or dark hides, humble in their dress and in their
mounts, when they have need; so simple in their dealings that one has no
doubt in thinking they are truly God-fearing. At first, they were assigned a

friar as superior, but now they are allowed their own superiors, although
they are protected with advice and help from the friars, as co-brothers
generated from the same father. In the detailing of their nrles and forms of
life (that is, of all three Orders), the lord pope Gregory, of sacred rrenror/,
gave assistance, united in great friendship with the blessed Francis, from
the time when he was not yet t}re supreme pontiff, because the saint was

not very skilled in ecclesiastic law.'nj

17. A testimony of lesser importance is found inthe Wrsified Legend
by the pseudo Henri d'Awanches. Dated before 1289,itis limited to putting
into poetical form the sections of texts by St. Bonaventure and Bernard of
Besse. In the appendix are contained some verses which are translated as:

'**Ihe Latin text is also given in Dossier, 123. On the problem of dating, cf.
M. D'Alaui, Francesco d',4ssisi e i kici, 625.

'*tFor the Latin text, cf. O, Schmuckt, IlT.O.F. nelh biografie, 130.
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So there would be three material churches, indicating the mystery of a

spiritual building, in the tlree Orders with which he would renew the
Church... But since discretion strengthens the holy proposition, he
collected all the converts in the three Orders. From this penitence one
Order takes its name: in it is welcomed every sex and condition, clergy and
lay, man, woman, married, free. Nobody is obliged to change their home:
in their own, each knows which rules of life to follow, what they have to do.
The members of this Order shine with portent, because it can be seen how
close tlis state is to God'*

18. Some narrative sources then refer to two particular encounters
that Francis had had with single persons whom he himself had turned
towards or received in penitential life. The first episode concerns the
devoted noblewomen of Volusiano, whose wicked husband was an obstacle
to her "seryice ofJesus Christ": to her Francis foretold tlre conversion of her
husband; in fact, on her return he received his wife saying, "My lady, let us

serve the Lord and save our souls in our own house." QC 38).*' The second
refers to a devoted Roman lady, whose name was Prassede, who for forty
years had lived as a recluse in her own home and who had "earned the favor
of a special friendship with Saint Francis. He did for her what he did for no
other woman: he received her to obedience, and with pious devotion gave

her the habit of the Religion, that is, the tunic and cord." (3C 181).'-

19. Finally, reference should be made to important documentation
that came to light in the research conducted mosdy on the occasion of the
recent Conventions already mentioned. This research attests to the
existence of r fratemiti d.i Penitenti di sicaro indirizzo ftancescano [fraternity of
penitents of clear Franciscan inspiration] even before the Saprg rnonteru.lt is

a document of considerable significance, if one bears in mind the minimal
archivistic research conducted until then, and of the lack of precision and
inconstancies with which such fraternities of Penitents were usually called in
the course of the thirteenth century.'*' Two contributions can be examined,

'*For the Latin text, cf. Ibid, 132.

'*"'Dornina, sentiancus Domino, et salaemus animas nostras in domo nostra":
Analeca Franciscana X (1941), 155. This fact is also related inthe Legend of Perugia,
no. 27 andinthe Major Life, XI.

'*For the Latin text, cf. Analecta Franciscana X (1941),324. The Major Life
also mentions it, in appendix VIII.

''If one compares the number of fraternities of Penitents in Italy in the
thirteenth century who were known at the beginning of the 1360s, with the number
of those who were known to have been in existence in the last twenty years of the
century (cf. G. Casagrande, Il mooimento penitenziale nel Medio Ezto,697-700; md
Idem, 1/ nxoaiTnento penitenziale nei secoli del Basso Medioeao, 223) one should take
account of the fact that the medieval penitential movement could really be thought
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the dates of which are not very recent, and therefore should not be
considered the latest; but they are the only ones which are available. Thus,
in his study of 1980, Casagrande"" mentions the definite presence of
Franciscan penitents before the date of issue of the Rule of the lSth August,
1289, in seven Italian cities. These are, in order: Orvieto (1269), Verona
(1280), Bologna (1284), Citt) di Castello (24th July 1286), Padua (4th
October 1286), Prato (February 1289) and Pisa (]une 1289). On these dates
the use of the following names in such cities is documentedt Fratres de

penitencia ordinis sanai Francisci [Brothers of Penitence of the Order of St.
Francis], Fratres de ordine minori sancti Francisci [Brothers of the Order of
Minors of St. Francisl, Coniugati Tertii Ordinis beati Francisci [Married
people of the Third Order of the blessed Francis], etc. In the same year,
Gieben"' documents the use in two cities in the German region, of the
expression Ordine dei Penitenti di San Francesco: these are Kniebis auf dem
Wald, in the Black Forest (1277) and Elm (1284). Both authors make a point
of showing that these examples are of fraternities which had already been
given a structure, and were well organized on the dates referred to: they
therefore must have already been in existence for some time; which means,
at least in these particular cases, that they had already been living in a

Franciscan environment for a while.

As can be seen, there are not a few testimonies which affirm a

direct, and to a certain degree, a causal relationship between Francis and the
first Franciscans and fraternities of Penitents. If taken singly their value is
doubtless diverse, taken together they constitute an uninterrupted line
covering the entire span of time from 1229, just three years after the death
of Francis, to 1289, the Bull Supra Monteru.. It was a solid and inescapable
chain of testimonies, which attribute to Francis an Order of Penitence
belonging to him, and considered, moreover, not as a marginal fact within
the Franciscan movement, but described as an important element and an
integral part ofit.

of as the tip of an iceberg, and how its history has still largely to be reconstructed. It
is a phenomenon of impressive proportions, not so much in the determining of
absolute numbers (as has been stated, it was not a mass occurrence) as rather in its
capacity to actually catch on in all the middle-sized and large inhabited centers and
among all social classes (compare the two maps at the end of this study).

""G. Casagran de, Il rrtoaimento penitenziale nel Med.ioezto, 7 07 ff ,

"'S. Gi"ben, Confraternite e Penitenti, it Francescanesimn e aita religiosa dei
laici,195 ff.
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c) Evaluation and Remarks

At this point, some comments can be made concerning this complex
problem, in an attempt to formulate some conclusions, after the examination
of so many and such varied points of view.

l. It is known that Francis, whilst obviously not having invented the
state of religious life in the Church, was nevertheless able to make it rise to a
new form within it. He thus invented, if we want to use this expression, not
rle religious life, but an experience of religious life, on which he stamped
markedly new characteristics, and at least the core of the original features of
which he strenuously defended. His friars did not have to beat the path of
any of the three great Rules which had previously set religious life. They
were not, and had no obligation to become monls, living separately from
the people. Rather, they had to share the experience of the poor, to live
beside and among the most scorned and unfortunate, to be profoundly
involved in the life of the people through humble work and itinerant
preaching, simple in content and in a familiar tone. Even with the revisions
that the Franciscan fraternity would encounter for a variety of reasons, it
was able to achieve and maintain close contact with the popular base,

spreading those evangelical ideals which they had long yearned for, with a

rare efEcacy among the Christians and in practice giving life to a vast
penitential fervor.

2. Yery soon, in addition, the problem arose for Francis and his
friars, as had already happened to the itinerant preachers of the previous
centurlrr of giving direction to those Christians who turned to them for
advice, because they wanted a more committed experience of faith. And
they, too, had to ask themselves how they could include in the ecclesial

organism those faithfrrl who had answered his call to penitence, and who
were spontaneously grouping in various places where they had preached.
Francis once again avoided setting up particular and isolated stnrctures, in a

"hothouse" of Christians. He turned simply to the kind of penitential life
which he himself and his companions had assumed at the beginning of the
path, and which they themselves were now rekindling by anchoring it more
firmly on the Gospel. The form of life of the voluntary penitents was one
which the Church had for centuries recognized as a status which the ardent
laity could embrace, and which had in the immediately preceding decades

taken on new features to which we have referred: the admission of married
people, timid attempts to form a community, *ith the beginnings of
organization and the obligation to observe a propositum aitae.Thus, Francis
did not invent that penitential state in which he himself was at the beginning
of his new life and which he now presented to the Christians who asked him
for advice.
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3. But penitential life (status poenitentialis) was somewhat analogous
to religious life (status religiosus): it too had the possibility of being expressed
in different forms. There had been various examples of them in the recent
past. Those Penitents originating from the community of St. Desiderio, and
those arising from the Humiliati and the Poor Catholics of Durand
d'Huesca-were they not different forms of living in penitence? It would
seem reasonable to maintain that Francis, too, with his example and by
giving directions to single people or groups of laity who had been touched
by his word, had given life to a particular form of living penitence, "his"
form, that is, the one which was inspired by his spiritual sensitivity, his
religious charism. It is this and nothing more which has been substantially
intended by the narrative sources which attribute to him the paternity of the
penitential movement which followed the intense evangelical fervor worked
by him among the people. To these more receptive laity who followed his
advice to enter into the way ofpenitence, Francis continued to feel close and
to consider himself in some way responsible. This is particularly evident in
two letters that he addressed to them (lst and 2nd Letter to the Faithful), to
confirm them in their choice and to form them spiritually according to his
interpretation of penitential life.

4. This penitential life-which first represented a sporadic event
mainly concerning single persons, without ever managing to involve a large
enough number of faithful, even in the largest cities, to be able to form
themselves into some group,"' and which even when it had become
expressed in associative forms, had remained an isolated phenomenon.
Thanls to the initiative developed by Francis and his fraternity, it witnessed
a sudden and unexpected growth, completely inexplicable other than being
due to the strength of the charism present in the early Franciscan
experience. In the course of a few years, it became a phenomenon which
spread to many inhabited centers of North-central Italy, and which attracted
the attention of the civil and ecclesiastic authorities. The civil authorities,
who found themselves facing the unheard of problem of having to
recognize, for a relatively large number of seemingly ordinary people,
exemptions of which the Penitents had always made use in the past, but
without creating difficulties, dealing with cases which were numerically

"'Cf. G. G. Meersseman, Disciplinati e Penitenti nel Duecento, in Il m.ouim.ento
dei Disciplinati, 44ff: "disregarding those few rare associations of rural communal
Penitents in the rwelfth century, they (the Penitents) did not group themselves into
religious communities and neither did they take the touble to form themselves into
a confraternity; on the other hand in no town were they mrmerous enough to be able
to constitute a real association. Towards 1215 one notes in the urban centers ofltaly
a sudden increase in their number, among married people, too."
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irrelevant. The ecclesiastic authorities saw themselves forced to intervene to
regulate and include within the ecclesial structure a phenomenon that had
never previously taken place in such vast dimensions. Thanks to the new
climate of openness to the initiatives of the laity introduced by the
enlightened pontificate of Innocent III, and to the mediation of a personality
of such great historical sensitivity as cardinal Hugolino, who syrnpathetically
followed the growing Franciscan movement, the Roman Curia sensed that
this unexpected religious ferment of the laity was an opportunity not to be
wasted. If it was well managed, the presence of the Penitents could offer to
the institutional Church the precious seryice of recovering a firmer
relationship with the popular classes, after a long phase of tensions and
worrying detachment, and of making easier the pursuance of their own
ecclesial and political objectives in the Italian conrrnunes in anti-heretical
and anti-Ghibelline roles.

5. fuising after the tremendous thrust of the example and preaching
of Francis and his friars, these Penitents certainly continued to refer to the
young Franciscan fraternity, even if the latter's itinerant lifestyle did not
permit stable and well structured relationships. In fact, it can be assumed
that what had already happened to the religious Order founded by him, was
also happening to this vast penitential movement. The Franciscan Order
appeared to be, and was recognized aiaa aoce by Innocent III in 1209 as a

charismatic fraternity which had only the Gospel and the luminous presence
of Francis as the unique normative references of its own life. It was very free
in its positive expressions and it could hardly be placed in the context ofthe
preceding forms of religious life present in the Church. It gradually assumed
its own specific identity from the institutional point of view, an identity
which was clearly defined only in 1223, and not vrithout the decisive
contribution of the Apostolic See, which took advantage of the valuable
mediation of cardinal Hugolino.

The penitential movement, too, arose from Francis simply as a form
of evangelical life for the laity living in their own houses, and it, too,
gradually organized itself and took on its institutional nature through its
own initiatives, and thanks especially to the good offices of the ecclesiastic
authority, i.e. Hugolino and the Roman Curia. It is certain that Francis in
jhi5 sx5s-xs moreover in the case of the Poor Ladies of San Damiano,
another fruit of his charism, so much so that Clare would feel honored to
call herself for her whole life the "little plant" of Francis-did not enter the
legal field, did not elaborate legal norms, but left others to do this. He
would in a certain sense be forced to legislate for the Order of Minors
however, and it would not be one of the happier periods of his experience.
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The Penitents themselves and the ecclesiastic authoritf" must have come
together to elaborate the Mernoriale propositi, taking account of the principle
provisions in canon law through the centuries regarding the individual
Penitents, and of the experience of the most recent communal forms of
penitential life, in particular, that of the nearby Humiliati."'

6. It is with the appearance of the Memoriab of wlnch news came in
1221, that the penitential movement began to assume a new form. Accepting
tlis propositurn aitae as the basic statute for the fraternities of Penitence, the
poenitentturn collegia, which were then multiplying, the Church conferred to
this movement an unheard of legal platform, which led immediately to the
birth of the Order of Penitence: a specific and new reality compared to the
imprecise penitential status of before, which would very soon become a

Iively organism, capable of structuring itself into autonomous forms with
great ability. One can glimpse in this the maturity reached by the laity in the
field of self-governance: the lively communal reality, with its numerous
associative expressions, had conferred on them a remarkable experience in
this field.

But what is meant by the Order of Penitence? It should not be
considered as a uniform reality aimed at detailed and clear planning in any
particular direction or affiliation. Rather, it would now seem to mean simply
a way of living penitence in community, as previously one would have
described the way of life embraced by single individuals as the Order of
Penance."' All those groups of penitents who had or would adopt the

253,ir"'Ihe more or less direct presence of cardinal Hugolino can not be
exduded in this delicate normative phase. His anonymous biographer and Bernardo
da Besse explicidy attribute to him an imporant role. He was close to the Order of
Minors as their adviser and organiser, and also he had a great interest and
consideration for the poenitentium collegia once he became pope: see his numerous
interventions in their defence (which he effected at least 14 times in 12 years) and the
terminology which he used to define their form of life (we have seen how he was the
only pontiff to we religio and aia perfectionri when speaking of it).

"*Those of the Humiliati who intended to live religiously in tlre world, that
is, dre members of the Third Order, would not have a Rule, butt Propoitam: namely
a set of statutes suitable for their state of life in the world. This would be the first
example of a document of this kind, and it seemed to have inspired, in many points,
the Memoriale propositi; cf. A. Mens, Hamiliis, 1132. For a comparison between the
two texts, see Dossier, 276-282 and 91-ll2 respectively. Francis could have
encountered the lifestyle of the Humiliati in some of his traveling in Lombardn
because they were great suppliers of inexpensive woolen cloth; their documented
presence is evident in such places as Piacenza, Parma, Modena, Verona and in
Romagna: cf. H. M. Vicaire, Humiliis, in Catboliciyne V (1962), 1098.

"tln this sense, it would seem that the precise definition of Meersseman is
illuminating: "to indicate the Penitents, the Church made use of the expression
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Memoriale propositi, as a statute which formed the basis of their fraternities,

would belong to the Order of Penitence. For this reason, when one

encounters the term "brother or sister of the Order of Penitence', without
any other specification, in the contemporary narrative or documentary texts'

in principle one knows that one is dealing with a person who belongs to a

fraternity which has formed under the Memoriale prnplsiti, and nothing
more.

The analogy with religious life may once again be useful. By a

decision of the 4th Lateran Council (1215), religious life in future had to be

expressed only within one of the three great traditional rules: those of St.

Basil, St. Augustine or St. Benedict. But this did not prevent considerable

diversity in form and direction among those who followed the same rule."u

An example may sufEce: Canons Regular, Augustinians and Dominicans
have the same rule, that of St. Augustine; but there is no doubt that they

represent diverse ways or directions of religious life. If we were to find texts

that speak to us of someone as a "religious of the rule of St. Augustine," we

would not yet understand to which precise religious family he or she

belonged.

Fundamentally, the relationship between tbe Order of Penitence

and its possible expressions could be understood in the same way. For those

Penitenls who had sprung up following the initiative of Francis and who had

wanted to live the ideal of penitence in a communitarian manner, the

Church had accepted and recognized only one rule or prnplsitarn aitae, that
is, the Memoriale, which could, however, actually assume different
directions. The various communities of penance were normally placed under

the jurisdiction of the local bishop, and would remain free to direct

Order (orda)... Nevert-heless, the term orda,irecclesiastic literature, did not designate

either iocal fraternities of Fenitents, nor their regional confederations, but in the

beqinning it would rather refer to the religious state which they had embraced, and

lat"er, to "the written rule which they obse-rved, and finally, the two categories into
*hich they were divided, becoming members of either the Franciscan or Dominican
orders", G. G. Meersseman, Disciplinati e Penitenti nel Daecento, in Il m'oaimento dei

Disciplinati,T0 on.

"o'At the time of Lateran fV, the concept of "Rule" was generic", observes

Maccarrone, "this term not being intended as a rigid code of religious life,.but on the

contrary, general principles, to bl applied to various forms of communitarian life"' A
religious ioundation or . gtoop of similar foundations always remained open and free

ao frrr. themselves their-own "ordinationes" or statutes, or "observantia', which
repiesented their own applications of the Rule... and guaranlegd 9o the local

foundations their own independence and variation in the face of the "religion" of
which they had taken on the kind of rule or institution" M' Maccarrone, Lateranense

IV, Concilio (1 21 t), in DIP V (197 8), 493.
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themselves spiritually wherever they wanted, and to ask for religious
assistance from whomever they preferred.

7. There is no wonder that the majority of them continued to have
a close relationship to this Franciscan fraternity which had been the most
important factor in their coming about, and that they would also later
righdy regard themselves as "spiritual sons and daughters" of St. Francis,
and in fraternal relationships with his friars. It is believed that the numerous
narrative testimonies that speak of Francis as the fundatorlfottnder] or
institutorfiruiator] of the Order of Penitents in the Franciscan sources refer
specifically, and certainly mainly, to the fraternity of the Order of Penitence
of this kind.

This viewpoint, among other things, avoids an unfortunate rwo-fold
difEculty: that of having to arbitrarily devalue such testimonies, as if one
should destroy their every credibility; and that of having to believe that
these testimonies must necessarily also have spread to other fraternities of
Penitents, which probably had never orientated themselves around the
Franciscan movement, or at least, had ceased doing so. And there would
certainly have been some of these latter: fraternities which had adopted the
same statute as the Order of Penitence, but directed towards the Dominican
Order, towards the Servites or othersl or else linked only to the secular
clergy."' And it should be no surprise that in the current archivist research
there is an ever richer documentation emerging of the existence of fratres
arrd sorores explicidy defined as either * de poenitentia Onlinis beati
Franriscifof the Order of Penance of Saint Francis], or as de ordine rninori
sancti Francitci[of the Lesser Order of Saint Francis], or else, even though
somewhat later, documentation which speak of. coniugati tertii Ordinis beati
Franciscilmrried tertiarties of the Order of Saint Francis]; nevertheless this
does not allow us to presume that all the fraternities of Penitents of this
period would have been like these.

8. The determining role played by Francis and his Friars Minor in
the rising of the penitential movement at the beginning of the ttrirteenth
century, the numerous testimonies present in the Franciscan sources, the
statement contained in the letter of Gregory IX to Agnes of Prague, the
attempts by the Popes to link the Penitents and the Minors more closely,

"'It is beyond discussion that there were fraternities of Penitents who
followed rhe Mermriale, but in the Dominican field. It cannot be ruled out that there
may have been fraternities following other directions, too: cf. Stanislao da
Campagnola, L'Orilo Poenitentium" nelle Cronacbe, in L'Ordine della Pmitenza di San
Francesco, 154, note 28; and chiefly, A. Rigon, I laici nelh cbiesa padwana dcl Duecm.a.
Canaeri, Oblati, Penitmti, in Contributo alla storia della chiesa padoaana nell'eti
medioanale (1979), Padova, 1979, I l-8l.
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the documentation which is emerging of the existence of many fraternities
directly linked to the Franciscans abeady before 1289: all these lead one to
believe tlat among the various relationships from which the fraternities of
Penitents were able to choose, the one which was most congenial to them
from the beginning was , and usually remained with the Franciscans.
Notwithstanding the marked desire for independence that they nurtured,
such fraternities were actually forced to link themselves in some way to
institutions of clerics, not being objectively able, as an Order governed by
laity, to reach complete autonomy from the point of view of jurisdiction and
religious service. Already towards the middle of the century there was quite
widespread proof of their link with the Franciscans: in this sense, it would
seem that one should thus interpret the attempt by Innocent fV-who even
though not successful, at least in the north of Italy-to more firmly bind all
the Italian fraternities of the Order of Penitents to the Order of the Friars
Minor."' With the passing of the years, such a relationship-though with
mixed fortunes and not without some periods of tension-would become
strengthened and extended."'

The intervention of Nicholas W-aimed at bringing all the
fraternities which at that time still recognized the Meruoriale propositi to refer
to the Friars Minor, and to approve for them a new Regula aitae which
replaced the Mernoriale-would do no more than basically to confer a legal
character onto what was already a fact.'6" In some cities, e.g. Florence is the

"*FIe first entrusted the Penitents of Italy and Sicily (central and south
Italy) to the Minors, in June of 1247 , and it seems he did so at their request (cf. the
brlJl Vota deootoram which says, .. "nos eoru.n precibus il.nnuentes.."'t\at is, "we, in
response to their pleas.." Dosier, 57); those of Lombardy (north Italy), followed in
August of the same year. The lafter, however, jealous of their autonomy, complained
of the fact that they had not been consulted (cf. the b,tLl Lhet oos in Dosier,59); for
tlis reason the pope put them back under the more flexible control of the bishops in
November 1248. The other Penitents generally continued to be supervised by the
Franciscans. Only in Florence, where for some time a lively fraternity of Dominican
penitents had also been in existence, would a strong tension later arise between them
and the fraternity which referred to the Franciscan Convent of Santa Croce; it would
only be overcome towards t}re end of the century: cf. Dossier, 1l-37. This first
attempt by the Apostolic See to entrust the care of the Penitents to the Friars Minor
should not be seen purely as casual. Once again, a comparison with another non-
communitarian institution should sufEce, one which from the juridical point of view
did not rely on any clerical order, that of the Militia of Jesus Christ: when in 1235,

Gregory IX entrusted them to the religious assistance of the Dominicans, it was not
a random decision, given that this Order had been founded h 1223 by Bartholomew
of Breganze, a Dominican.

"'Cf. R. Pazzelli, San Francesco,25+-258.

'o"The hypotheses maintained by Mandonnet and Meersseman, on the
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best documented and most incontrovertible, there could have existed a

fraternity of Dominicans alongside the Franciscans. This Dominican
fraternity would in effect be the only area that was in some sense

competitive to the Franciscan one, regarding activities of the fraternities of
Penitents, as well as in other sectors. Among the few revisions that Nicholas
W effected, there was one which had to justifr such a measure: the
affirmation that the Order of Penitence and that of the Friars Minor had
had their origins from the same father, Francis of Assisi.'o' In addition, ttre
Master General of the Dominicans, the Spaniard Munio deZamorq around
tfiis time would draft a new Rule for the Dominican Penitents; but he would
call for reliance on the Preaching Friars,"' as in a short time, men would
disappear from what would become the Order of Penitence of the blessed
Dominic, and only single women and widows would remain in it. The Rule
of Zamoru would receive pontifical approval only in 1405, with Innocent
VII. There would seem one more reason for considering that the Franciscan
branch would continue, or would become even greater, and that is the
natural flow of Penitents. It is not by chance that in 1289 ill the fraternities
of Italy who-apart from a few brief signs of impatience shown by the
Lombardian Penitents, still tenaciously and radically autonomistic-
automatically acknowledged the new Rule, without them having to
substantially change anything in their actual lives.

9. Four factors suggest that the ideal conditions were reached when
a true balance was achieved between organizational autonomy and a stable
relationship with an Order of Clerics. These four factors are: (l) the short
duration of the Militia of Jesus Christ, which was the only other institution
which accepted the laity into the non-communitarian religious state, and
which enjoyed complete autonorn|1263 (2) the flourishing expansion of the
Third Order of the Humiliati as long as it remained linked with the First
Order, and of its rapid decline when, from 1291 onwards, it wanted or was

existence of other legislative texts relevant to the Order of Penitence between the
Me.xturiale propoiti (1221) and rhe Supra rroiltern (1289), can by now be considered
overtumed. Regarding this matter, see M. D'Alaui, La Regola di Nocok IV aspeni
storici,in La Supra rnonten di Nicok IV (1289): genei e difusione ili una Regoh, Atti del
5o Convegno di Studi Francescani (Ascoli Piceno, 26-27 October 1987), by R.
Pazzelli and L. Tempeiri, Analeaa T.O.R., Roma 1988, 93-107.

'otlt says, in fact, "... il beato Francesco, glorioso Confessore di Cristo,
istitutore di questo Ordine..." ("...ghrionu Christi Confessor beatus Franciscus, buius
Ordin* instiator..." 1 cf. Dossier, 7 5.

'u'In fact, they would demand "to be subjected completely to the Minister
General and to the provincial superior" ("...Generalis Ministri.. et priois
proaincitlis...touliter subiacere..."): cf. Dossier, I 5 5.

'1o' Cf. Ordn fratemitatis, L250-1262.
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obliged to make itself completely autonomous;'* (3) the serious decline in
numbers in the Order of Penitence under the Dominicans, when it was

subjected to the rigid control by the Preaching Friarsfo' (4) the rapid
extinction of the fringes of Penitents who would reject the arrangements of
Nicholas fV in order to maintain their autonomy.'oo The intervention of
Nicholas IV, the first Franciscan pope, in 1289 could in this sense be

considered beneficial. He stopped a drive towards autonomy that was

probably excessive, yet allowed the Order of Penitence the freedom of
enterprise and internal organization, and created a more stable but yet not
rigid contact between the Penitents and the clerical Order which was closest

to them, namely, the Friars Minor.
10. Finally, moreover, besides the undoubted existence of numerous

fraternities ofPenitents in the Franciscan fold, it can also be considered that
all the groups of the Order of Penitence that thrgughout the thirteenth
century referred to the Mernorial.e propositi were in some way indebted to
Francis and had their roots in him. It was, in fact, thanls to him that the
conditions were fulfilled that enabled the previous generic penitential status

to become the Order of Penitence as a specific reality. In addition, the
Order of Penitence on the whole "conserved the stamp of the distant mould
in its orthodoxy in its obedience to the papacy, in its service for peace within
the cities, in the same attempt by the pontiffs to consider it as belonging to
the Order of Friars Minor, taking it away from the not too secure control of
the bishops" as Cracco states. FIe continues, "At the end of the centuryr

when the popes would speak of Tertia Regula and would proclaim St. Francis

as the founder of the Third Order, it would be an awkward use of the terms
but a substantial adherence to the historical truth: without the mediation of

'u*From the end of the thirteenth centuryr the Humiliati of the First Order
(composed of priests and perpetually confessed) and of the Second Order (of lay
sisteri and brothers, but who lived in separate and neighbouring communities) came

to resemble each other more and more until they merged: also the Second Order
would litde by litde abandon traditional manual work in which they had been seen to
be ardendy engaged, in the textile business. Given that, in spite of the grave crisis

which both had been facing for a long time, they were obstinately opposed to every
internal plan of reform, finally reaching the point which one of their members in
1569 would make an attempt on the lifi of Cardinal Borromeo, Pio V decreed the
suppression of it in 1571. On their part, the Third Order had alreadybeen extinct
foi a lo.tg time, towards the second half of the fourteenth century. For this event, cf.
A. Mens, Humili4s, 1129-1136, in particular I132.

'otcf . Ordo fraternitatis, STS and 434.

'ouFor example, the fraternity of the Order of Penitence of Brescia,, cf. Ibid',
427.
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St. Francis the ttatas penitencie would have been difEcult to consolidate into
an Order."'o'

Thus the decisive contribution made by Francis towards the
mobilizing of the Christian laity in their role of protagonist within the
ecclesial institution remains intact. Arising at a crucial moment of tension
and detachment between the clergy and the people, the Order of Penitence
represented a precious means for maintaining unity and allowing the
Christian laity to grow spiritually, whilst attaching it securely to the
Catholic Church, but at the same time being received by it, for the first
time, as an active and dynamic protagonist. This would seem, after all, to be
the most important fact: thanks to Francis, there would be a "laity involved
in the responsibility for ecclesial management, that is, held in high esteem
and committed as a member of the religious communig; for the sacred and
hierarchic era as were the Middle Ages, this re-evaluation was a considerable
novelty."'o'

We can thus share the opinion of those who maintain that the
relationship between Francis and the Order of Penitence "offered the
yardstick to measure the grip which Francis had on the people of his time, in
a delicate and fundamental sector for that renewal of Christian life which so
many cried out for: a firm grip, and also a sign of the sensitivity of Francis
towards the laity and their problems, first among which was an increase in
value in the religious field."'o'

For Sabatier, "the Middle Ages constituted an organic period in the
life of humanity: as all powerful organisms, it began with a long and
mysterious gestation; it had its youth, its virility, its decrepitude. The end of
the twelfth century and the beginning of the thirteenth signaled its definitive
organic development. These years were like the flowering of youth, with
their poetry, their dreams, their enthusiasm, generosity, audacity.""" For
him, "the great movement of ideas of the thirteenth century was first of all a

religious movement, which presented a double characteristic: it was popular
and lay at the same time. It arose out of the depths of a people and among
many uncertainties aimed at taking sacred matters from the hands of the
clergy... It was an authentic religious revolution which, if it succeeded,

'o'G. Cracco, Recensione al Dossier, in Stadi Medieuale, s. 3 a 3 (19 62), 6+1.

'o'P.Brezzi,Francesco e i laici,inFrancesco d'.4ssii efrancescaneima dal 1216 al
1226,187.

'o'M. D'AIatri , Francesco e i laici, 63).

""P. Sabatier, 31.
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would extend to the universal priesthood, to the proclamation of the rights
of the individual conscience.""'

"Francis belonged to the people," states Sabatier, "and the people
recognized themselves in him.""' The movement that took flight from the
Saint of Assisi "represented the most beautiful and genuine effort in
religious renewal which had been achieved after Christ. We need to go back
to it more than to the reform of the sixteenth century.""' Finally, "There is

in the world a multitude of souls capable of any kind of heroism, provided
that they have in front of them a head who leads them. Francis was the
awaited guide, and the best of humanity of that time impetuously followed
him.""* It is this that has been the object of this research.

"tlbid,32.
"'Ibid,3+.
"'Ibid, 26. (Letter to Dubarrat of lTth December 1893, cited in the

introduction of L. Bedeschi).

"'Ibid, i5.





Conclusion

lflhe end of this research has now been reached, which had two goals:

I ttl to follow the slow and laborious road of the Christian laity
I through the twelfth arrd thirteenth centuries towards a clearer

awareness of their own identity, that original subject of Christian experience,

in a gradual autonomy compared to the spiritual models belonging to
monasticism and the clergy in general; and (2) to see how Francis of Assisi

was waiting in the wings for this reawakening of the Christian laity and the
role he played towards them. It would seen useful at this point to summarize

the facts emerging from both these aspects which seem to give some fixed

points in the historiographical investigation of this subject.

Regarding the troubled events of the Christian laity, we have

established that it was unloosed through the twelfth centurlzr in the form of
an arc,. with one part rising and the other falling.

The period in which the Great Reform of the Church unfolded was

a period that was extraordinarily rich with ferment, a page of history full of
dynamism. For the first time the popular classes, guided by a rapidly
expanding mercantile class, became the protagonists and creators of their
own history: the experience of the free communes in effect represented one

of the highest points of civil awareness and the ability of the people to res

publica throughout the span of the long European history. It had its
iounterpart only in the brilliant but more limited experience of the Greek
polis.

This dynamism, this unheard of awareness of being able to "do it
themselves,' was not limited only to the areas of economy, culture and

politics, but inevitably also reached the religious domain. The numerous

popular religious movements which arose throughout the century can be

understood as expressions of a two-fold need: a sign of a keen religious

sensibility, of a real thirst for an evangelical authenticity; and at the same

time evidence of the desire of the new emerging classes to also play a more

active role in religious, and more specifically, ecclesial life; a role which by

that time they had achieved in worldly areas. It is no accident that through
the whole of the century groups of laity were seen as competing with the

monks and clerics in claiming the characteristics of that model of apostolic

life that was considered the criterion of an authentic Christian life. And at
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the busy crossroads of evangelic life the laity were often seen to go further
than the monks and clerics.

Nevertheless, a remarkable change of climate was seen in the
ecclesial world between the first and the second halves of the twelfth
century. Until roughly the middle of the century, there \rere many pastors
who were able to orgatize and give voice to this thirst for a more evangelical
Christian spirituality among the popular classes of the cities. Tireless
itinerant preachers, coming from the ranla of reformed monasticism or
from the Canons Regular, promoted intense and courageous pastoral
activity, which spread the ideal aita apostolica and the consequent longing for
an authentic evangelical Christianity among the people. There was a rich
harvest to be gathered. But the,ecclesiastic structure was not able to open up
a space within itself to allow the inclusion of the new reality which was being
born; neither, from the other side, was there anyone among the great
personalities of the itinerant preachers who could elaborate a bold new
project which would keep the religious expectations of the laity alive,
without colliding with the ecclesiastic authority in the one hand, and
without shutting themselves away in one of the segregated forms of religious
life on the other. There was a strong conviction that the only real possibility
of radically living the Gospel was to follow the monastic model.

Thus new forms of monastic life would be seen, with brave but
ambigrrous attempts to achieve a difficult co-habiting between the monks or
regular clerics, and the laity. This balance did not last for long, and even the
best achievements only ended by the monastic model prevailing in
spirituality as in the organization of actual life. And this would inevitably
lead to the stalling of evangelical momentum, and a more difficult
relationship berween the laity and the clergy.

In the second half of the century, in fact, a considerable decrease
was seen in pastoral activity by the Church. The laity, who continued to give
manifold signs of religious anxiety and thirst for the Gospel, were in effect
left on their own, becoming easy prey for new dynamic groups of heterodox
itinerant preachers. They, under the ever-fascinating flag of evangelical
pauperism, also acted tenaciously as tough and implacable critics against the
institutional Church, rich and apparendy omnipotent. In reality, the
hierarchical Church whilst parading security, was profoundly alarmed. It did
not know how to face a situation which was becoming ever more tense,

neither could it find a way of putting a brake on the growing conflict with
the popular classes. Thus, the road to violent repression was taken. Within
the last quarter of the century the Papacy and Emperor suspended the long
batde in which they had been engaged throughout the duration of the
Reforrn, and decided to unite in forcefully rooting out the presence of
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heretics in the societas christiana.It was a tragic road from which there was no
exit. The outcome was appalling: in a few decades, that furrow which had
long divided the clergy from the common people became a chasm, and

dialogue, already difficult, became complete incommunicability.

This is the context in which Francis of fusisi, the universal brother,
the air eaangelicus et totus apostolicus, made his appearance, who while
considering himself to be ignorans et idiota or "useless litde servant," was in
fact seen by all in his huge human and spiritual figure. He could express with
such finesse the expectations that had developed in the preceding century
among the laity in the fervor of evangelical ideals. He is rightly considered
to be the main inheritor of these people. But at the same time, he kept a

deep and sincere tie with the hierarchic Church, to whom he maintained
total obedience, fostering an attitude, which he ceaselessly expressed and
instilled in all with his words and deeds, of respect and esteem towards all
the clergy. From the first years of his mission, his radical minoritas granted
him an enoffnous credence by all, and allowed an unconditional sympathy to
flow over him and his companions: nobody within the Church had any
reason to be defensive towards them, given that they represented no threat.

With his genuinely and integrally evangelical Christian
experience-and because of this, of a truly Catholic and orthodox
transparency-which was supported by a rare capacity to communicate in an
immediate, free and simple manner, Francis effectively carried out what
from the moment of his conversion he considered to be his mission
entrusted to him by the Most High himself, acting as a bridge between the
institutional Church and the Christian people, living in a radical following
of the crucified Christ.

On the one hand, he offered generous and uninterested help to the
clergy, living truly as a "lesser brother," free and serene in the face of
possible rejection. He wanted at all costs, to avoid any semblance of contest
or competitiveness with the secular clergy: for this reason he would never
undertake a systematic or regular cura animarum which would have in some

way led to a reduction ofthe pastors" areas ofinfluence.

On the other hand, he manifested an incomparable capability to
capture the people, and in a few years achieved a disconcerting popularity.
Francis, coming from a lay background and formation, and remaining
profoundly lay in his many ways of feeling and expressing himself, directed
his intense evangelizing enterprise mainly but not exclusively, towards the
laity. He respected their sensibility, he appreciated the efforts and

achievements of civic life, he harbored a sincere esteem towards them and

considered them worthy of trust in the spiritual side of life, too; and the laity
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were galvanized by hearing the proposal of the ideal Christian life in its
entirety and radicality.

Francis was often on the move, and the crowd besieged him. But he
could approach all kinds of people with the freedom, the humility and the
profound respect of one who received them in the light of God. In everyone,
he saw children beloved by God, and brothers and sisters; they all had a

sublime vocation, in all he could sense great capacities for growth; nobody
was lost whilst he still lived "in time of merry', and those who seemed to
others to be wicked, to him were only bewildered: they needed to find the
road again which would restore a sense and a direction to their lives.

Francis urged his friars to meet the people with humility, he wanted
them to be tninores in heart and in behavior, not ruaertri but traveling
companions along the way, able to speak the language of the people of the
road, sharing with them the difficult experience of poverty and of
marginalization; but with joy, keeping their hearts and minds fixed on the
mystery of that God who, becoming man, lived in poverty and died by
crucifixion. Close to the institutional Church and close to the Christian
people, Francis reconciled the Church once again to the people; his person
and his fraternity became the bridge that allowed the previous chasm to be
crossed.

It would seem that the role that Francis played in the Church of his
time would in a certain sense be the permanent and essential task of the
fraternity that had its origin in him. This was the inheritance that he left his
friars. And the present delicate historical juncture, which sees the opening-
as in the time of Francis-of a widening gap between a popular reality that is
in a process of rapid deChristianisation and the ecclesiastic institutions, this
function of being a bridge should be held in particular consideration.

In this regard, an even more important question should be asked
about how the Franciscans can continue today to place themselves today in
auxiliunt. cleri. Probably, it is not so much to further encourage the tendency
to replace the secular clergy, within the usual pastoral context which
considers parish activity as the core, but rather to explore new forms of
presence, able to gather at least some of the great quantity of persons who
have distanced themselves and who now live permanently outside any
contact from the Church, because they are no longer reached by the normal
channels of pastoral activity. Francis would certainly have had an acute
awareness of this problem, and would try again, bravely, to be the new
evangelizer ofthose who are distanced.

The steps that the laity achieved in the twelfth century in the search
for a new spirituality more suited to their lay condition, and so more
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autonomous compared with that of the monks and the clerics, have been
followed. This search led to penitential spirituality: a small trickle which,
already present in the Church for many,centuries, had never completely
dried up, and which towards the end of the century had become a not totally
clear stream of water, from which nevertheless, the active groups of
Christians drew. When Francis too discovered this stream, he added a great
rush of new water, which he drew directly from the Gospel. And this stream
was suddenly transformed into a raging torrent which, wisely channeled by
the Church, became a wide and deep river, able to spiritually sustain the
keenest part of the Christian people throughout the thirteenth century.

This then, was the odrer more specific contribution which Francis
made to the reawakening of the Christian laity: extending to tlem the values

of his own spiritual experience, making it thus part of the Franciscan
charism; able to involve those from wide social strata in their way of
obedience to the Gospel within the Church. Thus Francis was able to avoid
the stumbling block which had impeded the way of many itinerant preachers
of the preceding century: his movement did not end in an experience just for
friars and nuns, but became a far-reaching spiritual adventure, which was
received deeply and carried forward with originality by a considerable
number of laity. In this way, t "Franciscan way of being a Christian"
appeared, of which the great number of Penitents of the thirteenth century
became and remained unsurpassed models.

The lay Franciscan movement was from the beginning an essential

component of the great Franciscan fraternity, and today still remains an
invitation of great value, which keeps its fresh appeal intact. The people of
God have the right to be addressed at all times by the particular Franciscan
way of being Christian. Whoever accepts this invitation is entitled to the full
right of becoming part of the Franciscan fraternity, another heir of the
charism ofFrancis.

In speaking of a Franciscan way of being a Christian, several specific

Gospel values are underscored: minority and firm solidarity with those who
are marginalized in any way, with the "leastl" poverty as sobriety and

simplicity of life, as the wish to place their human gifts and abilities at the
service of their brothers and sisters, and as a willingness to place their goods
in common ownership; the fraternity as a basic way of behaving in
relationships with all and as a firm commitrnent to create room for stable
forms of community life with other Christians, to become a fraternity which
transcends the narrow concept of the nuclear family, to be a light and a

symbol in the world.

With their spiritual experience, the Penitents among tlre followers
of Francis in fact initiated a Christian adventure of great significance, which
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had a profound effect on the life of the Church and on civil society
throughout the thirteenth century. Autonomous in their internal
organization, active in embarking on mrmerous undertakings in solidarity
with the real needs of a social world in which they proved themselves able to
act with intelligence and ability, through their own efforts in proposing their
ideal of life, faithful to the Church, they wrote one of the most luminous
pages of Christian history.

The Second Vatican Council, especially the Decree on the
Apostolate of the Laity, gave ample and definitive room for lay spirituality,
as a specific way of living a Christian experience, distinct from that of the
clergy and religious. And today there is no longer any doubt of its full right
of citizenship within the life of the Church. What has probably not
sufficiendy been emphasized is that, in the scope of such a vast spirituality,
there could be possible later differentiations. But if in the spirituality of
religious life there have always existed, and still exist today different
emphases which give rise to particular religious forms or families, the same
thing happens in the spirituality of the laity. This question of diversification
is recognized and encouraged by the Council in this same document:

Laymen who have followed their particular vocation and become members
of any of the associations or institutions approved by the Church, aim
sincerely at making tleir own the forms of spirituality proper to these
bodies."t

So, particular forms of lay spirituality are not only legitimate, but
are necessary so far as they correspond to a vocation recognized by the
Church. This is the reason for which the Franciscan laity are called to live in
a specific way the more general spirituality of the laity. Included in the
sphere of such spirituality, to which it must remain faithful, the lay
Franciscans have the task of modulating their own spiritual experiences on
those Gospel values that are particular to them, by virnre of their vocation,
assuming in this way the characteristic features of the Franciscan Christian.
Their membership in the Franciscan spiritual family is not either a casual
nor a secondary fact, but one which is providential and central; it is a

vocation to live God's plan in which the mystery of their deepest identities
are hidden. Such people will fully become Christians as far as their persons,
in an attitude of obedience, strive to achieve such a plan in its essential
features, with patience and perseverance.

The Franciscan charism exists because there were those who had a

profound and particular experience of God, and it lives today in the measure

" 
t Apostolican Actaositatum, 1 09.
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in which others live this experience. It is a task which concerns the
Franciscan laity, too, whose identity retains the essential features, especially

in its spirituality: it is this which, if rightly understood, suggests in turn
something of a new way of being."o It is well known that the two directions
in which the Council invited each spiritual family to bring about their own
renewal are the adjustment to the new needs of the Church and of society of
today, and the return to their origins. As far as the Secular Franciscan

Order, the first point reached an important aim with the appearance of the
new Rule approved in 1978 by Paul Yl"' a short time later, decrees of the
new Constitutions were added.

Flowever, the awareness, and therefore the recovery of the values

that characterized the Secular Franciscan Fraternity in its initial phases still
seem uncertain. The Order of Penitence of the thirteenth century gave life
to an experience of such importance that it enlivened and permeated itself
into the ecclesial reality and the complex fabric of communal life: it would
seem that this period and this experience should be considered exemplary.
Today's Secular Franciscan Order should continue to measure itself and

model itself on this in order to regain the essential features of its most
authentic identity. It is in fact from such beginnings, enlightening in so

many ways, that the inheritance of a great and original vocation descends,

which the Franciscan laity today is also called to make present in the Church
and in society.

From an earnest understanding of its own original nature, and

therefore its own specific charism, it could start out on a new and fruitful
path, a new surge which would allow the Secular Franciscan Fraternity to
spread the richness it bears throughout the world. It is likewise important
and urgent that the Friars of the First Order become more aware of the

existence of a Franciscan way of being Christian, that today, too, the people

of God should have the right to feel themselves called warmly and

competently. The Friars should be helped to assume from the years of their
formation a clearer awareness of the importance and the characteristics of
this great branch of the Franciscan fraternity, which came about through the
will and the initiative of Francis himself, and which was dynamic and

"oOn the importance of gaining inspiration from their own charism by
whoever enteres into a particular spirituality, cf' A. Cencini , Amerai il Signore Dio tuo.

Picologia dell'inconto con Dio, Dehoniane, Bologna 1982,38-44.

"'For the origin and contents of the Rule of the SFO, see the keen study- of
R. M. stewart, De illis qui faciunt poenitentiam. The Rule of tbe Secalar Franciscan Order:
origins, deoelopment, interpretation, Edrted, by Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini, Rome
1991.
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vigorous enough from the beginning to be able to promote a specific form
of sanctity.

Beginning this research, a much wider plan was envisaged-that of
investigating not only the origins of the Order of Penitence, but closely
following its exuberant development through the thirteenth century and
into the first decades of the fourteenth. Of particular appeal was the project
of examining more closely the contents of its specific spirituality, and an
attempt to trace the principal lines on which it undertook its intense social
action, both regarding the assistance to the needy and the performance of
delicate tasks that the civil authorities would often entrust to the Penitents.
These are two lines of research, almost completely unexplored, which would
give no small reward to whoever takes the initiative in tackling them. It is
hoped that somebody else will appear with the desire to take these forward.
Is there not some scholar from the ranks of the Franciscan Secular Order
who could do this?


